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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of creating simulated agents controlled by neural networks that
share features with biological olfactory systems. This work draws from the fields of Artificial Life,
Artificial Intelligence and Neuroscience.
The techniques used in this work included simulated agents and chemicals situated in a 2D
environment, spiking neural controllers in which neurons were placed on a 2D substrate and transmission delays depended on the length of the connections, a developmental model used with an
indirect encoding that could map a genome onto a neural network, and a genetic algorithm used
to evolve controllers. The findings of this program raised several interesting issues.
Results have shown that using a biologically plausible sigmoid function to map chemical concentration to the total input current of a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron, agents were able to detect
the whole range of chemical concentration as well as small variations. The sensory neurons used
in this work are able to encode the stimulus intensity into appropriate firing rates.
This research also reveals that two diﬀerent neural coding strategies can be used by a simple
neural network to control an agent . Both temporal coincidence (of spikes) and firing rate encoding
strategies were important mechanisms used by the same neural network in diﬀerent environmental
conditions.
In addition, realistic model of neural noise were shown to improve the behaviour of an agent
to perform a task like chemotaxis.
Models used to evolve developmental neural controllers for agents have been created and results
have shown that evolved agents could perform a relatively realistic and diﬃcult task, and their
neural controllers could encode information in space and time. In this work, the use of symmetrical
structures was shown to have major benefits for the evolution of neural controllers.
Finally, a detailed analysis of the neural dynamics was conducted on an evolved neural network
and has shown that the model generates controllers that use rather sophisticated neural coding
strategies involving detailed temporal information. This analysis revealed that single spikes sent
at specific moments could modify the whole activity of a network and the behaviour of an agent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation and Goals

This thesis addresses the problem of creating simulated agents controlled by neural networks that
share features with biological olfactory systems. My motivation was to investigate the relationship
between the morphology and the physiology of a neural network and the behaviour of an agent
controlled by such a network. I was also interested to study how information is encoded in such a
system when evolved. This work draws from the fields of Artificial Life, Artificial Intelligence and
Neuroscience.
• I used an approach often found in Artificial Life using evolutionary computation and developmental models to generate neural controller for agents that had to react to simulated
chemicals.
• When investigating the neural controller of agents, I used an approach inspired by neuroscience. I was then able to look for similarities with biological olfactory systems.
I believe that this approach, based on Artificial Life research, may be useful to help neuro-scientists
understand complex systems like olfactory systems. Finding an abstract model of development that
can generate eﬃcient neural networks is one the most promising goals of evolutionary computation
(as described in the next paragraph), and its applications in robotics and in neural computation
are multiple. Such a model could shed light on the evolution of natural systems like olfactory
systems and also on the interaction between neural systems and behaviours. Neural computation
taking place in olfactory systems has not yet been addressed by this approach.
It is usually diﬃcult to create robust and adaptable neural controllers for agents that can perform a number of diﬀerent actions. They often are optimized to perform one, or a small number, of
simple tasks. A promising trend is to evolve neural networks using evolutionary computation, (see
8
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[16, 23, 24, 57, 75, 67, 80, 83, 89, 106] for reviews). Evolutionary computation approaches allow researchers to design models or systems like neural networks or robots, with little human intervention
[25, 23, 24]. With this optimization technique, it is possible to evolve diﬀerent characteristics of a
neural network, such as: its topology, the synaptic strengths for each connection, the learning rule
or even evolve the body and the brain of an artificial organism. In the field of Artificial Life, certain
researchers try to combine an evolutionary approach, with artificial development and learning, to
generate eﬃcient neural networks having a limited initial knowledge of the architecture needed
[23, 24, 56, 5, 67, 75]. An artificial embryogenic (or ontogenic) approach is similar to a natural
approach, in that an agent or robot, can learn and adapt to its surroundings over its lifetime, while
the whole population of agents evolves over generations [5]. This approach allows evolved agents
or robots to share certain features such as: robustness, flexibility, and modularity with certain
biological systems [23, 24].
In nature, animals evolved for millions of years and scientists have now evidence that most of
them can discriminate many diﬀerent odours. Moths are a good example of such animals, having
a very finely tuned olfactory system. Even with a relatively small brain, they can find a chemical
source situated miles away and diﬀused at very small quantities (a few picograms per hour) [51, 105].
Insects like moths have a finely tuned sensory system linked to an olfactory system that can perform
odour recognition in which timing of spikes, synaptic plasticity and neuromodulation all play an
important role. Even though moth olfactory systems have been studied extensively, there are
still many open questions on how olfactory computation works and how it generates and shapes
behaviours. In order to understand olfactory systems, computational models have been created to
complement experimental results [36, 51, 65, 64, 77]. In nature, olfactory systems encode odours
as spatio-temporal neural activity patterns [64, 77]. This implies that olfactory information is
coded both by the identity and the location of active neurons, and also by the temporal pattern
of activity over the whole network. In fact, many real neural systems encode information by often
using diﬀerent types of encoding strategies based on the frequency of firing and/or on the time of
firing.
During my PhD, I wanted to investigate how a neural network can encode information in order
to discriminate odours and control an agent. I also wanted to investigate the evolution of a neural
controller for agents that can encode temporal delays using spiking neurons and a developmental
approach. Therefore, I wanted my model to be capable of temporal dynamics similar to those found
in biological neural systems. I have used spiking neural networks with realistic transmission delays
generated by the geometry of the model. This entailed placing the neurons on a 2D substrate,
in which distances could be calculated. The time for a spike to be transmitted from one neuron
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to another one depended on the length of the connection made between them. During these
three years, I also wanted to investigate the importance of symmetry in the evolution of such
neural controllers and how it could improve both the eﬃciency of the evolutionary process and the
performance of an agent.
The work presented here has tried to answer the following questions:
• What computational strategies does a network of spiking neurons use to discriminate odours
and control an agent?
• How such a neural architecture can encode information (as spatio-temporal patterns using
diﬀerent neural coding strategies) ?
My literature research, and source preliminary studies conducted, led me to related questions of
methodology that could link the evolution of olfactory systems architecture and neural encoding,
and the evolution of particular behaviour:
• How to evolve a neural controller for agents that can encode temporal delays using spiking
neurons and a developmental approach?
• How can a spiking neural network encode information in order to control an agent that is
attracted by a low level of concentration but repelled by a high level of the same chemical
concentration? Is it necessary to have diﬀerent types of sensory neuron that react to diﬀerent
concentration values in order to perform this task?

1.2

Contribution to Knowledge

The research conducted during my PhD have made the following contributions to the fields of
Artificial Life, Artificial Intelligence and Neuroscience:
• I have created models that evolved developmental neural controllers for agents that could
perform a relatively realistic and diﬃcult task, and could encode information in space and
time. I also have shown that in my models, the use of symmetrical structures had major
benefits for the evolution of neural controllers. This work is important in that it addresses
the problems of creating abstract models of development, of how information is encoded by
a neural system and of generating agents that have realistic behaviours.
• I have conducted a detailed analysis of the neural dynamics on an evolved neural controller.
This has shown that my model generates controllers that use rather sophisticated neural
coding strategies involving detailed temporal information. This work is important in that
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it shows the direct relationship between the activity of a neural controller and the resulting
behaviour of an agent. It also shows how single spikes sent at specific moments can modify
the whole activity of a network and the behaviour of an agent. To the best of my knowledge,
this is the most detailed study of this type.
• I have also investigated in a simple manner two diﬀerent neural coding strategies used by a
simple neural architecture. I showed that both temporal coincidence (of spikes) and firing
rate encoding strategies were important mechanisms that can be used by the same neural
network in diﬀerent environmental conditions. This work is relatively important in that
it addresses the problem of how a neural system can use diﬀerent neural coding strategies
depending on external conditions.
• I have shown that by using a biologically plausible sigmoid function in my model to map
pheromone concentration to the total input current of a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron, I
could produce agents able to detect the whole range of pheromone concentration as well as
small variations. The sensory neurons used in my model are able to encode the stimulus
intensity into appropriate firing rates. This work is relatively important in that it shows
how to map a stimuli into the firing rate of a spiking neuron using a biologically realistic
approach.
• I have used a realistic model of neural noise and showed that it improves the behaviour of
an agent. This work is relatively important in that it addresses the problem of the eﬀect of
noise on the performance of neural systems.

1.3

Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a review on neural systems, diﬀerent models of neurons used in the litterature
and two main coding strategies to represent information about stimuli. One coding strategy
is based on the firing rate of a neuron and the other, based on the actual time of firing (spiking
neurons). I discuss that simple spiking models, like integrate-and-fire neurons, can run fast
enough compared to the complex and computationally slow Hodgkin and Huxley model, and
still have a more realistic behaviour than firing rates. The usage of spiking neurons allows
information to be encoded in diﬀerent manners using diﬀerent strategies. For these reasons,
more and more researchers are implementing spiking neurons in robots and simulated agents.
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Chapter 3 first introduces the common features of olfactory systems and how they process chemical information. It then introduces the theories of how such systems compute. Then, it
presents the work on olfaction that has been done in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Finally, it includes a discussion on the evolution of olfactory systems and indicates how this
relates to the research questions that are the subject of my PhD.
Chapter 4 presents the model of neurons used in this thesis (leaky integrate-and-fire). It also
presents the agent and its environment, and preliminary experiments conducted on the creation of the sensory neurons able to encode the stimulus intensity into appropriate firing
rates. The main goal of these experiments was to create agents capable of finding and reacting to chemicals diﬀused uniformely from a point source. In order to achieve this goal, I had
to find a model of spiking sensory neuron that could cope with small variations of pheromone
concentration but could also react to the whole range of concentrations. It is already known
that the mapping between the current and the firing rate of a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron
is non-linear. Therefore, I tried many diﬀerent functions to map the pheromone concentration
onto the current of the sensory neuron in order to produce a reasonably linear relationship
between the concentration and the firing rate of the sensor. After unsuccessful trials using
linear currents, I derived a function that would necessarily give an exact linear relationship
and used it as a model to help me find a similar function that is also used in biology. I concluded that by using a biologically plausible sigmoid function in my model to map pheromone
concentration to current, I could produce agents able to detect the whole range of pheromone
concentration as well as small variations. The sensory neurons used in my model are able
to encode the stimulus intensity into appropriate firing rates. Moreover, using this model of
sensory neurons, I managed to create an agent capable of chemotaxis.
Chapter 5 first presents experiments conducted using two diﬀerent neural coding strategies in
a neural controller of an agent. In this work, I used a simple neural architecture where
temporal coincidence (of spikes) and firing rate encoding strategies were both important
mechanisms used in diﬀerent environmental conditions. In a low chemical concentration
setting, synchronization of spikes sent by the sensors was essential to allow the agent to detect
the blend of two chemicals. I changed the sensory delays and noticed that the agent was
then not able to react to the chemicals anymore. However, in a high chemical concentration
setting, the temporal coincidence between sensors firing was not a necessary condition and the
agent was able to stay inside the chemical concentration using just the firing rate encoding
strategy even in the presence of just one chemical. This model also showed much more
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sensitivity to the presence of two chemicals than a single chemical. In principle, more than
two chemicals can be detected and processed.
The second part of this chapter discusses the eﬀect of noise on the agent’s behaviour using the neural architecture from the previous experiments. I constructed a more complex
environment using chemical gradients and a realistic model of neural noise. I found that
the overall fitness of the agent was better when a certain amount of noise was added in the
neural network. These results suggest that a realistic model of noise can improve an agent’s
behaviour. This is further evidence that adding biologically realistic features can be beneficial for certain engineering tasks, and suggests a potential function of noise in real biological
systems. The eﬀect of biologically realistic noise should be an interesting topic of research in
other artificial life scenarios. I need to emphasize the fact that I might have the same results
by simulating environmental noise or sensory noise instead. I think it would be interresting
to add neural noise in real robotic experiment to study its eﬀects.
Chapter 6 summarises work undertaken using an evolutionary approach and three novel developmental models allowing information to be encoded in space and time using spiking neurons
placed on a 2D substrate. In two of these models the neural developmental model can use
bilateral symmetry. I show that these models created neural controllers that permit agents to
perform chemotaxis, and do so much better than controllers that were evolved from models
that made no intrinsic use of symmetry. I also show that with the model using evolvable
symmetry, neural bilateral symmetry is often evolved and was found to be beneficial for the
agents. This model, together with the model that coded for symmetrical neurons at all times
(that is, it had enforced symmetry) show that the use of symmetry is clearly advantageous
allowing faster evolution. Using a model with no explicit symmetry, no correct solutions were
found during the allocated time; however, this model should in theory find a correct solution
if the genetic algorithm would run longer. Also, there were no restrictions about the number
of neurons that each of the three models could create. All the networks evolved with the three
models could have the same number of neurons and connections. It is important to note that
complexification, targeting and neural selection are important concepts in the model. I used
a 2D neural substrate where spiking neurons are placed and can grow connections to target
locations. Therefore, the geometric configurations of the neural network significantly matter.
Since I used spiking neurons with tranmission delays, distances separating connected neurons
result in time delays between the points in time when spikes are sent by a neuron, and the
times they are received by another neuron. A neural network generated by my developmental
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models can encode information not only using firing rate encoding but also using the time of
spikes. Evolution can therefore generate neural networks able to encode external information
as spatio-temporal patterns. In a system as complex as a spiking neural network placed on
a 2D substrate in which both neural position and connectivity are evolved, the exploitation
of the physical symmetry of an agent has significant advantages allowing a more compact
genetic representation leading to a relatively fast evolution of eﬃcient neural networks. This
work was the first, as far as I know, to present developmental models where spiking neurons
are generated in space and where bilateral symmetry can be evolved and proved to be beneficial in this context. I think that studying how evolutionary processes can be aﬀected by
symmetrical structures in neural networks is of major importance and will have beneficial
repercussions on Artificial Life research. One aspect of Artificial Life investigates major transitions in artificial and real evolution and symmetry surely plays an important role in this
process. I also emphasize that the creation of neural controllers having the possibility to use
diﬀerent neural coding strategies, using spiking neurons, is a very interesting and promising
approach.
Chapter 7 presents experiments that shows that using my developmental model, a neural controller exhibiting complex dynamics where timing of spikes is a key element, can be evolved.
In the experiments presented in this chapter, agents were evolved to be attracted by a low
level of concentration but repelled by a high level of concentration. The agents were evolved
to maximize their energy value by moving as close as possible to a concentration of 150 and
avoiding higher values. The artificial evolution managed to create an eﬃcient neural controller that uses complex neural coding based on firing rates and spike timing, and where
bilateral inhibition played a major role. Even though the evolved neural controller has a
small number of neurons and connections, it exhibits an emergent coding strategy that is
relatively complex. In this experiment, I also showed that the agent could adapt quite well
to diﬀerent environments such as when the chemical covered diﬀerent extents of the environment. In this chapter, I present a detailed study on the neural dynamics of the fittest evolved
agent and show that it used specific encoding based on temporal coincidence and firing rate.
This analysis is the first, as far as I know, to have been done on an evolved neural network.
These results shows that an Artificial Life approach to the study of natural processes like
olfaction is feasible, and can give a better understanding of diﬀerent encoding strategies used
by neural systems.
Chapter 8 summarises the conclusions of each chapter as a conclusion of this study. In addition,
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a number of further research directions are suggested which would extend the contributions
of research reported here.

Chapter 2

Neural Systems
2.1

Introduction

The nervous system of animals allows them to interact with the world around them by processing
external signals coming from the environment, and by controlling their movements. The main
components of nervous systems are neurons and glia cells. Neurons are cells responsible for signal
transmission inside the body. There are many diﬀerent types of neurons but we can categorize
them in three main classes: sensory neurons, interneurons and motorneurons. Sensory neurons map
information from the environment onto electrical signals. Inter-neurons process information coming
from sensory neurons or other inter-neurons and forward it to other parts of the nervous system.
Motorneurons, when stimulated by other neurons, control body parts by mapping electrical signals
to movements. Glia cells are cells that support neurons in diﬀerent ways. They keep neurons in
place by surrounding them, provide them nutrients and oxygen, destroy pathogens, insulate them
and remove dead neurons. One of the main diﬀerences between the two is that glia cells do not
contribute actively to information processing.
As neurons are the key units for signal transmission in nervous systems, this chapter will focus
on neural systems neglecting the role of glia cells. In the following, I will first describe the general
characteristics of a typical neuron, give an introduction to the diﬀerent manners neurons can encode
information and I will present diﬀerent models of neurons and conclude.

2.2

Neurons

A neuron is a nerve cell that can transmit electrochemical signals. It generally receives input
signals sent by other neurons onto its dendrites and cell body (or soma) (see Figure (2.1)). If a
neuron is stimulated enough by its inputs, so that its membrane potential reaches a firing threshold,
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an electrical pulse (spike or action potential) is generated and sent to other neurons through its
axon. An action potential usually has an amplitude of approximately 100mV and a duration of
approximately 1ms (see Figure (2.3)) [49]. Typically, once a neuron has sent a spike, it cannot emit
another one during a certain time (refractory period). The link between an axon terminal bouton
and a dendrite is called a synapse. Chemical transmitters (neurotransmitters) are released when
a pulse arrives at a synapse. Usually, the amount of transmitter released depends on the number
and the frequency of the action potentials. These transmitters will bind to postsynaptic receptors
on another neuron that will increase or decrease the post-synaptic neuron’s membrane potential.
As any other cell, neurons carry genetic information. Their genes are stored in the nucleus. It has
been observed that the human brain contains around 1011 neurons of at least a thousand diﬀerent
types, with each one of them receiving input signals from about 103 − 105 other neurons.

Figure 2.1: Example of three neurons with diﬀerent structures.

Figure 2.2:

Drawing of two motor neurons and their connections.

http://kvhs.nbed.nb.ca/gallant/ biology/ neuron_structure.html.

Figure from
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Figure 2.3: Typical action potential (electrical spike) produced by a neuron. When the neuron
receives a stimulus, its potential increases. If a certain threshold is reached, the neuron’s ion channels (Sodium, Na+, and Potassium, K+) open leading to a fast depolarization until the potential
reaches a maximum value. The membrane is then repolarized decreasing the potential until it
reaches a minimum value during the refractory period. During this period of time, the neuron cannot generate another spike. After stimulation, the neuron’s membrane potential settles back into
its resting state. Left figure from: http://www.chm.bris.ac.uk/webprojects2006/Cowlishaw/300pxAction-potential.png. Right figure from: http://www.gregalo.com/neuralnets.html

Neurons process sensory information to control muscles in the body. We can try to understand
how the nervous system produces behaviour by focussing on its main features [49]:
1. The mechanisms by which neurons produce signals.
2. The patterns of connections between neurons.
3. The relationship between diﬀerent patterns of interconnection and diﬀerent types of behaviour.
4. The way in which neurons and their connections are modified by experience.

2.3

Development of Neural Systems

The development of the nervous system involves four main stages of diﬀerent processes [104].
These processes are similar to those found in other developmental systems (for more details on
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development, see Appendix A).
First, the neural tissue is specified early in development. During this stage, neural cells will
specialize to become glia cells, motor neurons, sensory neurons or inter neurons, and each of these
categories can have many diﬀerent types of neurons. The main processes generally involved in
specialization are lateral inhibition, asymmetric cell divisions and cell-cell signalling (see Appendix
A for more information on these processes).
The second main stage involves the migration of neurons and the growth of axons to the targets
cells. During this stage, neurons usually move to a specific location depending on the pattern of
concentration of certain chemicals. Then, the growth of their axons is also guided by attractive or
repulsive chemical signals.
Once axons find their targets, synapses can be formed with the target cells. The specificity of
neurons often involves a competition between many neurons to create a connection to a particular
target. A large number of neurons are created in early development, however many will die during
this competition. For example, 50% of the initial population of motor neurons of vertebrates’ limb
die during this process [104] . The survivors are the ones that managed to create a connection to
a target. In many cases, it seems that cells are programmed to die unless they receive a particular
signal [104] (see also cell death in Appendix A).
Finally, synaptic connection can be refined through elimination of axon branches and cell death.
Neural activity plays a major role in refinement of synaptic connections.

2.4

Neural Coding Strategies

The brain has the ability to process information in many ways using diﬀerent coding strategies,
mainly based on firing rates of neurons or specific times of spikes. One of the first main neural
coding strategy maps relevant information onto the firing rate of neurons (rate coding) (see Figure
2.4.a). Experimental results have shown, for example, that the relationship between increases in
frequency of neural firing and pressure onto the skin is linear [49]. However, if the brain was using
solely this encoding strategy, it would be extremely slow and animals would not be able to react
fast enough to certain stimuli. Computing an average firing rate requires a relatively long time
which can be disadvantageous for rapid reactions.
For this reason, the brain also uses the timing of individual spikes. Certain neurons do not fire
many spikes per second but respond to a particular stimulus by sending only a few spikes [60].
Information can be encoded by the specific time of spikes (temporal code), by the synchrony of
spikes sent by diﬀerent neurons (correlation code or temporal coincidence encoding) (see Figure
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2.4.b) and also by the delay of firing (delay coding) (see Figure 2.4.c). Temporal coding, using
both temporal coincidences and delays, is used by bats to find prey in the dark using a remarkable
navigation system called echolocation [28]. Delay coding is a general feature of neurons as the more
a neuron is stimulated, the faster it will fire. However, this encoding strategy is very sensitive to
noise compared to the firing rate encoding. Correlation coding is used by olfactory systems in
insects (see Chapter 3).

Figure 2.4: Three main neural coding strategies. Fictive spike trains recorded from five neurons. The diﬀerent stimulus intensities (represented by gray scale) are converted to diﬀerent spike
sequences. (a) Neurons generate diﬀerent frequency of spikes as a response to diﬀerent stimulus intensities (frequency code or rate coding). (b) Tighter coincidence of spikes recorded from diﬀerent
neurons represent higher stimulus intensity (temporal coincidence encoding). Spikes occurrences
are correlated with local field oscillation. (c) In the delay coding hypothesis, the input current is
converted to the spike delay. The stronger a neuron is stimulated, the faster this neuron will fire.
Diﬀerent delays of the spikes (d2-d4) represent relative intensities of the diﬀerent stimulus. Figure
from Floreano and Mattiussi [25]
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Models

Many scientists have tried to produce models of nervous systems composed of models of neurons
with diﬀerent degrees of realism. More complete reviews of these models can be found in [26, 30, 53].
An example of a basic artificial neural network is shown Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Example of a basic artificial neural network composed of one neuron receiving n
inputs. An artificial neuron is defined by a transfer function and an activation function. The
transfer function usually sums all the input values Xi multiplied by the weights wij . There are
diﬀerent types of activation functions that can modify the dynamics of the neuron. Most of them
use a modification of the principle that a neuron is activated when the net input reaches a certain
threshold.
Figure from: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Artificial_Neural_Networks/Print_Version

2.5.1

Hodgkin and Huxley model

This model was first published in 1952 based on observations made on the squid axon [40, 43, 42,
39, 41]. A Hodgkin and Huxley type neuron has a membrane with a certain capacitance. The ionic
currents coming from the diﬀerent inputs and the intrinsic ion channels charge this capacitance:

C

�
dV
=−
Ik + Iext
dt
k

where:
• V is the membrane potential.

• Iext is an external driving current.
•

�

k Ik

is the sum of the intrinsic ionic currents in the membrane.

(2.1)
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There are three diﬀerent ionic currents in the original Hodgkin-Huxley model(2.2): Sodium (Na),
Potassium (K) and a leakage current (L).
�
k

Ik = gN a m3 h (V − EN a ) + gk n4 (V − Ek ) + gL (V − EL )

(2.2)

• gN a , gk , gL are constant conductances.
• EN a , Ek , EL are reversal potentials.
• m, n, h are activation and inactivation variables that change according to the following equations (2.3):
dm
= αm (V ) (1 − m) − βm (V ) m
dt

(2.3)

dn
= αn (V ) (1 − n) − βn (V ) n
dt

(2.4)

dh
= αh (V ) (1 − h) − βh (V ) h
dt

(2.5)

where α and β are voltage dependent rate constants. This model can be fitted easily to experimental data so that the behaviour of real neurons can be approached. Unfortunately, solving the
equations of this model requires a lot of computational power so only a limited number of neurons
can be simulated on a basic computer.

2.5.2

Simpler spiking models

Simpler spiking neuron models have been created in order to simulate neurons with similar behaviours to real neurons but running faster than Hodgkin and Huxley models. These models do
not contain explicit representation of ion channels but they are still able to simulate spike emission
and integration of the input currents. For each class of models, many diﬀerent versions have been
created but only the main ones are presented here.
2.5.2.1

Leaky integrate-and-fire model

This model is the most common and one of the easiest to simulate. A neuron acts as a leaky
capacitor (capacitor in parallel with a resistor)[26, 30, 53]. The spatial structure and diﬀerent
ionic currents of real neurons are neglected. The input currents charge the capacitance and change
the membrane potential V according to the following equation:
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�
dV
V
=−
+
I
dt
τm

(2.6)

• V is the membrane potential.
• τm is the neuronal time constant.
•

�

I is the sum of input currents densities (in Amperes per Farad).

When the potential reaches a certain threshold θ, the neuron emits a spike and its potential is set
to a reset value. A refractory period can be simulated so that the neuron cannot fire for a certain
time after having emitted a spike. A spike sent by a presynaptic neuron will take some time to
arrive at a postsynaptic neuron. This time delay depends on the distance between the sender and
the receiver. All the spikes arriving at a neuron are summed to calculate the neuron’s membrane
potential. A possible equation for the input current I(t) is:

I(t) =

�

t − (tspike + delay)
τs

�

exp

�

1 − (t − (tspike + delay))
τs

�

(2.7)

• t is the actual time of the simulation
• tspike is the precise firing time of an incoming spike.
• τs is the synaptic time constant
• delay is the time delay a spike takes to travel from a presynaptic neuron to a postsynaptic
neuron.
2.5.2.2

The spike response model

This model is a generalization of the integrate-and-fire model where the dynamics of a neuron
depends on the last time it received a spike. Depending on parameters, some versions resemble the
leaky integrate-and-fire model and others the Hodgkin-Huxley model[26, 30]. However, compared
to a leaky integrate-and-fire model, the membrane potential at time step A does not depend
explicitly on the voltage at A-1. The model presented here is the Spike Response Model developed
by Gerstner [31, 30].
The membrane potential of a neuron i at time t is given by:

Vi (t) =

�
j

wjt

�
f

�fj (sfj ) +

�
f

ηif (sfi )

(2.8)
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• sij = t − tfj is the diﬀerence between the actual time t and the firing time tf of a spike that
has been sent by a neuron j to a neuron i.
•
•

�

j

�

f

wjt is the sum of the weights of the inputs.
�fj (sfj ) represent the eﬀects of the inputs (in Volts) on the membrane voltage by summing

the eﬀect of each spike emitted by a neuron j.
•

�

f

nfi (sfi ) is a sum of the potentials used to implement the relative refractory period. Re-

fractoriness and adaptation are modeled by the combined eﬀects of the hyperpolarizations of
several previous spikes, rather than only the most recent spike.

One of the main concepts usually implemented is that a spike sent by a neuron takes some time to
arrive at the post-synaptic neuron. The spike that arrives has a direct eﬀect � on the membrane
potential that will gradually fade as time goes. A possible function simulating this behaviour is:

� (s) =


�
��
�
��


exp −(s−∆) 1 − exp −(s−∆)
τm

τs



0

, if s ≥ ∆

(2.9)

otherwise

• τm is the neuron time constant.
• τs is the synapse time constant.
• ∆ is the delay between the generation of a spike at the pre-synaptic neuron and the time of
arrival at the synapse.
To simulate the refractory period where the membrane potential of a neuron that just sent a spike
is set to a low value and gradually recovers to its resting voltage, the following function can be
used:

η(s) = −exp
2.5.2.3

�

−s
τm

�

(2.10)

The Izhikevich simple model (ISM)

This recent model has been created to simulate very realistic neuronal behaviours with low computational complexity (see Figure 2.6) [45, 46]. Such neurons can have diﬀerent realistic dynamics
(bursting, chattering, adaptation, resonance. . . ) (see Figure 2.7).
The ISM model is based on a two-dimensional system of ordinary diﬀerential equations of the
form:
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dV
= mV 2 + nV + p − u + I(t)
dt

(2.11)

du
= a(bV − u)
dt

(2.12)

• V is the membrane potential of the neuron.
• u is the membrane recovery variable (voltage decay in Volts per second).
• m, n, p are constants defining the model.
• a, b are parameters determining the intrinsic firing pattern of the neuron.
• I(t) is the external current density driving the neuron.
When V reaches the threshold, a spike is sent and the variables are reset to:

1066

where c, d are constant parameters.

V =c

(2.13)

u=u+d

(2.14)

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NEURAL NETWORKS, VOL. 15, NO. 5,

Figure 2.6: Comparison of the neuro-computational properties of spiking and bursting models; “#
of FLOPS” is an approximate number of floating point operations (addition, multiplication, etc.)
needed to simulate the model during a 1 ms time span. Figure and caption from Izhikevich [46].
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Figure 2.7: Types of neurons simulated with the Izhikevich model. Figure and caption from
Izhikevich [46]

2.5.3

Firing rate models

In these models, the communication between neurons is based on the firing rate alone [26, 30, 53].
They neglect precise times of spikes by averaging their numbers to calculate the frequency. The
closest models to real neurons use continuous time and a leaky temporal integration of the inputs.
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The function of the membrane potential can be the same as for leaky integrate-and-fire neurons:
dv
v (t) �
=−
+
I (t)
dt
τm

(2.15)

The main diﬀerence to the models presented before, is that the generation of spikes is not represented explicitly. The output firing rate is a continuous but nonlinear function of v(t).

f = g(v)

(2.16)

Usually, g is a sigmoidal function which is monotonically increasing, positive and saturating at a
certain value.

f=

1
1 + exp−βv

(2.17)

where β is a constant parameter that determines the steepness of the sigmoid.
A linear saturated function is also commonly used:

f=

2.5.4

McCullogh-Pitts Model





0,





if v < 0

v, if 0 ≤ v ≤ 1






1, if 1 < v

(2.18)

Their model was the first model of a neuron [68]. The neurons act as simple threshold gates. The
inputs and outputs are binary. The output value Y is set by an activation function (step function
�
or Heaviside function). If the sum of the weighted inputs ( Win Xn ) is above a certain threshold
θ, the output is set to ‘1’ (See Figure 2.5).

Y =

2.6

Conclusion



�

1, if
Win Xn ≥ θ


0

(2.19)

otherwise

This chapter has described diﬀerent models of neurons and two main approaches of representing
information about stimuli. One coding strategy is based on the firing rate of a neuron and the other,
based on the actual time of firing (spiking neurons). I discussed that, compared to the complex
and computationally slow Hodgkin and Huxley model, simple spiking models like integrate-andfire neurons can run fast enough and have a more realistic behaviour than firing rate ones. I also
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mentioned that the usage of spiking neurons allows information to be encoded in diﬀerent manners
using diﬀerent strategies. For these reasons, more and more researchers are implementing spiking
neurons in robots and simulated agents.

Chapter 3

Olfactory Systems
3.1

Introduction

All animals detect and react to chemicals in their environment. These chemicals can be odours or
pheromones indicating food resources, shelter or predators [105]. The main sense used to detect
these chemicals is olfaction (smell) rather than gustation (taste). The complex nature of the
stimulus space makes olfactory systems unique compared to other perceptive systems, such as
auditive or visual systems where stimuli can be represented as signals with diﬀerent frequencies
and amplitudes. Chemical signals are not continuous and are highly dependent on the medium
propagating them (water, air). Chemicals that diﬀuse from an odour source without disturbances
follow a gradient with a Gaussian shape. However, many odours and pheromones are diﬀused into
air or water, and the chemicals are transported as plumes which are turbulent and unpredictable.
Even if chemical signals are spatially and temporally heterogeneous and chaotic [105, 72], animals
have evolved incredibly well performing olfactory systems to be able to detect and avoid predators
or find mates from very long distances.
Chemical senses are the oldest and they are shared by all living organisms even by bacteria
[105, 101, 102]. Animals, which evolved from unicellular organism, are therefore pre-adapted to
detect chemicals in their environment [105, 101, 102]. Recent scientific discoveries have shed light on
olfactory systems and shown that they are are very similar across the animal kingdom [105, 64, 90].
In this chapter, I first introduce the common features of olfactory systems and how they process
chemical information. I will then introduce the theories of how such systems compute. Then, I
will present the work on olfaction that has been done in the field of artificial intelligence. Finally,
I will talk about the evolution of olfactory systems and how this relates to the research questions
that are the subject of my PhD.
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Odour Perception and Discrimination in Nature

Olfactory Receptor Neurons
In order to detect odours, animals must have receptor neurons that react to certain chemicals. An
olfactory receptor neuron (ORN; also named olfactory sensory neuron: OSN) is a type of nerve
cell that has an end exposed to the outside world, often through an intermediate medium such as
skin or a cuticle (see Figure3.1). An ORN is stimulated when a chemical from the outside world
binds to an olfactory receptor protein (ORP) present in its cell membrane. This binding triggers
chemical reactions and the opening of ion channels leading to the production of an electrical pulse
(spike) that will be sent down the axon of the ORN to the brain. The process of mapping chemical
stimuli to neural activity of an ORN is called transduction.
The 2004 Nobel Prize winners in Physiology or Medicine, Richard Axel and Linda Buck [9],
discovered that around 1,000 ORPs are genetically encoded in a large (probably the biggest) gene
family, comprised of some 1,000 diﬀerent genes (three per cent of our genes). They also found
that in mice, one ORN expresses only one ORP. This can be found in almost every species
[12, 35]. However, some animals have ORNs that express more than one receptor (e.g C.Elegans...
[66, 96]). Although this suggests that they cannot perform odour discrimination as well as other
organisms, C.Elegans seem to be able to do so [66, 96]. Another important fact is that odours are
usually composed of more than one chemical, sometimes hundreds, therefore each one of them will
activate several receptor proteins. This will create a specific spatial pattern of activated ORNs for
each odour.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagrams of: (Left) an insect (moth) olfcatory sensillum (hair) with two
OSNs; (Right) vertebrate OSNs in olfactory epithelium. Unlike other neurons, OSNs are short
lived and continually replaced from stem cells in the adult, every 30 days or so. Figure and caption
from Wyatt [105][pp 168].
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Important phenomena happening in ORNs are adaptation and desensitization [35, 72]. A
reduction in responsiveness always follows the stimulation of an ORN by a particular stimulus.
In other words, there is a decline of response to a maintained stimulus and a reduced reaction
to repeated stimuli. Humans know this phenomenon well when they use perfume for example,
they can smell it when they spray it on themselves but do not anymore after a certain amount of
time. Adaptation and disadaptation (recovery from adaptation) are key factors in the perception of
chemicals. It seems that the response of ORNs to chemical stimuli depends on the rate of adaptation
and disadaptation, and the frequency of the stimulation [72]. To summarize, the frequency of spikes
in a ORN depends on the concentration of the stimulus [81] however, the stimulus history matters
and there is no simple linear mapping between chemical concentration and firing rate of an ORN.
When these ORNs react to chemicals, they activate diﬀerent parts of the brain depending on
the nature of the chemicals and their roles. However, most ORNs are connected to glomeruli which
are nerve junctions used as units for the processing of odour information.

Glomeruli
In olfactory systems, a glomurulus is a cluster of nerve fibers made of a globular tangle of axons from
the ORNs and dendrites from other cells. All ORNs expressing the same receptors usually converge
on to the same glomerulus (see Figure3.2) [35, 3, 4, 85, 64, 77]. Therefore, each glomerulus seems
to be specific to a particular receptor . However, things are not that simple as one receptor
protein can react to more than one chemical. So the reaction to a single chemical can create a
particular spatial pattern of activated glomeruli [35, 77]. Glomeruli seem to be very important for
odour discrimination; they can sum all information coming from ORNs of the same type, therefore
increasing the sensitivity to particular chemicals. They are also responsible for encoding stimulus
intensity: the higher the concentration, the more glomeruli are recruited [35, 3, 4, 85, 77, 63, 62].
Glomeruli also seem to have direct implications for animal behaviour (for example, in fruit flies,
individual glomeruli can mediate innate behaviours like attraction and aversion) [85]. They may
also play a major role in the initial perception of odour quality in rats, where the stimulus seem to
be encoded by the earliest-activated glomeruli [97]. This suggests that odours are processed using
encoding stategies based on the specific time of spikes rather than on simple changes in spike rate.
Neuroscientists also found that each glomerulus has an output connection to only one postsynaptic
neuron [64, 65, 77, 35, 9] (for example, a projection neuron in the antennal lobe of insects, a mitral
cell in the olfactory bulb of vertebrates).
The main features of the early processing taking place in the main antennal lobe or main
olfactory bulb can be summarised as follows:
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• each ORN expresses one receptor type
• all ORN expressing the same receptor converge on to the same glomerulus
• projection neurons (or mitral cells) receive inputs from one glomerulus
• therefore, it seems that odours are represented by overlapping patterns of projection neuron
(or mitral cells) activity (see Figure3.2).

Figure 3.2:

Schematic showing diﬀerent types of olfactory receptor cells (neurons) in the

human nose and their connections.

All ORNs of the same type, represented by colour

here, converge on to the same glomerulus.

One mitral cell receives input from one

glomeruli. Figure from : “Press Release: The 2004 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine”
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2004/press.html
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Similarities across Phyla
In recent years, biologists have found evidence that vertebrates and invertebrates have very similar
olfactory pathways (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5)[35].
Most vertebrates have a main and an accessory olfactory system. The main system processes
chemical stimuli activating ORNs from the olfactory epithelium (in the nose) that send information
to mitral cells in the main olfactory bulb, which then transmit signals to higher levels in the brain.
The accessory system processes information coming from the ORNs present in the vomeronasal
organ (VNO) to the accessory olfactory bulb, which transmits signals to other areas such as the
vomeronasal amygdala. The VNO seems to be important in the perception of social chemosensory
stimuli such as pheromones (this is unknown in humans). Some say that the VNO perception is
“unconscious” as no information is sent to higher level of the brain known to be used for cognition.
However, this is highly debatable and is not the topic of this thesis so I will not go into more
details. A summary of olfactory pathways is shown Figure 3.3.
In invertebrates, very similar pathways can be found. In moths for example, odours stimulate
ORNs from the antennae which activate projection neurons in the main antennal lobe (equivalent to
the main olfactory bulb) that transmit information to Kenyon cells in the mushroom body. These
forward the information to higher levels of the brain. In parallel, pheromones stimulate particular
ORNs that activate a subsystem in the antennal lobe called the macroglomerular complex (MGC)
which transmits information to the mushroom body or to the inferior lateral protocerebrum .

Figure 3.3: Summary of olfactory pathways in Humans.
Figure from http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/chems.html.
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Figure 3.4: Similarities between the olfactory pathways in vertebrates and insects. In rodents and
vertebrates (top), the main olfactory bulb (MOB) receives input from olfactory sensory neurons
(OSN) in the main epithelium (MOE) and send projections to higher areas in the brain such as the
piriform cortex (PC). Rodents and many other vertebrates also have an accessory olfactory bulb
(AOB) which receives inputs from sensory neurons in the vomeronasal organ and send projections
to areas such as the vomeronasal amygdala (Am). In moths (bottom), the antennal lobe (AL)
receives input from OSNs along the length of the antenna (AF). In many insects, the AL in males is
divided into two subsystems, one for processing information about general odorant (Main AL), the
other devoted to species-specific information about female sexual pheromones (the macroglomerular
complex, MGC). Many AL projections converge on the mushroom body in the protocerebrum
(PR), whereas some projections from the MGC bypass the mushroom body completely. Other
abreviations: OL, opic lobe; CE, compound eye; SG, suboesophageal ganglion. Figure and caption
from Wyatt [105] [pp 165]
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Figure 3.5: Synaptic organisation of the mammalian olfactory bulb and the insect antennal lobe.
On the left, the diagram shows two glomeruli (GL) receiving inputs from two types of olfactory
sensory neuron (OSN) expressing two diﬀerent types of odorant receptors. Mitral cells (M) and
tufted cells (T) are outputs neurons, and granule cells (Gr) and periglomerular cells (PG) are local
interneurons. On the right, the equivalent terms are given for the analogous cells and structures
in insects. Figure and caption from Wyatt [105] [ pp172].

Qualitative and Quantitative Response to Chemical Concentrations
It is very common for animals to be less attracted or even repelled by high concentrations of an
odour [63, 62, 85]. Humans experience this phenomenon quite often. Perfumers and flavourists
for example have reported that certain odours are unpleasant at high concentration but were
pleasant and perceived as diﬀerent odours at low concentration. “Indole for example is putrid
at high concentration and has a floral odour at low concentration” [63, 62]. As I mentioned
earlier, it seems that odour concentration is encoded by the number of stimulated glomeruli: the
higher the concentration, the more ORNs are activated and the more glomeruli are recruited
[35, 3, 4, 85, 63, 62].
Even though there are huge numbers of possible chemical mixtures which can be defined qualitatively or quantitatively, our olfactory system has evolved to recognize and form memories of
approximately 10,000 diﬀerent odours. There are still many open questions on how olfactory systems identify these odours. However, there are certain theories that are supported by experimental
results.
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Theories of Olfactory Computation

Olfactory systems seem to compute a distributed and redundant stimulus representation space,
where diﬀerent odours share usually more than one chemical. The main hypothesis is that olfactory
systems have evolved and appear to perform the following processes in parallel (see Figure 3.6)
[64, 65, 77]:
1. the creation of a large coding space using spatiotemporal activity patterns of projection
neurons (or mitral cells) (see Figure 3.6. a). The large size of the coding space is due to
the number of possible spatiotemporal combinations. This results in the decorrelation of the
representations so that clusters are spread and the overlap of representations can be reduced.
This extended coding space can be used in order to represent many diﬀerent odours.
2. the creation of sparse representations of the coding space by using oscillation cycles
to select patterns of the activity of projection neurons at each cycle (see Figure 3.6. b).
This creates "snapshots" at each cycle of the spatio-temporal patterns created after the
decorrelation (1) and activates just a few specific neurons (Kenyon cells in antennal lobe)
to represent a particular odour. In insects, these oscillation cycles are generated due to the
dynamics of the antennal lobe, specifically by the inhibition of projection neurons by local
neurons.
Therefore, the synchronization of firing between diﬀerent sensory neurons seems to be very important for odour perception and interpretation. The firing rate and the number of sensory neurons
are also important in odour recognition when stronger stimuli increase the frequency of firing of
individual sensory neurons but also stimulate a larger number of them.
J. Hopfield and C. Brody [36, 7] created simple neural networks using spiking neurons to
simulate olfactory processing. In their system, the recognition of an odour was signalled by spike
synchronization of specific subsets of “mitral cells”. In their model, oscillations were not due to
internal dynamics of the system but were generated by a subthreshold sinusoidal current injected
into the neurons. Therefore, synchrony between neurons was driven by an oscillating subthreshold
potential.
Diﬀerent studies have been performed on the perception of simulated chemicals using artificial
neural networks and/or robots.
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Olfaction in Artificial Intelligence

A very common task that agents or robots have to perform is taxis, which is a directed movement
towards a stimulus source. This can be directed towards a source of light, sound or chemicals. The
last one seems to be the most challenging, especially in a real environment where chemicals move
in a highly chaotic way. Many AI researchers are studying the behaviour and the brain of insects
in order to understand the basis of adaptive behaviours. One of the most impressive animals that
can performs chemotaxis are moths. They can detect very low concentrations of pheromones and
orient themselves successfully towards the source even if it is situated miles away [105, 51, 50].
They therefore make good candidates as models for agents and real robots [51, 50, 81, 95, 61, 79].
Another popular animal in the AI community that can be attracted or repelled by chemicals is C.
elegans [107, 108]. The reason for its fame is its very simple neuromuscular system composed of
only 302 neurons and 95 muscle cells [21]. Models of the neural circuitry of C. elegans have been
developed for agents and real robots [8, 59, 17].

3.5

Thoughts on the Evolution of Olfactory Systems

Through evolution, olfactory systems have found a way to perform pattern-recognition eﬃciently
even when the input space is immense and composed of overlapping signals. We can ask ourselves
how and why such systems evolved to have the structure I described earlier? There must have been
a certain evolutionary pressure for the brain to develop mechanisms used for patterns formation
and memorization, but also for recall. Therefore, the creation of easily usable patterns for each
odour, must have been the result of selection pressure on animals to be able to learn and recognize
a large number of odours. The evolution of communication and the use of pheromones must have
been important factors too. Being able to recognise the scent of many diﬀerent animals that also
use a vast amount of diﬀerent pheromones that can share certain chemical compounds must be of
huge importance as an animal should not be attracted by a predator’s scent if it wants to survive.
As I mentioned earlier, it seems that one of the key features of olfactory systems to perform such
odour discrimination is to have one ORN expressing only one receptor. However, a few animals do
not have this feature and one ORN can express more than one receptor (For example, C. elegans).
Why is it the case? Is it because no selection pressure was present to force them to discriminate
as many odours as other animals? Are they still using a primitive form of olfactory system which
is on a lower evolutionary scale compared to ours? In order to answer these questions, one might
have to study the evolution of C. elegans placed in a new environment during thousands of years
and see how they adapt...an impossible task. Studying evolution in nature is extremely diﬃcult,
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although a few scientists managed to studied the evolution of gene expression in the Drosophila
olfactory system and found interesting results that can help us to answer these questions.
Animals have evolved and managed to adapt to a changing environment. A good example
of such adaptation can be found in drosophilia. “Host plant shifts are particularly important in
insect speciation and ecological diversification” [58]. Insect such as Drosophila are able to adapt to
changes of the chemical cues of host plants. “Changes in chemotactic behavior are an integral part
of these shifts as the insect must acquire an attraction and/or overcome the repulsion to the new
food source”[58]. The evolution of chemotactic behaviour in Drosophila may be due to changes
of the gene expression in olfactory sensors [58]. Therefore, it seems that when the environment
changes radically and permanently, Drosophila found a way to adapt, not by changing the overall
structure of its olfactory system or by learning based on synaptic plasticity, but by changing gene
expression patterns so that certain ORN could react diﬀerently to particular chemical cues. This
could give a hint on the evolution of the general structure of olfactory systems and particularly
on the reason why in many animals, one ORN expresses only one receptor. There studies on
Drosophila show that such a system has a great potential to adapt as it does not have to change
its wiring completely but only needs to change its sensitivity to certain chemicals reusing existing
structures.
Another very interesting fact about the behavioural response of animals to odours is the attraction/aversion by diﬀerent levels of chemical concentrations. Why should a human be repelled by
the scent of an innocent flower when it is present in high concentrations? The reason why certain
animals have evolved like this is unclear. However, we can guess that it must have been an evolutionary advantage for our ancestors. Primitive animals might have evolved and were attracted
to certain chemicals located in places where food is abundant but avoided high concentration of
them which could have been toxic. Another hypothesis is that animals evolved and avoiding high
concentrations of chemicals in order to perform odour discrimination more accurately could have
been an evolutionary advantage. An animal can supposedly perform much better odour recognition
in a place where there are many odours at medium levels rather than several ones at high levels of
concentration.
Although these questions are interesting, I had to focus my research on a particular question
composed of several defined sub-questions.
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List of Research Questions and Methodology

I decided to focus on the evolution of a simple brain that can control an agent and perceive diﬀerent
chemicals. I believe the bottom-up approach of Artificial Life can be useful to help neuro-scientists
to understand complex structures such as olfactory systems. Therefore, my initial goal was to
artificially evolve neural controller for agents that need to distinguish diﬀerent odours and study
the similarities (if any) between these controllers and real olfactory systems.
The main research question is:
• how a network of spiking neurons encoding delays can discriminate odours and control an
agent?
This question relates to another one:
• how such a neural architecture can encode information (as spatiotemporal patterns using
diﬀerent neural coding strategies) ?
All the reading and preliminary studies I have done led me to related questions of methodology that
could link the evolution of olfactory systems architecture and neural encoding, and the evolution
of particular behaviour.
• how to evolve a neural controller for agents that can encode temporal delays using spiking
neurons and a developmental approach?
• how can a spiking neural network encode information in order to control an agent that is
attracted by a low level of concentration but repelled by a high level of the same chemical
concentration? Is it necessary to have diﬀerent types of ORN or is only one type enough?

Chapter 4

The Agent, its Environment and its
Response to Pheromones
4.1

Introduction

In this study, I wanted to investigate how information about chemicals (pheromones) could be
encoded by sensors in spiking neural networks controlling artificial agents. In order to create
chemical sensing agents, I needed to decide which kind of sensory neurons to use. To model the
sensory neurons in a biological plausible way and to be able to explore diﬀerent encoding strategies,
I used spiking neurons. One challenge of using a spiking neural network is to decide the coding to
use in order to map information received by a sensor that will transform these stimuli into spikes.
As I mentioned earlier, diﬀerent coding strategies can be used:
1. Mapping stimulus intensity to the firing rate of the neuron.
2. Mapping stimulus intensity onto the number of neurons firing at the same time.
3. Mapping stimulus intensity onto the firing delay of the neuron.
In order to use one of these encoding schemes, one needs first to decide how the input current of
a sensor should represent its stimulus intensity. The current received by a sensor will be diﬀerent
from the one received by a non-sensory neuron because it will be based on the external stimulus
intensity and not the activity of other neurons or sensors. I wanted an agent to be able not only
to detect small variations of pheromone concentration but also the whole range of concentrations.
Therefore, the agents had to be equipped with sensory neurons that could produce spike trains
at diﬀerent frequencies depending on the pheromone concentration. The ideal case would be to
have a linear relationship between the pheromone concentration and the firing rate of the sensory
41
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neuron. Such relationships exist in biological systems. For example in humans, the relationship
between the frequency of firing of sensory neurons and pressure on the skin is linear [49]. I tried to
find out how to implement such a relationship by carrying out diﬀerent experiments using diﬀerent
functions for mapping phemonone concentration onto the current injected into the sensory neurons.
In my thesis, all the currents I are current densities in Amperes/Farad and a pheromone
concentration refers only to a chemical concentration with no other meanings.

4.2
4.2.1

The Model
Model of Spiking Neuron

As I mentioned earlier, real neural systems have the ability to process information in many ways
using diﬀerent coding strategies mainly based on firing rates of neurons or specific times of spikes.
In order to mimic information processing taking place in the brain, many models of neurons with
diﬀerent levels of realism have been created. Models of neurons that simulate the activity of real
neurons firing an action potential (spike) are referred to as spiking neurons. It is well known
that, compared to the complex and computationally slow Hodgkin and Huxley model, simple
spiking models like integrate-and-fire neurons, can run quickly enough and have a more realistic
behaviour than firing rate models [25, 26, 30, 45, 46, 53]. This is why more and more researchers
are implementing spiking neurons in robots and simulated agents. Therefore, I decided to use
a simple model of a spiking neuron that is less computationally expensive but can still generate
temporal patterns and where the geometry of the neural network determines its operations in time.
My model of spiking neuron is based on a leaky-integrate-and-fire model [53] which includes
synaptic integration and transmission delays. The idea is that a spike sent by a neuron will take
some time to arrive at another neuron (see Figure 4.1). This time delay depends on the distance
between the sender and the receiver. All the spikes arriving at a neuron are summed to calculate
the neuron’s input current density (in Amperes per Farad) and membrane potential (in Volts)
after every time step (∆t = 0.1 ms). Once the membrane potential reaches a certain threshold
θ, the neuron will fire and then will be set to 0 for a certain time (refractory period). During
this time, the neuron cannot fire another spike even if it is highly stimulated. Many real neurons’
membrane potential is around -70mV during resting state. When a neuron fires, its membrane
potential will increase rapidly to about 30mV, so the height of a typical spike is approximately
100mV [49]. Without loss of generality, we set the resting potential to 0 and the potential of a spike
to 100mV. It is reasonable to set the neuron’s threshold at 20mV, the refractory period to 3ms and
the membrane time constant τm to 50ms [49]. I also decided to set a synaptic time constant τs to
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2ms. A spike that arrives at a synapse triggers a current given by:

Ij (t) =

�

t − (tspike + delay)
τs

�

exp

�

1 − (t − (tspike + delay))
τs

�

(4.1)

where Ij (t) is the synaptic input current densisty, tspike corresponds to the time a spike has been
sent to the neuron, delay is the time delay in seconds before the spike arrives to the neuron
(delay = coef fdelay × distance) with coef fdelay = 5 × 10−5 (see Figure 4.1).
The change of membrane potential is given by:
�
dV
V
=−
+
(Ij Wj )
dt
τm

(4.2)

where V is the membrane potential, τm is the membrane time constant and Wj the synaptic weight.

Figure 4.1: Schematic showing output connections from Neuron 1 and 2 to Neuron 3 placed on a
2D space. The distance of the connection between Neuron 1 and Neuron 3 is smaller (10 units)
than the connection between Neuron 2 and Neuron 3 (30 units). Therefore, the time delays are
diﬀerent. If Neuron 1 and 2 fire at the same time, the spike sent by Neuron 1 will aﬀect Neuron
3 after 0.5ms and the spike sent by Neuron 2 will aﬀect Neuron 3 only after 1.5ms. Therefore, in
this model, transmission delays are encoded by the spatial configuration of the neurons and their
connections.

4.2.2

The Agent

For all the experiments I conducted during my PhD, I used a simple model of agent. It had two
wheels, one on each side of the agent, providing a diﬀerential steering system. Each wheel was
controlled by two motor neurons providing forward and backward propulsion. This agent is quite
similar to a Braitenberg vehicle or a Khepera robot [6, 25]. The agent also had two antennae placed
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on the front of the agent, one orientated on the left and the other one on the right. Each antenna
was linked to a sensory neuron. The two antennae were separated widely enough to detect the
presence of the chemical gradient. To control the agent, we used a spiking neural network. The
sensory and motor neurons placed on the neural substrate form the initial neural network (Figure
4.2). I decided that, in order to move, the agent should be driven by two wheels each controlled
by two motor neurons: one to go forward, one to go backward. I created sensors able to detect a
chemical gradient. But an agent equipped with such sensors will not move without any stimulus.
So I decided for simplicity that an agent should always move forward in the absence of any external
input. I performed this by adding a small baseline input current (0.5 A/F) in the motor neurons
responsible to go forward. The final velocity of the wheels was calculated by subtracting the firing
rate of the motor neurons, responsible for moving the agent forward and backward, running over
a certain period of time. The agent was moved by calculating the velocity every 10ms.

Figure 4.2: An agent equipped with two wheels (red) and two antennae. The sensors (yellow) are
linked to the antennae to detect the chemicals (pheromones). The motor neurons in green are
responsible to move the agent forward, the others move the agent backward.

In order to move the agent, the velocity Vw (arbitrary unit) of each wheel was calculated using
the following equation:

Vw = Kv

�

nbf orward − nbbackward
∆tmove

�

(4.3)

Where Kv is a coeﬃcient, ∆t is the time window used to calculate and update the velocity,
nbf orward is the number of spikes emitted during ∆tmove by a motor neuron responsible to move
the agent forward, and nbbackward is the number of spikes emitted during ∆tmove by a motor
neuron responsible to move the agent backward. In these experiments, I used Kv = 0.3, and
∆tmove = 10 ms.
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The Environment

The world I created has a square shape and could contain agents and chemical concentrations.
In artificial life, many simulations have been made using diﬀerent kind of environments. Usually,
chemicals or odours are simulated in a grid world like in NetLogo [100]. However, I modelled a
2D continuous world where chemicals are placed in circular areas as shown in Figure 4.3 similar to
[1, 76] where they also modeled lights as circles. I decided to use a simple model of chemicals that
are not diﬀused or evaporated. Apart from an example shown in the first part of Chapter 5 which
is explicitly mentioned, the concentration is a linear gradient where the maximum value is situated
in the middle of the circular chemical concentration. To calculate the value of the concentration
at a given point, I used the following equation:
c = M ax − (K × dist)

(4.4)

Where c is the value of the concentration, M ax is the maximum value at the center of the
concentration, K is a coeﬃcient and dist is the distance between the point of measurement and
the center of the concentration. In these experiments, I used M ax = 300 and K = 0.3. Also, c
cannot have a negative value (c ≥ 0).

Figure 4.3: An agent (on the left) moving toward a chemical source. The concentration is a linear
gradient where the maximum value is situated in the middle
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Experiments

I modelled a sensory neuron as a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron (Figure 4.4) for which the relationship between the current I and firing rate f is well defined and already known (see Figure 4.5 in
green). In my experiments, I tried many diﬀerent functions relating the pheromone concentration
P to the current I in order to obtain a desired quasi-linear relationship between the pheromone
concentration P and the firing rate f of the sensory neuron (like in Figure 4.5). The sensory current I was always a function of the pheromone concentration P. If the membrane potential, which
depends on the current I, reaches a certain threshold θ the sensory neuron emits a spike. Therefore,
the firing rate of the sensory neuron depends on the relation between pheromone concentration
and current (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Model of a spiking sensory neuron. The pheromone concentration P is first mapped
onto current I. As the current I increases, the membrane potential also increases and when it
reaches the threshold θ, the sensory neuron fires. Therefore, the current I is mapped onto firing
rate f.
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Figure 4.5: Mapping pheromone concentration into spikes. The concentration P is first mapped
into current I. Then, the current I is mapped into firing rate f . The resulting relationship between
the concentration P and the firing rate f is quasi-linear.

I first set the sensor’s input to a concentration of 1 and recorded at what time a spike was
emitted in order to determine the frequency (firing rate). I applied the same method to study the
firing rate of the sensors over the whole range of pheromone concentration up to some maximum
(that I chose to be 300). I did not want the sensory neuron to fire if the concentration was equal
to 0 so only the presence of pheromones could stimulate a sensor.

4.3.1

Linear Relationship between Current and Pheromone Concentration

To get a feel for the sorts of firing rates that were possible, I first carried out experiments implementing a simple linear relationship, expressed by Equation (4.5), between the pheromone concentration
P and the current I and studied the sensor’s firing rate (Fig.4.6).
I(p) = Kp

(4.5)
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Figure 4.6: Resulting firing rate of sensory neuron using Equation 4.5(left) with K = 0.41, and
Equation 4.6(right) with K1 = 0.41 and K2 = 0.0053. The maximum firing rate of a neuron is
around 300 Hertz.

After a few experiments using diﬀerent values for K, I realized that the sensor was saturating
(Figure 4.6, left) due to the nature of the sensory neuron (leaky integrate-and-fire [53]). In fact,
above a small value of pheromone concentration, the current produced was too high and the sensor
fired at its maximum rate. After implementation in the agent, I saw that it was not able to detect
the diﬀerence between a concentration of 200 and 250 for example.
Then, I tried to use the same equation but with an added baseline current and a much smaller
slope (K2 ) (Equation 4.6). I made these changes knowing that the sensor responds to a small
range of currents with a large bandwidth.

I(p) = K1 + K2 p

(4.6)

With this equation, we had a more linear relationship between pheromone concentration and
the firing rate of the sensor (Figure 4.6, right) so the agent should have been able to detect smaller
variations. Unfortunately, the sensor did not use its whole bandwidth and its resolution was
relatively poor. Therefore, another kind of functional relationship had to be tried.

4.3.2

Non-linear Relationship between Current and Pheromone
Concentration

Concerning the neurons I was using, I knew the limits of currents and the corresponding firing
rate. For every cell (motor neurons, sensors, and interneurons):
Imin ≈ 0.4 (f ≈ 0.6 Hz)
Imax ≈ 20 (f ≈ 300 Hz)
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I also knew that the mean firing rate of a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron is given by [Koch,
1999]:

< f >=
Where:

1
1
�
=
tth + tref
tref − τ ln 1 −

Vth
IR

�

(4.7)

• tth is the mean time to reach the threshold value
• Vth is the threshold voltage (a spike is emitted if the membrane potential is above this value).
• tref is the refractory period.
• I is the current
• R is the resistance (constant)
• C is the capacitance (constant)
• τ = RC (time constant)
Given that the sensory neuron is modelled as a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron, I knew the relationship between current and firing rate F = g(I) (see Figure 4.5in green). And I knew that the
current is a function of the pheromone concentration I = h(p). Therefore, I had F = g(h(p)) so
I rearranged Equation (4.7) to find an equation (4.8) for the current (Figure 4.7, left) that would
always produce a linear relationship between the pheromone concentration and the firing rate of
the sensory neuron (Figure 4.7, right).

Vth 
1
�
I=
R 1 − exp tref −
τ

1
<f >τ



�

(4.8)

To get a linear relationship between the firing rate and the pheromone concentration, I replaced
< f > by P and to make sure the frequency was between 0 and 300, I needed:
•

Vth
R

= 0.4 mV /Ω

• tref = 3/1000 = 0.003 s
• τ = 1/20 = 0.05 s
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Figure 4.7: Left, current density input to sensory neuron using Equation (4.8). Right, resulting
firing rate of sensory neuron. The maximum firing rate of a neuron is around 300 Hertz.

With this equation, an agent is able to detect a small variation in the pheromones concentration
using its whole bandwidth. However, I had created Equation (4.8) analytically but I could now
use it as a guide to look for a more realistic function that is, one commonly found in biological
systems that would describe a similar relationship and have a graph similar to Figure (4.7, left).
So I tried to find a biologically plausible function with the right form. There were two candidates,
Hill functions and sigmoid functions.

4.3.3

Hill functions

As I mentioned earlier, pheromones and other odours bind to receptor proteins situated in an
animal’s olfactory sensory neurons. The current generated by the sensory neurons depends on
their binding capacity. I first investigated an equation used by biochemists describing the binding
of ligand molecules to proteins: a Hill function [91].

h(x, k, m) =

km

xm
+ xm

(4.9)

Where:
• k is the concentration of molecules when h is equal to 0.5
• m is the Hill coeﬃcient and is considered as an estimate of the number of binding sites of a
protein.
• x is the concentration of ligands.
Archibald Hill used this equation in 1910 to describe the binding of oxygen to Hemoglobin. It
seems appropriate to use Hill functions to describe the shape of the current produced by the sensor
as they are very similar to Equation (4.8).
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The first Hill function (4.10) I used was too simple to fit the function (4.8). An example with
m = 1, K1 = 50 and K2 = 100 is given in Figure 4.8. Once again, I realized empirically that the
sensor was saturating quite rapidly.

I(p) = K1

!

�

pm
m
k2 + pm

�

(4.10)

!

Figure 4.8: Left, current density input to sensory neuron using Equation (4.10). Right, resulting
firing rate of sensory neuron.

I used a MATLAB fitting routine to find appropriate constant values for a second Hill function
using Equation (4.10), to minimize the diﬀerence between the two functions (4.10) and (4.8) (as
shown in Figure 4.7, left) in order to have a function that would create a near linear relationship
between the pheromone concentration and the firing rate of a sensory neuron like the function (4.8)
(Figure 4.9).

!
Figure 4.9: Current density input to sensory neuron using Equation (4.10) with K1 = 2.38 × 107 ,
K2 = 7104 and m = 4.13. The thin curve is Equation (4.8) and the thick one is Equation (4.10).

Unfortunately, this function was not as good as (4.8). In fact, the sensor could not detect a
pheromone concentration of 1. So I decided to add an oﬀset to the function.
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(4.11)

This time, the MATLAB routine found a value for b too high so the sensor could fire even if it
did not perceive any pheromones (Figure 4.10, left). So I tried to constrain the value of b to be less
than 0.4 (Figure 4.10, right). Unfortunately, the current produced was the same (= 0.4) for a large
range of small pheromone concentration so the agent could not detect diﬀerences of concentration
in this range.

!

!

Figure 4.10: Left, current density input to sensory neuron using Equation (4.11) with K1 =
2.33 × 106 , K2 = 2348, m = 5.23 and b = 2.65. The thin curve is Equation (4.8) and the thick one
is Equation (4.10). Right, same with K1 = 3.45 × 104 , K2 = 1378, m = 4.297 and b = 0.4.
I concluded that it was diﬃcult to use a Hill function for the sensors’ current so that the agents
would be able to detect a very small and very high pheromone concentration. Hill functions with
coeﬃcients > 1 are sigmoidal so I decided to use a more general sigmoidal function.

4.3.4

Sigmoid function

Due to the fact that the function (4.8) (Figure 4.8, left) resembles the first part of a sigmoid
function, I decided to investigate general sigmoid functions.


I = K1 



1
�
�
1 + exp h−P
k2

(4.12)

I also fit this function to (4.8) (Figure 4.11, left). Unfortunately, the sensor could not detect 1 unit
of pheromone so I added an oﬀset to the function.



1
�
� + b
I = K1 
1 + exp h−P
k2

(4.13)
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I found a function very similar to (4.8) but with an oﬀset too high (Figure 4.11, right). So the
sensor was firing even when it did not receive any information.

!

!

Figure 4.11: Left, current density input to sensory neuron using Equation (4.12) with K1 =
2.38 × 108 , K2 = 59.35, and h = 1210. The thin curve is Equation (4.8) and the thick one is
Equation (4.12). Right, same using Equation (4.13) with K1 = 2.7 × 107 , K2 = 51, h = 973 and
b = 1.7.

I therefore constrained b to be less than 0.08 and found a very similar function with a small
oﬀset (Figure 4.12, left). After modelling a sensor using this function, I had finally produced a
relationship between the pheromone concentration and the sensor’s firing rate (Figure 4.12, right)
that was, of course, less linear than by using (4.8) but which was biologically plausible and perfectly
adequate to allow the agent to detect small and large variation of pheromone concentration.

!

!

Figure 4.12: Left, Current density input to sensory neuron using Equation (4.13) with K1 =
3.9 × 104 , K2 = 59, h = 691 and b = 0.08. The thin curve is Equation (4.8) and the thick one is
Equation (4.13). Right, resulting firing rate of sensory neuron.

This was the final example investigated and was seen to be perfectly adequate for the task
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involved.

4.4

Conclusion

The main goal of this study was to create agents able to find and interact to pheromones diﬀused
symmetrically from a point source. In order to achieve this goal, I had to find a model of spiking
sensory neuron that could cope with small variations of pheromone concentration and also the whole
range of concentrations. I tried many diﬀerent functions to map the pheromone concentration onto
the current of the sensory neuron in order to produce a reasonably linear relationship between the
concentration and the firing rate of the sensor. After unsuccessful trials using linear currents, I
created an equation that would by definition achieve this task and used it as a model to help me
find a similar function that is also used in biology. I concluded that by using a biologically plausible
sigmoid function in my model to map pheromone concentration to current, I could produce agents
able to detect the whole range of pheromone concentration as well as small variations. The sensory
neurons used in my model are able to encode the stimulus intensity into appropriate firing rates
(see Figure 4.5) and like real sensory neurons, they saturate when the stimulus intensity reaches a
certain value (a concentration of 300 in this case). Moreover, using this model of sensory neurons,
I managed to create an agent capable of chemotaxis.

Chapter 5

Study on Neural Coding and Noise in
Spiking Neural Controllers.
5.1

Introduction

Animals are able to detect and react to chemicals (odours, pheromones. . . ) present in the environment. The key sense to detect these chemical cues is smell rather than taste[105]. Almost all
animals have a similar olfactory system including olfactory sensory neurons (OSN) that are exposed to the outside world and linked directly to the brain. Pheromones and other odour molecules
present in the environment are converted into signals in the brain by first binding to the olfactory
receptor protein situated in the cell membrane of the OSN. Spikes are then sent down the axon
of the OSN [49]. A chemical blend is composed of many molecules that can be detected with
tuned odour receptors and therefore, activates a large range of olfactory sensory neurons. Odours
are coded by which neurons emit spikes and also by the firing patterns of those neurons sending
spikes to others during and after the stimulus. In many vertebrates and insects, oscillations of the
neural activity have been recorded in the olfactory systems [105]. Therefore, the synchronization
of firing between diﬀerent sensory neurons seems to be very important for odour perception and
interpretation. The firing rate and the number of sensory neurons are also important in odour
recognition when stronger stimuli increase the frequency of firing of individual sensory neurons
but also stimulate a larger number of them. Diﬀerent studies have been done on the perception of
simulated chemicals using artificial neural networks where neural synchronization occurs [7, 36, 38]
and also using robots [50, 61, 79, 81, 95]. I was interested in studying the perception and the
behaviour of an agent in response to changes of its environment.
The primary research question of this work was how two encoding strategies can be used to
integrate sensory information in order to control a simulated agent. To the best of my knowledge,
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no neural architecture, controlling a simulated agent, had been created that encodes the sensory
information onto both the firing rate and the synchronization of firing (temporal coincidence of
incoming spikes) depending on the environment. As the interaction between the two encoding
strategies is complex, I decided to create a simple architecture using a spiking neural network.
This model could encode the sensory information onto both the firing rate and the synchronization
of firing depending on the environment. As will be seen, the neural network controlled the agent
by encoding the sensory information onto temporal coincidences when in a low concentration
environment, and could use firing rates when in a high concentration.

5.2

Experiments on Temporal Coincidence and Firing Rate Encoding
Strategies

The environment I used for these experiments contained either one or two chemicals denoted by
A and B. Each chemical source had a circular shape and the same fixed value all over its surface
rather than the linear gradient specified in Chapter 4.
The neural controller was based on a Braitenberg vehicle (anger behaviour) [6] where an agent
moves faster toward a stimulus when it detects it (Figure 5.2). My hypothesis was that by using
this architecture, the sensory neurons would need to encode the sensory information onto the
firing rates, and also onto temporal coincidences between spikes sent by sensors. To verify this
hypothesis, I performed three series of tests to study the eﬀect of the starting positions, the sensory
delays and the value of the concentrations on the agent’s behaviour.

Figure 5.1: An agent and its environment composed of two chemicals A and B.

5.2.1

The Neural Network

As I mentioned earlier, there are three main ways to encode sensory information into spiking
neurons based on biological evidence [25, 26, 30, 45, 46, 53]. The most commonly used method
consists of mapping the stimulus intensity to the firing rate of the neuron (firing rate encoding).
Another method encodes the intensity of the stimulation into the number of spikes sent by diﬀerent
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neurons arriving at a pre-synaptic neuron at the same time (firing synchronization or temporal
coincidence encoding). The last main encoding scheme maps the strength of the stimulation
in the firing delay of the neuron (delay encoding). As we saw earlier, spatial configuration is
an important feature in odour recognition of neurons as is the synchronization of firing between
neurons [49, 65, 64, 105]. J. Hopfield and C. Brody [7] created simple neural networks using spiking
neurons to simulate an olfactory process. In their system, the recognition of an odour was signalled
by spike synchronization in artificial glomeruli.
In my system, the neural network was supposed to detect the blend of two diﬀerent chemicals
and modify the agent’s behaviour. I used a model of neural network that allowed me to study
synchronization of firing in a simple manner. The neural network could control the agent by
encoding the sensory information onto temporal coincidences in a low concentration environment,
and firing rates at high concentration. I used the model of a sensory neuron described earlier
(Chapter 4) in which the chemical concentration is processed so that a quasi-linear relationship
between the concentration and the firing rate of the sensor is produced. In these experiments, each
run lasted 600 seconds and the neural network was updated every 0.1ms. Every 10ms, the agent
was moved and the sensory inputs updated.

Figure 5.2: Agent’s neural controller. The sensors S0 and S3 detect the chemical A and the sensors
S1 and S2 detect the chemical B. The sensory axons’ lengths are all similar (delays = 2.5ms). The
motor neurons M1 and M3 are responsible to move the agent forward. The threshold of the neurons
(N0 and N1 ) was set to 4.6 mV. W is the synaptic weight.

5.2.2

Experiment I

The first test was to study the eﬀect of diﬀerent concentration values of the chemicals on the agent’s
behaviour. Both concentration values for the chemicals A and B were set to be low. In all the
experiments described in this chapter, the concentration range was from 1 to 300. In this instance,
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each concentration (A and B) was set to a value of 1 or 2. I tried ten diﬀerent starting positions
and five diﬀerent settings for the environment: with one chemical A having a concentration of 1,
then 2; one chemical B having a concentration of 1, then 2; and finally one chemical A completely
overlapping one chemical B.
In this experiments, with a low (1 or 2) concentration of just A or just B, the agent detected
the chemical but did not react to it. That is the sensory neurons fired but did not produce a
signal suﬃcient to cause N0 or N1 to fire (see more about this in Experiment III). However with
a value of 1 for both chemicals A and B, and both present producing a completely overlapping
concentration of combined A+B, then the agent reacted and indeed was able to stay inside the
combined chemical concentration. This appears to be due to the coincidence of signals emitted
by the sensors sensitive to A and B. Figure 5.3 shows an example where an agent starts from the
position P2. In this case, the agent was able to stay in the overlapping area.
We can analyse this by looking at Figures 5.3 and 5.4, where we can see that the agent begins
by moving horizontally left to right until its right antenna detects the chemicals A and B (T1). At
this point, the sensors S2 and S3 fire and the temporal coincident arrival of their spikes causes N0
to fire. M1 is then stimulated and increases its firing rate turning the left wheel faster than the
right one. Soon after this, both antennae detect the chemicals causing also the neuron N1 to fire
so the agent moves straight forward again. At T2, the left antenna of the agent goes outside the
overlapping area so the sensors S0 and S1 stop firing and therefore, do not stimulate the neuron N1 .
The motor neuron M3 then fires at a lower rate than M1 resulting in a left turn of the agent to stay
inside the area. Finally, from T3, the interaction between the left antenna and the concentration
causes the edge-following behaviour. I also recorded the current density and membrane potential
of the neuron N0 during a small interval of time when the agent was inside the blend of chemicals
A and B. The input current of the neuron N0 was increasing when spikes coming from both S2
and S3 arrived at the same time. Then, the membrane potential also increased and reached the
threshold θ (0.0046 Volts) making the neuron N0 fire. The potential was then set to 0 during the
refractory period. As the sensors were synchronized and the delay between them and the neurons
were the same, the spikes arrived at the same time to the neuron allowing it to detect them and
fire (Figure 5.5, top).
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Figure 5.3: Path of the agent starting from the left at P2 just below P1. The circle in the
centre represents the two overlapping concentrations of chemicals A and B. P1 to P10 represent
10 diﬀerent starting positions.
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Figure 5.4: Firing rates f (in spikes/s) of the neural network cells recorded every 2s during one run
(Experiment shown in Figure 5.3). The motor neurons M0 and M1 are not shown here as they do
not fire. On the left panel, the sensors detecting the chemicals A (S3 ) and B (S2 ) from the right
antenna activates the neuron N0 that stimulates the motor neuron M1 controlling the left wheel to
move forward. On the right panel, the sensors detecting the chemicals A (S0 ) and B (S1 ) from the
left antenna activates the neuron N1 that stimulates the motor neuron M3 controlling the right
wheel to move forward.
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Experiment II

The second experiment was to test my hypothesis by modifying the sensory response delays to
verify that our architecture necessarily needed to encode the sensory information onto temporal
coincidence. I changed the delays by modifying the position of the sensors therefore modifying the
length of their axons linked to the neurons. I only changed the delays of the sensors detecting the
chemical B (S1 and S2 ). I used the same set up as for the previous experiment. I tried diﬀerent
values of delays (from 1ms to 50ms) and I noticed that a small change (up to 7.5ms) did not modify
the agent’s behaviour. But a further change in the delays (from 7.5ms) made the agent unable to
react to the blend of chemicals A and B so it could not stay inside the concentrations. As in the
Experiment I, I recorded the current density and membrane potential of the neuron N0 during the
0.5s when the agent was inside the chemical blend.
In Figure 5.5, we can see that the current of the neuron N0 increases when a spike coming from
both S2 and S3 arrive but as the delay has been changed, the spikes do not arrive at the same
time so the current is lower than in Experiment I. Therefore, the neuron’s potential increases but
never reaches the threshold so the neuron does not fire. This shows that it is the coincidence of
spikes coming from the four sensors that was needed to make the agent react. However all of this
has been done using low concentrations. Experiment III now considers what happens when the
concentrations are increased.
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Figure 5.5: Current density (in Amperes per Farad) and membrane potential (in Volts) of the
neuron N0 recorded between 100s and 100.5s. On the top panel (Experiment I), the spikes sent
by the sensors arrived at the same time increasing the current density to 1 A/F. The membrane
potential was then increased and reached the threshold making the neuron N0 fire. On the bottom
panel (Experiment II), the spikes sent by the sensors were not coincident as the delays were changed
to 50ms in this case, so the current was never above 0.5 A/F and therefore, the membrane potential
could not reach the threshold to make the neuron N0 fire.

5.2.4

Experiment III

In order to investigate the use of firing rate encoding, I increased the the concentration values of
either A or B, as I already noted that at low concentration A or B on their own did not cause
any behavioural change. When the concentration was increased from 1 to above 50, the agent was
then able to react to it. So at a much higher concentration, the firing rate method was suﬃcient
to produce a reaction. Therefore, the neural network was seen to react to much lower values of
A+B only if both present. I also noted that when using two overlapping chemicals, A and B, as
the concentration value increased, modifying the delays had a very little eﬀect and the agent was
still able to react to the chemicals. The firing rates were increasing too so the agent was moving
faster. In these experiments, the temporal coincidence encoding was not necessary. The sensory
information was encoded onto the firing rates of the sensors.
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Figure 5.6: Firing rates of the sensor S3 and neuron N0 recorded every 2s. On the left panel, as the
environment contained a low concentration (=1) of chemical A only, the neuron could not detect
it and therefore, the agent did not stay within the chemical source area. On the right panel, the
concentration was high (=300) so the neuron could detect it and the agent stayed inside the area.

5.3

Preliminary Conclusion

In this work, I used a simple neural architecture where temporal coincidence and firing rate encoding strategies were both important mechanisms used in diﬀerent environmental settings. In a low
concentration setting, synchronization of spikes sent by the sensors was essential to allow the agent
to detect the blend of two chemicals (Figure 5.7). I changed the sensory delays and noticed that
the agent was then not able to react to the chemical blend anymore. In these experiments, the
agent could not react to only one chemical as only one type of sensors was activated, so temporal
coincidence of spikes sent by sensors could not happen. In a high concentration setting, the temporal coincidence between sensors firing was not a necessary condition and the agent was able to stay
inside the chemical concentration using just the firing rate encoding strategy even in the presence
of just one chemical (Figure 5.8). This model also showed much more sensitivity to the presence
of two chemicals than a single chemical. In principle, more than two chemicals can be detected
and processed. The architecture presented here also works when the chemical concentration has a
linear gradient as described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.7: At low concentration, the agent was able to detect only the blend of chemicals A+B
using temporal coincidence encoding.

Figure 5.8: At high concentration, the agent was able to detect single chemicals and also the blend
of chemicals A+B using firing rate encoding.

5.4

Study on the Role of Neural Noise to Improve the Performance of
an Agent.

It is well known that real neuronal systems contain noise [49] which may improve the brain’s ability
to process information, a phenomenon also called stochastic resonance [34, 73, 74, 99]. Researchers
in robotics and artificial life have already implemented simple models of neural noise [15, 27, 47].
In this work, I studied the eﬀect of a more realistic noise model based on a diﬀusive OU (OrnsteinUhlenbeck) process [93]. I added this noise in the neural network and studied its eﬀect on the
behaviour of the agent. Results suggest a potential function for noise in real biological systems,
and highlight that use of features from biological systems can be used to construct better agents.
In the previous experiments, I presented a simple neural architecture where temporal coinci-
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dence and firing rate encoding strategies were both important mechanisms used in diﬀerent environmental settings. In a low concentration setting, synchronization of spikes sent by the sensors
was essential to allow the agent to detect the blend of two chemicals. I changed the sensory delays
and noticed that the agent was then not able to react to the chemicals anymore. In a high concentration setting, the temporal coincidence between the firing of the sensors was not a necessary
condition and the agent was able to stay inside the chemical concentration using just a firing rate
encoding strategy. The model showed much more sensitivity to the presence of two chemicals than
a single chemical.
To this point, I have used uniform concentrations to simplify the study of the diﬀerent encoding
strategies. However, this model of chemical concentration was not realistic, so I decided to use an
environment comprising two non uniform chemical concentration gradients. I tested my architecture in the new environment and noticed that the agent moved outside the concentration when
its trajectory was directly along the direction of the gradient (that is, along a radius to the circle)
since both of its antennae where instantaneously outside the chemical concentrations. For this
reason, I decided to add noise to the neural network. I used a realistic model of noise in the form
of a diﬀusive OU current [93]. This form of colored noise characterizes the subthreshold voltage
fluctuations in real neuronal membranes [82]. I added this noise to the total current calculated in
Equation (4.2) in each neuron. The noise is described by:
√
dInoise
1
= − (I − I0 ) + Dξ
dt
τI

(5.1)

where τI denotes the current noise time constant (2ms in our case), I0 is the mean noise current
(0 in our case), D =

2σ 2
τI

is the noise diﬀusion coeﬃcient, σ� is the standard deviation and ξ is a

Gaussian white noise (with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1). The equation 4.2 becomes:
�
dV
V
=−
+
(Ij Wj ) + Inoise
dt
τm

(5.2)

yt = ayt−1 + et

(5.3)

A discretized version of a diﬀusive OU current, which is an auto-correlated (integrative) noise,
can be written:

This reduce to stationary white noise for a = 0, stationary first order auto-regressive processes
for 0 < a < 1, brown noise for a = 1 (which is identical to the non-stationary random walk) and
higher order non-stationary noises for a > 1.
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Experiments

I performed a series of tests to find an appropriate level of noise, by modifying σ, in order to have
an agent that stays in the gradient chemical blend. I placed the agent at three diﬀerent positions
(Figure 5.9) and tried eight diﬀerent levels of noise, from no noise σ = 0 to high noise (Figures 5.10
and 5.11). For each level, I performed 100 runs per position. Each run lasted 300s and I recorded
the fitness of an agent during the last 100s. The fitness function was very simple and consisted of
the sum of the distance between the agent and the centre of the concentrations measured every
time the agent moved. The maximum value of both concentrations was set to 25. By looking at
Figures 5.10 and 5.11, we can see that when the agent was starting from P2 or P3, an appropriate
level of noise allowed it to stay within the concentration having a higher fitness than an agent
without neural noise σ = 0. We can also note that the level of noise needed to be within a certain
range as a low value did not improve the agent’s behaviour and a high value disturbed it. The
mean fitness value of agents with no noise starting from P3 is not equal to 0 as the agent moved
across the chemical. Figure 5.12 shows the improvement aﬀorded by noise in the performance of
the agent that arrives at the chemical concentration along a radius (starting from P3).

Figure 5.9: Three diﬀerent starting positions of an agent used for these experiments.
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Figure 5.10: Mean fitness values recorded during 100s for an agent starting at the positions P1,
P2 and P3 using diﬀerent levels of noise. The error bars represent standard errors.

Figure 5.11: Mean of the fitness values displayed in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.12: Left: path of an agent moving across the blend of chemicals A and B. The agent’s
neural controller does not have any noise so the agent goes straight as both of its antennae arrived
at the same time outside the concentration. Right: path of an agent running over 300s. The
agent’s neural controller has noise so the agent does not go exactly in a straight line and therefore,
can react to the absence of the chemical concentration to stay inside. In both cases, the agent
started from the position P3.

5.6

Conclusion

This study was on the eﬀect of noise on the agent’s behaviour using the neural architecture used in
previous experiments. I used a more complex environment using chemical gradients and a realistic
model of neural noise. I found that the overall fitness of the agent was better when a certain
amount of noise was added in the neural network. These results suggest that a realistic model of
noise can improve an agent’s behaviour. This is further evidence that adding biologically realistic
features can be beneficial for certain engineering tasks, and suggests a potential function of noise
in real biological systems. The eﬀect of biologically realistic noise should be an interesting topic of
research in other artificial life scenarios. I need to emphasize the fact that I might have the same
results by simulating environmental noise or sensory noise instead. I think it would be interesting
to add neural noise in real robotic experiment to study its eﬀects.

Chapter 6

Evolution of Bilateral Symmetrical Spiking
Neural Controllers
6.1

Introduction

I the previous experiments, I investigated the relationships between neural coding, noise and the
behaviour of an agent controlled by a hand-designed neural network. However, my initial goal was
to artificially evolve neural controller for agents that need to distinguish diﬀerent odours and study
the similarities (if any) between these controllers and real olfactory systems. I wanted to study
how to evolve a neural controller for agents that can encode temporal delays using spiking neurons
and a developmental approach, and also how such a neural network can discriminate odours and
control an agent. In order to perform this task, I created diﬀerent models allowing neural networks
to be evolved with diﬀerent levels of symmetry.
In this chapter, I investigate the importance of bilateral symmetry in artificial neural development, and I introduce three diﬀerent novel models of a developmental program that grows spiking
neural networks on a two-dimensional substrate. Each of these models has diﬀerent degrees of allowed or enforced symmetry. These developmental programs are evolved, using a genetic algorithm,
to allow simulated agents to perform chemotaxis. This chapter begins with a basic introduction
on symmetry in nature and how it has been modeled in artificial evolutionary models. Then, I
introduce my developmental model, the agent used and the task it had to perform. Further, I
describe in more detail our three diﬀerent models. Then, the simulation and genetic algorithm
parameters are presented. This section is followed by the results, the discussion and finally the
conclusion.
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Background
Symmetry

For centuries, people have observed and been fascinated by symmetrical patterns found in nature
[69, 92, 98]. In our minds, symmetry is often related to something beautiful, well balanced or
well proportionate [98]. It has been shown that in many species (even in humans), females prefer
males that have symmetrical displays [18]. One possible reason to explain this phenomenon is that
symmetry might reflect the high quality of a signaler. Another reason could be that individuals
have evolved recognition systems that have common properties and are capable of generalization,
and from this could emerge a high sensitivity to symmetries [18]. In living organisms, symmetries
arise as a side eﬀect of the creation of axes that will guide cells during development [2, 32, 69, 78,
92, 98, 103]. Cells divide and migrate following gradients that form these axes. They might also
create or modify gradients and rearrange themselves to form the most thermodynamically stable
pattern [32]. Therefore, it is very likely that cells will be placed symmetrically along diﬀerent axes
to have a system in a state of equilibrium [98]. But due to developmental noise, even the most
bilaterally symmetrical animals do not show perfect symmetry. Also, many vertebrates are mainly
bilaterally symmetrical about the midline of the body but they have many internal organs that are
not bilaterally symmetrical (for example in humans: heart, stomach, spleen. . . ) [2, 32, 78, 103].
Even if the emergence of a bilateral body plan was a key step in evolution, new axes were defined
that diﬀerentiated head and foot, back and front and left from right, and allowed asymmetrical
parts to be created and eventually lead to more complex organisms.

6.2.2

Evolving Neural Controllers

It is usually diﬃcult to create robust and adaptable neural controllers for agents that can perform several diﬀerent actions. A promising trend is to evolve neural networks using evolutionary
computation, (see [16, 23, 24, 57, 75, 67, 80, 83, 89, 106] for reviews). Evolutionary computation
approaches allow researchers to design models or systems like neural networks or robots, with
little human intervention [25, 23, 24]. With this optimization technique, one can evolve diﬀerent
characteristics of a neural network such as its topology, the synaptic strengths for each connection
and/or the learning rule or even evolve the body and the brain of an artificial organism. In the
field of Artificial Life, certain researchers try to combine an evolutionary approach with artificial
development and learning to generate eﬃcient neural networks having a limited initial knowledge
of the architecture needed [23, 24, 56, 5, 67, 75]. An artificial embryogeny (or ontogeny) approach
is similar to a natural approach, as an agent or robot can learn and adapt to its surroundings over
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its lifetime while the whole population of agents evolves over generations [5]. This approach allows
evolved agents or robots to share certain features such as robustness, flexibility, and modularity
with certain biological systems [23, 24].
In nature, animals evolved for millions of years and scientists have now evidence that most of
them can discriminate many diﬀerent odours. Moths are a good example of such animals having
one of the finest tuned olfactory systems. Even with a relatively small brain, they can find a
chemical source situated miles away and diﬀused at very small quantities (picograms per hour)
[51, 105]. Insects like moths have a finely tuned sensory system linked to an olfactory system that
can perform odour recognition where timing of spikes, synaptic plasticity and neuromodulation
play an important role. Even if moth olfactory systems have been studied extensively, there
are still many open questions on how olfactory computation works and how it generates and
shapes behaviours. In order to understand olfactory systems, computational model are created
to complement experimental results. The bottom-up approach of Artificial Life can be useful to
help neuro-scientists to understand complex systems like olfactory systems. Finding an abstract
model of development that can generate eﬃcient neural networks is one the most promising goals of
evolutionary computation, and its applications in robotics and in neural computation are multiple.
Such a model could shed light on the evolution of natural systems like olfactory systems.
There are diﬀerent approaches in this research area and diﬀerent ways to encode evolving
features into genes. One of the main issues when using evolutionary computation is to choose how
to represent the evolvable features as artificial genes. There are three main genetic representation
types: direct encoding, developmental encoding and implicit encoding.
• Direct encoding: The easiest manner to evolve a neural network is to use a genome composed
of a list, of variable length, of genes that can represent the neurons and/or the links between
them. The main disadvantage of this representation is the need to represent each parameter
of the network; for example, the threshold of neurons or the weights of the connections.
Therefore, the increasing complexity of a network induces an augmentation of the length of
the genome. NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) is one of the most famous
models using direct encoding [88, 89, 87].
• Developmental encoding (indirect): Another well known genetic representation of artificial
neural networks is based on the use of a genome that, when expressed, guides a developmental
process leading to the construction of the network [13, 14, 44, 54, 55, 56, 75, 87]. This
approach allows a much more compact description of a network than the direct encoding and
should produce more complex neural networks.
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• Implicit encoding (indirect): The third encoding is based on common knowledge of biological
genetic regulatory network (GRN). As in biology, an artificial genome is composed of coding
regions and regulatory regions (ignoring non coding regions). Genes can be activated or not
by the regulation. In fact, genes regulate the expression, and are regulated by, other genes.
Basically, genes act as devices with inputs and outputs terminals (like a neuron for example).
Also, a GRN can be used as a developmental encoding scheme [5, 14, 47, 67].
A certain amount of work has been done in evolutionary computation on encoding spatial neural
networks by Nolfi [76], Federici [20, 19] and Khan [52], with symmetrical structure using L-systems
[10, 11, 37, 70, 71, 86] and grammatical encoding [33, 57]. Stanley also created abstract models
generating representations of symmetrical patterns [29, 87]. Some work has also been done where
axonal growth has been modeled [48, 94, 52, 84].
Because spatio-temporal patterns are used in real neural systems such as olfactory systems,
we need to use spiking neural networks with realistic delays generated by the geometry of the
model. So we have created a developmental model generating spiking neural controllers placed
in 2D spaces allowing information to be encoded as spatio-temporal patterns, and where bilateral
symmetry can be evolved and can be shown to improve both the eﬃciency of the evolutionary
process and the performance of an agent. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been done
before.

6.3

My Approach

In this study, I used developmental programs that allowed information to be encoded as spatiotemporal neural activity patterns. I created three new developmental models initially inspired by
Kodjabachian and Meyer’s SGOCE paradigm [54, 55, 56, 22, 44] and NEAT [29, 88, 89]. By using
them, I wanted to see how bilateral symmetry in neural networks could be generated and aﬀect
the behavior of an agent. In my models, a developmental program was expressed in a genome and
when interpreted, it would create one or more intermediate neurons with one or more connections
to make the whole neural network grow. Like in [89, 88], one of the key ideas in our approach is
based on complexification. An initial genome is first composed of only one gene creating only one
neuron when expressed. Then, during evolution, new genes can be added via mutations creating
more neurons and more connections, therefore adding more complexity to the system. Another
important concept of this model is targeting [89]. I used a 2D neural substrate where spiking
neurons (with synaptic integration and transmission delays) are placed and can grow connections
to target locations. Evolution can therefore generate neural networks able to encode external
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information as spatio-temporal patterns. Adding in a new neuron can change connectivity for
other neurons.
I first created a model where parameters of each neuron were encoded in the genome. I then
created two variations of it allowing bilateral symmetrical clones of neurons to be created. The
first one allowed the evolution of symmetrical neurons and the second one enforced the symmetry
for every neuron. There were no restrictions about the number of neurons that each model could
create. All the networks evolved with the three models could have the same number of neurons
and connections. I also decided to have neural development performed in two stages: first creating
every neuron on the substrate, then creating all the connections. This was inspired by biological
systems where neurons first divide, then migrate to a certain location and finally create connections
[2, 32, 49]. Some neurons might eventually die but I decided not to model apoptosis in our model
to deal with complexity incrementally.
Even though, my models can be considered to be hybrids using an indirect encoding with a
guided development and are not strictly developmental by the definition, they are weakly developmental in the sense that they generates the neural network in stages. I defined my models as
developmental for the following reasons:
• One genotype can generate diﬀerent phenotypes depending on the initial neural controller.
• A phenotype can only be created using developmental phases (creation of neurons, then
connections) that express the genes.
Therefore, my models use indirect encodings and include a certain level of abstraction of biological
development. The approach used in this work is summarized in the following figure (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Approach used in this work: an agent is situated in an environment where it has to
react to chemicals. This agent is controlled by a spiking neural controller. Information on the
neural controller is encoded by its genome. Genes are then interpreted during development to
generate the controller (brain). Noise is applied to the neurons of the controller. The resulting
neural network controls the agent allow it to behave diﬀerently depending on the chemicals it
encountered. A genetic algorithm is used to evolve the neural controller of the agent.

6.3.1

The Agent

I decided to evolve an agent to perform a simple task which was to stay inside a chemical concentration in a simulated continuous environment. I used the same agent as in the previous experiments
controlled by a spiking neural network. The sensory and motor neurons placed on the neural
substrate form the initial neural network (Figure 6.2).The complete neural network was created
by using a developmental program. In order to increase the speed of the simulations, I decided to
both update the neural network and move the agent at the same time, using a time step of 1ms.
Having a smaller time step for the neural network update is computationaly expensive (I was using
0.1ms in the previous experiments). Also, by moving at every time step instead of every ten steps,
the agent could travel more distance in the same time period.
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Figure 6.2: An agent equipped with two wheels and two antennae used to detect chemicals.

In order to move the agent, the velocity V (arbitrary unit) of each wheel was calculated using
the following equation:
τmotor

dV
= (V0 − V ) + Kv (δ (t − tf ) − δ (t − tb ))
dt

(6.1)

Where δ is the Dirac function (pulse) defined by δ(x) = 0 when x �= 0 and δ(x) = 1 when
x = 0. I decided, for simplicity, that an agent should always move forward in the absence of any
external input so I set up the parameters accordingly: V0 = 0.5 is the default velocity (the agent
is always moving straight by default), Kv = 5 is the speed coeﬃcient, τmotor = 0.05 is the time
constant in seconds, tf is the time when the most recent spike was emitted by the motor neuron
responsible for turning the wheel forward, tb is the time when the most recent spike was emitted by
the motor neuron responsible for turning the wheel backward. The agent was moved by calculating
the velocity every time step.

6.4
6.4.1

Developmental Model
Mapping Genotype to Phenotype

The initial developmental program I created that constructs the neural network consists of a
genome which is an array of modules. A module M must have a gene, which I denote P, encoding
the position (x, y) of an intermediate neuron, and can have genes encoding possible connections,
denoted C (Figure 6.3). The neuron is placed on a 2D Cartesian coordinates system with its origin
situated in the centre of the agent. If a new module is created, it will be added to the end of the
genome. A module is valid if it is composed of only one P gene but not if it is only composed of
C genes. A C gene encodes the diﬀerent parameters for a connection of a neuron. That includes
an angle θ and a distance d to determine where it connects, a synaptic strength (w ) and a type
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(aﬀerent or eﬀerent). A neuron can also have connections even if they are not encoded in the
module defining its properties. The reason is that other neurons can create eﬀerent and aﬀerent
connections to this neuron.
When an agent is created, it only has an initial neural network (Figure 6.2). There are no
intermediate neurons, only motor neurons and sensors. If the genome of an agent is composed of
at least one module, the complete neural network can be created by executing the developmental
program expressed in the genes, reading the genome from the beginning to the end. With only one
module, only one intermediate neuron will be created but it can have more than one connection.
The neural network is constructed by the developmental program in two steps by reading the
genome twice. First, all the neurons are created in the 2D substrate by reading all the P genes.
Secondly, all the connections are created by reading all the C genes (Figure 6.3).
When reading a C gene, a target position for a given neuron is defined to determine to which
neuron it will be connected to. The target position is given by the angle θ (in radians) and the
distance parameter d relative to the neuron. A neuron creates a connection to the closest cell to
this target position (Figure 6.4). Self connections are therefore possible. Motor neurons cannot
have output connections and sensory neurons cannot have input connections. A target position
can be situated outside the substrate. In this case, a connection will still be created linking the
closest neuron.

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the mapping used between the genotype (left) and the phenotype (right).
In this example, a neuron N1 and a connection to a sensor S0 are created on the neural substrate,
by executing the genome during the developmental phase. Here, the genome is composed of only
one module M1 , therefore creating only one neuron. This module encapsulates a gene P encoding
the position of the neuron, and a gene C encoding the parameters used to set up a connection (see
Figure 6.4 for the creation of a connection).
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Figure 6.4: Creation of a connection by neuron 1 in two steps. First, neuron 1 places a target
point on the substrate depending on the distance d and angle θ parameters. Secondly, the closest
neuron to the target point gets connected to neuron 1. The type of connection (input or output)
depends on the parameter type and the synaptic strength (weight) is encoded by the parameter w.

Parameters

Ranges of values

x

[−50; 50]

y

[−25; 25]

w

[−15; 15]

θ

[0; 2π]

d

[1; 100]

type

aﬀerent / eﬀerent

Table 6.1: Ranges of values used for the parameters of the genes. The range of values for the
weigths (w) was chosen to have neurons showing realistic dynamics.

6.4.2

Genetic Algorithm

I used a classical genetic algorithm (Figure 6.5) to evolve an agent that could perform chemotaxis.
The initial population was composed of 100 agents. Each one of them was equipped with four
motor neurons and two sensors composing the initial neural network. Initially, they all had a
genome composed of one module encoding one neuron, placed in the middle of the substrate, and
one initial connection, having parameters randomly initialized. Therefore, the genome of these
agents had one module composed of one P gene and one C gene. Then, each agent was subject to
mutations. After mutations, these agents were placed in the initial population and the GA could
begin. Once all the agents were evaluated, the agents were ranked by fitness and the ten fittest
ones were copied to the next generation. Ninety new individuals were created and added to the
next generation‘s population by selecting two parents for each, using a tournament selection of size
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five. A new individual was created by cross-over of the two parents. Out of these 90 new agents,
twenty were mutated. The genetic algorithm lasted for 1000 generations.

Figure 6.5: Genetic algorithm with parameters. The population is composed of 100 agents. For
the first experiment, each agent had two runs of 200 seconds starting from diﬀerent places (left
and right of the chemical concentration). In the second experiment, each agent had only one
run of 300s. For both experiments, the fitness rewarded an agent that stayed inside the chemical
gradient. Once all the agents were evaluated, the agents were ranked by fitness and the ten fittest
ones were copied to the next generation. Ninety new individuals were created and added to the
next generation‘s population by selecting two parents for each, using a tournament selection of size
five. A new individual was created by cross-over of the two parents. Out of these 90 new agents,
twenty were mutated. We ran the GA for 1000 generations.

6.4.2.1

Genetic Operators

The use of the following genetic operators allowed complexification of the genome by adding,
modifying or removing new genes.
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Mutation
In my model, mutations occur with the same probability independently of the size of the genome.
Twenty agents were randomly chosen from the 90 new agents created by the tournament selection
and mutated. Three kinds of mutations were used in this GA. A mutation could add or delete
neurons, add or delete connections and modify the values of the parameters of the genes. Each
mutation was performed within a certain range of values added to the original ones (Table6.2), and
these parameters were maintained within certain values defined earlier (Table6.1). For example, if
the value of the parameter x of a P gene was 49, and a mutation tried to add 5 to x (x = 54), x
would be set to its maximum value 50 due to the range of values used. Here is the simple algorithm
of the mutation process:
For all twenty agents:
1. Mutate each module:
a) 5% chances to add a new connection.
b) 5% chances to remove a randomly selected connection.
c) Choose randomly one of the following mutations:
• Pick randomly one connection, choose randomly one parameter and mutate it.
• Add a random value to parameter x of a P gene.
• Add a random value to parameter y of a P gene.
2. 5% chance to add a new module (new neuron).
3. 5% chance to remove a randomly selected module (neuron and connections).
When a new module is added to the genome, the new neuron always has one randomly initialized
connection. The new neuron is placed randomly in the vicinity of the last neuron created on
the substrate (last encoded in the genome). A new connection added is also always randomly
initialized.
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Parameters

Ranges of values

x

[−5; 5]

y

[−5; 5]

sym (only for EVO_SYM)

true / false

w

[−5; 5]

θ

[−π/4; π/4]

d

[−2; 2]

type

aﬀerent / eﬀerent
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Table 6.2: Ranges of mutations used for the parameters of the genes

Cross-over
Neural selection is applied here by crossing-over modules at the same position. By doing so, each
neuron should be able to specialize more quickly during evolution.
Here is an example: Two agents A1 and A2 are selected to create a new agent A3 (Figure 6.6).
The maximum number of modules a new agent can have depends on its parents. In this case, agent
A1 has five modules and A2 has three of them. Therefore, the new agent A3 will have at maximum
five modules (i.e. five neurons). The crossover process will make five selections of modules and at
each selection, there is an equal chance of selecting the agent A1 or A2. Therefore, each module
of the same position has 50% chances to be selected and copied. If at the fourth selection, for
example, the chosen agent is A2, which does not have any more modules at this position, nothing
will be added to the genome of agent A3 at this stage. But another module can be copied from
A1 if this one is chosen during the fifth selection, and this module, originally from position 5, will
become a module of position 4 of agent A3.
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Figure 6.6: Example of a random process creating a new agent A. At each selection, there is an
equal chance of picking A1 or A2:
A1 is selected first (first module M1 is copied), A2 is then selected (second module M2 is copied),
A2 is selected again (third module M3 is copied), A2 is selected again (but does not have more
than 3 modules so nothing happens), A1 is selected (fifth module M5 is copied), and finally, there
are no more modules to copy.

6.4.3

Symmetry

In addition to the original model in which symmetry is not explicitly encoded (denoted NO_SYM),
I created two variations of it allowing bilateral symmetrical clones of neurons to be created. The
first one allowed the evolution of symmetrical neurons (denoted EVO_SYM) and the second one
enforced the symmetry for every neuron (denoted ENF_SYM).
6.4.3.1

Evolvable Symmetry: EVO_SYM

This model is a modification of NO_SYM. The main concept of this model is to introduce genetically encoded bilateral symmetry with respect to the longitudinal axis (rostrocaudal axis) of
the agent. The idea is that instead of encoding two neurons that are similar but are positioned
on opposite sides of the midline (x-axis), the genome could encode only one neuron but with an
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extra evolvable parameter allowing the creation of its symmetrical clone; this allows compressing
genetic information. In fact, the initial neural network is symmetrical, and therefore the evolutionary process should be able to use this important embedded feature. This model is based on an
abstraction of a gradient that could form the horizontal axis. Compared to NO_SYM, C genes are
still the same but P genes have an additional Boolean parameter sym. This parameter sym plays
an important role. If it is activated (set to true), a clone of the actual neuron will be created and
placed symmetrically to the x-axis (Figure 6.7). If the parent neuron is situated on the x-axis, its
clone will be created in a close random place around it. The development of the neural network is
very similar to NO_SYM. The only diﬀerence is that during the first step of development (creation
of neurons), each created neuron will have a symmetrical clone if its parameter sym is set to true.
A clone of a neuron has its y parameter set to - y and all the connection parameters θ set to - θ.
Therefore, the clone of a neuron is horizontally symmetric and its connections are also symmetric
(Figure 6.7). The neural growth is still performed in two steps by reading the genome twice. First,
all the neurons (and their possible symmetrical clones) are created in the 2D substrate by reading
all the P genes. Secondly, all the connections are created by reading all the C genes.
6.4.3.2

Enforced Symmetry: ENF_SYM

This developmental model is almost the same as NO_SYM. The only diﬀerence is the systematic
creation of a symmetrical clone for every neuron. Every time a neuron is added to the substrate
by executing the genome, a symmetrical clone is also created, as in EVO_SYM (Figure 6.7). But
compared to EVO_SYM, ENF_SYM does not encode the possible symmetry in the genome. The
creation of symmetrical neurons is an automatic process always occurring during the first step of
the development of the neural network.
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Figure 6.7: Left. At the top, the 2D substrate of an agent with the initial neural network and one
intermediate neuron (in red) having two connections is shown. At the bottom, the symmetrical
clone has been added. Right. Drawing showing the coordinates and the angle of the connections
of the intermediate neuron (bottom) and its symmetrical clone (top).

6.5

Experiments and Results

I performed two series of tests. First, I evolved simulated agents that stay in a fixed chemical
source. I then evolved agents to stay inside a moving chemical source. In each series, I performed
seven GA runs for each developmental model in order to study the importance of symmetry in
neural development. For the first series of tests, each agent had two runs of 200 seconds and
started from diﬀerent locations (left and right of the fixed chemical concentration). The fitness
function was very simple and consisted of the sum of the inverse distances between the agent and
the centre of the concentration during the last 50s of a run. The fitness of an agent was the sum
of the fitness values recorded for the two runs. For the second series of tests, I evolved agents
able to stay within a moving concentration. One agent and one chemical source were placed in a
toroidal world. Compared to the first series, the time of a run was longer (300s). During a run,
an agent was always placed at the same place with a random angle of initial movement and the
chemical concentration was placed randomly in the world. The concentration was then set moving
randomly in the environment. The fitness function was also diﬀerent and started to be calculated
only when the agent was touching the concentration (recording time was initialized at this point).
The fitness is the sum of the inverse distances, divided by the recording time. I used a resolution
of 1ms (1 time step) for every simulations.
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Fixed Chemical Source

I compared the three diﬀerent developmental models to study the importance of symmetry in
neural development. For each model: NO_SYM, EVO_SYM and ENF_SYM, I performed seven
runs of the GA described earlier. In each run, I recorded the mean and highest fitness values at
each generation.
6.5.1.1

Using NO_SYM

I am showing here the path and the neural network of the fittest agent that evolved using NO_SYM
(Figure 6.8).This agent had a very basic behavior which was to perform a clockwise rotation. In
fact, it was using only one motor neuron resulting in a very a bad performance (fitness plotted in
Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.8: Top. Path of the fittest agent starting from two diﬀerent positions. Left. Neural
network of the fittest agent. The motor neurons are in red, the sensory neurons are in green and
the intermediate neurons are in black. Right. Connection matrix showing the synaptic strength of
a connection linking a cell (top row) and another cell (left column). Notice that there cannot be
any connections coming from a motor neuron or going to a sensor as well as connections linking a
sensor to another sensor or a motor neuron directly.
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Using EVO_SYM

I am showing here the path and the neural network of the fittest agent that evolved using
EVO_SYM (Figure 6.9). This agent performed well (fitness plotted in Figure 6.11) and used
every sensor and motor neuron. It used only two symmetrical neurons where only one neuron
was encoded in the genome. The neuron N1 takes an input from the sensor S0 and stimulates
M0 and M3 and inhibits M1 allowing the agent to turn quickly. N1 also has a self connection.
The neuron N2 has the same symmetrical connections. I can also notice that both neurons are
inhibiting each other. This neural network can be seen as an advanced Braitenberg vehicle [6]. An
important remark I can make is that the neurons created more than one connection to the same
motor neuron. I assume that it is due to the limit value the weights can have [-15; 15]. Therefore
I can see that the system can easily adapt to certain constraints.

Figure 6.9: Top. Path of the fittest agent starting from two diﬀerent positions. Left. Neural
network of the fittest agent. The motor neurons are in red, the sensory neurons are in green and
the intermediate neurons are in black. Right. Connection matrix showing the synaptic strength of
a connection linking a cell (top row) and another cell (left column). Notice that there cannot be
any connections coming from a motor neuron or going to a sensor as well as connections linking a
sensor to another sensor or a motor neuron directly.
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Using ENF_SYM

I am showing the neural network of the fittest agent that evolved using ENF_SYM (Figure 6.10).
This agent also performed well (fitness plotted in Figure 6.11) and used every sensor and motor
neuron. It used only two symmetrical neurons where only one neuron was encoded in the genome.
Two other neurons were encoded in the genome but they are useless since they have no connections.
The neuron N1 takes an excitatory input from the sensor S0 and an inhibitory input from S1 . It
stimulates M0 and M3 and inhibits M1 allowing the agent to turn quickly. N1 has a strong self
connection. The neuron N2 has the same symmetrical connections. I can also notice that both
neurons are inhibiting each other. The main diﬀerence with the evolved neural network using
EVO_SYM is the inhibitory connection coming from one of the sensors. The neurons N3 , N4 , N5 ,
and N6 can be seen as evolutionary artifacts that could become useful later in time.

Figure 6.10: Left. Neural network of the fittest agent. The motor neurons are in red, the sensory
neurons are in green and the intermediate neurons are in black. Right. Connection matrix showing
the synaptic strength of a connection linking a cell (top row) and another cell (left column). Notice
that there cannot be any connections coming from a motor neuron or going to a sensor as well as
connections linking a sensor to another sensor or a motor neuron directly.

6.5.1.4

Summary of Results

I evolved agents to stay inside a chemical concentration as close as possible from its center. I found
that the GAs implementing the developmental models using symmetry (EVO_SYM, ENF_SYM)
evolved good neural networks so the agent performed well (Figure 6.11) since it went into the
chemical and stayed close to the centre of the concentration. I saw that in all the seven GAs,
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EVO_SYM evolved a neural network with symmetrical neurons. In fact, the neural controllers
evolved with EVO_SYM or ENF_SYM were very similar. NO_SYM did not manage to evolve
an optimal solution as the others did, and had an overall pretty bad performance. Therefore, the
first series of tests showed us that without evolvable or enforced symmetry, the system could not
evolve and find an optimal solution so the importance of symmetry is clearly shown here (Figure
6.11). I need to emphasize that the initial neural network (placing the sensors and motor neurons
on the substrate) is symmetrical as is the agent’s body (wheels, antennae). Therefore, the use of
symmetry (one module encoding two neurons) is clearly an advantage in evolution. This might
not be always the case.

Figure 6.11: Left. Graph showing, for each developmental program used, the highest fitness
values per generation of the run which had the fittest agent of all the seven runs. Right. Graph
showing, for each developmental program used, the average highest fitness values of the 7 runs at
each generation. The colors in the graphs represent: NO_SYM in blue, EVO_SYM in red, and
ENF_SYM in green.

6.5.2

Moving Chemical Source

The next step was to evolve agents able to stay within a chemical source that was moving. In this
experiments, the whole circle representing the chemical was moving, and not the gradient within
the circle. One agent and one chemical source were placed in a toroidal world. To increase the
chance for the agents to encounter the chemical during a run, I decided that the chemical should
almost cover the whole surface (90%). As for the previous task, I compared the three diﬀerent
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developmental models to study the importance of symmetry in neural development. For each
model: NO_SYM, EVO_SYM and ENF_SYM, I performed seven GA runs. Compared to the
GA used earlier, the time of a run was longer (300s). At the start of a run, an agent was always
placed in the same position with a random angle of direction. Also the chemical concentration was
placed randomly in the world. The concentration was then moved randomly in the environment.
The fitness function was also diﬀerent and started to be calculated only when the agent was
first touching the concentration (recording time). The fitness is the sum of the inverse distances,
divided by the recording time. This allows us to take into account the time an agent spent inside
the concentration once it detected it.
6.5.2.1

Using NO_SYM

Using this model, only one agent managed to be evolved to perform the task and even this one
barely succeeded. The fittest agent shown in Figure 6.12 managed to follow the moving concentration only partially (Fitness plotted in Figure 6.15).

Figure 6.12: Left. Neural network of the fittest agent. The motor neurons are in red, the sensory
neurons are in green and the intermediate neurons are in black. Right. Connection matrix showing
the synaptic strength of a connection linking a cell (top row) and another cell (left column). Notice
that there cannot be any connections coming from a motor neuron or going to a sensor as well as
connections linking a sensor to another sensor or a motor neuron directly.
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Using EVO_SYM

Once more, EVO_SYM always evolved a neural network with symmetrical neurons in all seven
GAs. Figure 6.13 shows the neural controller of the fittest agent evolved using EVO_SYM (fitness
plotted in Figure 6.15 ). Neuron N1 takes an inhibitory input from sensor S0 and an excitatory
input from S1 . It stimulates M2 and inhibits N4 allowing the agent to turn more quickly as N4
stimulates M0 . Neuron N2 is symmetrical to N1 so it has the same symmetrical connections.
Both neurons inhibit each other. Neuron N3 takes input from sensor S1 and stimulates the motor
neurons M1 and M2 so the agent can turn quickly. Neuron N4 is symmetrical to N3 so it has
the same symmetrical connections. I notice that two other symmetrical neurons (N5 and N6 ) and
a non symmetrical neuron (N7 ) exist but they do not modify the overall neural activity of the
controller. In fact N5 and N6 do not have any connections, and neuron N7 does not have any
input except an inhibitory connection from itself. This shows that symmetrical neurons (N1 and
N2 ) can also have asymmetrical connections. N5 , N 6 and N 7 can be seen as evolutionary artifacts
that could become useful in time or disappear. This neural network has more complexity that the
one shown in Figure 6.9 . The main diﬀerences between the two are the two layers of neurons and
inhibitory connections coming from the sensors. Again, I noted that neurons N3 and N4 created
more than one connection to the motor neurons. I assume that it is due to the limit values the
weights can have [-15; 15] (see Table 6.1). Therefore, I again can see that the system can easily
adapt to circumvent certain constraints. I ran the previous agent showed in 6.9 to see if it could
follow the moving concentration and I saw that it could not perform this task. It seems that a
more complex neural network was necessary to perform this second task.
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Figure 6.13: Left. Neural network of the fittest agent. The motor neurons are in red, the sensory
neurons are in green and the intermediate neurons are in black. Right. Connection matrix showing
the synaptic strength of a connection linking a cell (top row) and another cell (left column). Notice
that there cannot be any connections coming from a motor neuron or going to a sensor as well as
connections linking a sensor to another sensor or a motor neuron directly.

6.5.2.3

Using ENF_SYM

As for the previous experiments, the model using enforced symmetry evolved neural networks that
could perform the required task in all the seven GAs. The fittest agent shown here had a good
performance and managed to follow the moving concentration with great success (fitness plotted
in Figure 6.15).
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Figure 6.14: Left. Neural network of the fittest agent. The motor neurons are in red, the sensory
neurons are in green and the intermediate neurons are in black. Right. Connection matrix showing
the synaptic strength of a connection linking a cell (top row) and another cell (left column). Notice
that there cannot be any connections coming from a motor neuron or going to a sensor as well as
connections linking a sensor to another sensor or a motor neuron directly.

6.5.2.4

Summary of Results

In each run, I recorded the mean and highest fitness values at each generation. The first graph
(Figure 6.15, left) shows the highest fitness values at each generation, of the run which had the
fittest agent of all the seven runs. Then, I calculated the average highest fitness values of the seven
runs at each generation (Figure 6.15, right). In this series of test, I saw again that the developmental
models using bilateral symmetry generated better neural controllers than NO_SYM. Once more,
EVO_SYM always evolved a neural network with symmetrical neurons in all the seven GAs.
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Figure 6.15: Left. Graph showing, for each developmental program used, the highest fitness
values per generation of the run which had the fittest agent of all the seven runs. Right. Graph
showing, for each developmental program used, the average highest fitness values of the 7 runs at
each generation. The colors in the graphs represent: NO_SYM in blue, EVO_SYM in red, and
ENF_SYM in green.

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have presented three novel developmental models allowing information to be
encoded in space and time using spiking neurons placed on a 2D substrate. In two of these models,
I introduced neural development that can use bilateral symmetry. I showed that these models
created neural controllers that permit agents to perform chemotaxis, and do so much better than
controllers with no symmetry. I also have shown that with the model using evolvable symmetry
(EVO_SYM), neural bilateral symmetry was often evolved and was found to be beneficial for
the agents. Perhaps this is not surprising. Firstly, the agent has bilaterally placed sensors and
actuators. Secondly, the task of chemotaxis also has implicit symmetry: a chemical to the left
triggers a turn to the left and symmetrically, a chemical to the right triggers a turn to the right.
I think the size of the search space is almost the same for NO_SYM and EVO_SYM but much
smaller for ENF_SYM. It is interesting to note that EVO_SYM and ENF_SYM converge on a
solution in reasonable time and that EVO_SYM and ENF_SYM performed almost equivalently.
The use of symmetry was clearly advantageous allowing faster evolution. Using NO_SYM, no
correct solutions were found during the allocated time, however this model should in theory find a
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correct solution if the genetic algorithm would run longer. Also, there were no restrictions about
the number of neurons that each model (NO_SYM, EVO_SYM, ENF_SYM) could create. All the
networks evolved with the three models could have the same number of neurons and connections.
It is important to note that complexification, targeting and neural selection are important
concepts in the model. I used a 2D neural substrate where spiking neurons are placed and can
grow connections to target locations. Therefore, the geometric configurations of the neural network
significantly matter. Since I used spiking neurons with conduction delays, distances separating
connected neurons result in time delays between the points in time when spikes are sent by a
neuron, and the times they are received by another neuron. A neural network generated by my
developmental models can encode information not only using firing rate encoding but also using
temporal coincidence or delay encoding. Evolution can therefore generate neural networks able to
encode external information as spatio-temporal patterns. In the following chapters, a section will
be presenting a study on the neural coding strategies used by the fittest evolved neural controllers.
I have noticed from the results that sometimes more than one connection linking two cells was
created. This is due to the limits of the weights we imposed, showing that the system can easily
adapt to certain limiting constraints. I have seen that connections between symmetrical parts of
the neural controller could be evolved and inhibitory connections of symmetrical neurons were also
often evolved. Neural controllers grown with NO_SYM could have symmetrical neurons, but did
so with an extremely low probability.
I have to emphasize the fact that the initial neural network, placed on the substrate, is bilaterally
symmetrical. Most physical robots are also bilaterally symmetric, and therefore, I assumed that
mapping sensors and motors to sensory and motor neurons on the neural substrate could be done
in a direct manner when implementing my model on an agent or a real robot. In this case, it
biased evolution to find an appropriate solution that uses this embedded symmetry. It would be
very interesting to see if bilateral symmetry would still arise and be beneficial when evolving the
morphology of the agent as well as the neural substrate. Cells could migrate on the substrate and
diﬀerentiate to become sensors, neurons and motor neurons.
Many modifications of this model can be introduced. For example, it is possible to encode
the threshold of a neuron or add diﬀerent axes of symmetry in the genome. Other developmental
models could have been created where only one gene could have created symmetrical neurons for
the entire neural network. However, I decided to use EVO_SYM to permit the creation of both
symmetrical and asymmetrical parts, and therefore to increase complexity.
In a system as complex as a spiking neural network placed on a 2D substrate in which both
neural position and connectivity are evolved, the exploitation of the physical symmetry of an agent
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has significant advantages allowing a more compact genetic representation leading to a relatively
fast evolution of eﬃcient neural networks. This work was the first, as far as I know, to present
developmental models where spiking neurons are generated in space and where bilateral symmetry
can be evolved and proved to be beneficial in this context. I think that studying how evolutionary
processes can be aﬀected by symmetrical structures in neural networks is of major importance and
will have beneficial repercussions on Artificial Life research. I also emphasize that the creation
of neural controllers having the possibility to use diﬀerent neural coding strategies, using spiking
neurons, is a very interesting and promising approach.

Chapter 7

Evolution of Olfactory Attraction and
Aversion in Agents Controlled by Spiking
Neural Networks
7.1

Introduction

The motivation of this work is based on a paper by Semmelhack and Wang entitled “Select
Drosophila glomeruli mediate innate olfactory attraction and aversion”[85]. In this paper, as also
mentioned in Chapter 3, they show that the glomerular anatomy and physiology has direct implications for animal behaviour; for example, in fruit flies, individual glomeruli can mediate innate
behaviours like attraction and aversion. Fruit flies are highly attracted by the smell of vinegar,
which they associate with their favourite food source, rotting fruit. However, they are repelled by
vinegar when the concentration is too high. The authors showed that a higher concentration of
vinegar excites an additional glomerulus and its activation is necessary and suﬃcient to mediate a
behavioural switch (attraction/aversion). As I mentioned earlier, it seems that odour concentration
is encoded by the number of stimulated glomeruli: the higher the concentration, the more olfactory
receptor neurons (ORNs) are activated and the more glomeruli are recruited [35, 3, 4, 85, 63, 62].
Therefore, a high concentration of chemicals would activate specific sensory neurons that stimulate
particular glomeruli.
To study this phenomenon in a simple manner, I evolved an agent to be attracted by a low
level of concentration but repelled by a high level of the same chemical concentration. I first did
experiments where the agent could use only one kind of sensors that responded to the whole range
of concentrations. In the second experiments, the agents could use an additional pair of sensors
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only activated by high concentrations. I wanted to investigate how can a spiking neural network
encode information in order to control an agent that is attracted by a low level of concentration
of a chemical but repelled by a high level of the same chemical. I also wanted to see if the neural
controllers needed to be equipped with diﬀerent types of olfactory sensory neurons or if only one
type would be suﬃcient.

7.2

Experiments

In all of the following experiments, agents were evolved to be attracted by a low level of concentration [0, 150[ (in arbitrary units) but repelled by a high level of concentration [150, 300].
I conducted experiments where the agents were evolved to perform both tasks during a run. I
used the same agent and genetic algorithm as in my previous experiments. Each agent had five
runs where they were placed randomly in the environment. The fitness function was simple and
consisted of adding or subtracting, at each time step, the concentration value present at the centre
of the agent (divided by 1000) to its energy value. An agent had an initial energy value set to 0.
In the range of low concentration [0, 150[, the value of the concentration measured at the centre
of the agent was added to the agent’s energy value. In the range of high concentration [150, 300],
the value of the concentration was subtracted from the agent’s energy value. Therefore, the agents
evolved to maximize their energy value by moving as close as possible to a concentration of 150
and by avoiding higher values (see Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.1: Initial neural network of an agent. Each wheel is controlled by two motor neurons, one
to move forward (green) and one to move backward (orange). There are two pairs of sensors, one
(S0 and S3 : type Cf ull ) to react to the full range of the chemical concentration [0, 300], and one
(S1 and S2 : type Chigh ) to react only to a high level of concentration [150, 300].
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Figure 7.2: Circular area where the chemical is present. The blue gradient represent the area where
the agent has to stay, and the red gradient represent the area that the agent has to avoid.

7.2.0.5

Using a Fixed Chemical Source

In these experiments, a chemical source was placed in the middle of the environment and could
not move.
In the first experiments, the agent was equipped with an initial neural network composed of
sensors of type Cf ull only (reacting to the full range [0, 300]) (Figure 7.1). Seven GA runs were
performed using EVO_SYM and seven using ENF_SYM (see Chapter 6 for details on GA). The
agents that evolved in these experiments had a simple neural network and behaved quite simply.
Most of the fittest agents were just turning in circles in the low concentration and ignoring the
high concentration. Using ENF_SYM, five out of seven GAs evolved a successfull agent. In these
five, three turned in small circles and two turned around the center at a certain distance. Using
EVO_SYM, all the GAs evolved a correct agent which turned in small circles. In fact, the evolved
neural networks and behaviours were not really interesting so I will not go into more detail here.
In the second experiments, the agents were equipped with an additional pair of sensors (Chigh ),
which reacted only to high concentrations [150;300] (Figure 7.1). As previously, seven GA runs
were performed using EVO_SYM and seven using ENF_SYM. Most of the evolved agents were
just turning in circles in the low concentration and were not using the second type of sensors
(Chigh ). Using ENF_SYM, five out of seven GAs evolved a correct agent. In these five, one was
moving in big circles around the center and the rest of them were turning in small circles in the
low concentration. Using EVO_SYM, all the GAs evolved a correct agent that turned in small
circles. Like in the previous experiments, the evolved neural networks and behaviours were not
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really interesting as the task that they had to perform was too simple and could simply be solved
by circling behaviour.
Therefore, I decided to use a moving chemical source so the agents would have to follow the
concentration and stay in a certain range. This task was more complex and biologically realistic
than just using a fixed chemical.
7.2.0.6

Using a Moving Chemical Source

In these experiments, I decided to equip the agents with the two pairs of sensors from the beginning
to see if they would use all four of them or not (Cf ull and Chigh , see Figure 7.1). As in the previous
experiments, seven GA runs were performed using EVO_SYM and seven using ENF_SYM. The
mean fitness values over seven GA runs of the fittest agents per generation can be seen in Figure
7.3.
Using EVO_SYM, the GAs did not manage to evolve an agent that could perform the desired
task within the given time. The fitness of the two best agents is shown Figure 7.4, left.
Using ENF_SYM, only two out of seven GAs evolved a correct agent (Figure 7.4, right). These
two GAs evolved agents that managed to be attracted by the low level of concentration and repelled
by a high level (Figures 7.8 and 7.5), and interestingly, they were using only the sensors Cf ull ,
which responded to the whole concentration range. The fittest agent of all these simulations is
described in the following section.

Figure 7.3: Mean fitness values over seven GA runs for the fittest agents per generation. Two sets
of experiments were conducted, one using EVO_SYM and the other one using ENF_SYM.
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Figure 7.4: Fitness value of the two fittest agents evolved using EVO_SYM (left) and ENF_SYM
(right).

Having evolved the agents using a moving chemical source, they were tested on further 300
seconds runs. These could be using a moving or chemical source, though all the ones illustrated
here use a fixed chemical sorce for clarity purposes. The following pictures (Figure 7.5) shows
a typical run that lasted for 300 seconds of an agent that did not work (left, fitness=7.95) and
of the fittest agent (right, fitness=19.85). On the left, the agent manages to avoid the high
concentration values, however fails most of the time to stay within the chemical area. On the
right, the agent starts from outside the chemical concentration, then moves in and avoids the
centre of the chemical gradient where the concentration is too high (� 150), while staying in the
lower range of concentration (< 150).

Figure 7.5: Examples of a run lasting 300 seconds where the agent is attracted by the chemical
(right) but repelled when its concentration value is too high (left and right).
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Analysis of the Fittest Evolved Spiking Neural Controller

In this section, I will describe in detail the neural network and the resulting behaviour of the fittest
agent that evolved using ENF_SYM. The evolved neural network (Figure 7.6) is composed of the
initial neural controller (Figure 7.1), three neurons (N0 , N2 , N4 ) that were encoded in the genome,
and their symmetrical clones (N1 , N3 , N5 ). The weight matrix is shown in Table 7.7 (left), and
the matrix showing the transmission delays for each connection is in Table 7.7 (right).
Interestingly, this agent did not evolve connections to the sensors S1 and S2 that get stimulated
only at high concentration [150, 300]. This is quite surprising as using sensors Chigh should
make the task easier, however artificial evolution found a solution without using these additional
sensors. Therefore, this agent does not need specific sensors like a fruit fly does. However, I have to
emphasize that this agent had to react to only one chemical while flies have to distinguish hundreds
of them. Also, my model of chemical diﬀusion is very simple and not realistic. These facts may
explain why this agent only needs to use one type of sensors Cf ull .

Figure 7.6: Neural network of the fittest agent. The four motor neurons and two sensors of the
initial neural network were connected. Six interneurons were created during evolution, giving a
total of 28 connections. The connections depicted in red are excitatory and the ones in blue are
inhibitory. Self-connections of N0 or N1 are not shown here as they have zero weights and do not
aﬀect the neural activity of the controller (see Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.7: Left: weight matrix of the neural network from Figure 7.6 showing the connections
linking presynaptic cells (top row) to postsynaptic cells (left column). Two values in the same box
means that there are two connections, for example, N0 has two output connections stimulating M1 .
Right: transmission delay matrix of the neural network from Figure 7.6 showing the transmission
delays (in ms) of connections linking presynaptic cells (top row) to postsynaptic cells (left column).
Self-connections have a delay of 0 ms.

In order to understand completely how the behaviour of the agent emerged from the neural
activity of the controller, I recorded the firing rates, total input current and membrane potential
of each neuron during a run lasting 13 seconds. In this run, the agent was first placed in a
low concentration area of the chemical. It then moved towards the centre, being attracted to a
higher concentration. The agent was then repelled and turned away from the chemical until the
concentration was low enough so the agent moved again towards the centre of the chemical source.
Figure 7.8 shows the path of the agent and Figure 7.9 shows the firing rates recorded during the
run. T1 to T6 represent key points in the run which will be referred to in the text. A table of the
points, giving their significance is given in Table 7.1.
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T1

the agent is attracted to the chemical and turns right

T2

the agent approaches higher concentrations

T3

the agent starts turning left, being repelled by high concentrations

T4-T6

the agent prepares to turn left to avoid high concentrations
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Table 7.1: Particular points in the run referred to in the text and relevant graphs.

Figure 7.8: Path of an agent recorded during 13 seconds where the agent is attracted by the
chemical first, and repelled when its concentration value is too high. The numbers in the right
panel correspond to seconds. For each second, the mean firing rates of the neurons were recorded
(see Figure 7.9). T1-T6 are particular points referred to in the text and marked on relevant graphs.
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Figure 7.9: Concentration values and firing rates of the neurons recorded during the run shown in
Figure 7.8. The number of spikes fired by each neuron was recorded every 50ms. The values show
in the graphs are average rates during a window of 250ms (100ms before and 100ms after) sliding
by 50ms for each value. The horizontal axis indicates time, and the vertical axes correspond to
the chemical concentration value (top graph), or the firing rates of the cells (other graphs). The
last graph indicates the movement direction of the agent. If the value is positive, the agent is
turning left, otherwise, it is turning right. If the value is equal to zero, the agent is moving straight
forward.
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Attraction
I will first explain first how the agent is attracted to the chemical. The agent performs attraction
behaviour from the beginning of the run and continues it for approximately 8 seconds. During
this period of time, the main neurons responsible for this behaviour are the sensor S3 , neuron
N4 and motor neuron M2 . From the beginning, the sensor S3 fires slightly more than S0 as the
concentration is higher on the right of the agent than on the left. This causes neuron N5 to fire
more than N4 and due the excitatory self-connection of N5 and the inhibitory connection between
them, it dominates and inhibits N4 completely. As N5 stimulates the motor neuron M2 which slows
down the ipsilateral wheel, the agent turns right towards higher concentrations of the chemical.
The subsystem made of N4 and N5 is a bistable system where one neuron always dominates and
inhibit the other one. This subsystem is one of the key component of the neural network allowing
the agent to perform its desired behaviour.
During this time, the neuron pairs N0 and N1 , and N2 and N3 fire spikes at very similar
firing rates, respectively even though N0 and N1 inhibit each other via N2 and N 3, none of them
completely inhibits the other one as N5 does with N4 . Therefore, the motor neurons M0 , M1 and
M3 fire at approximately the same rate.
To understand why N0 or N1 are not inhibiting each other completely, I recorded the total
input current and membrane potential of these neurons during one second, from t = 3s to t = 4s,
around point T1 (Figure 7.10). In these graphs, one can clearly see that both are inhibited at
certain times but still fire quite often. To see in more detail why one neuron would fire, I recorded
the input current produced by individual synapses (connections) between t = 3.4s and t = 3.5s
(Figure 7.11). From this figure, I could see that N0 , for example, needed to have the following
two events happening at the same time in order to start firing (example at t ≈ 60ms, point T1 in
graphs):
• a spike sent by sensor S0 to N0
• no or fading inhibition caused by a spike sent by N2 to N0
Therefore, spikes sent by sensors S0 and S3 need to be out of phase and provide excitation when
contralateral inhibition is minimal.
The same mechanism is responsible for the contralateral equivalent cell N1 firing as well. During
this time of the run, the firing rates of the sensors S0 and S3 are relatively low, due to the level of
the concentration. Therefore, these event have a high probability to happen resulting in neurons
N0 and N1 both firing at similar firing rates.
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Figure 7.10: Concentration values, total input current and membrane potential of the neurons N0
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Figure 7.11: Concentration values, individual and total input current, and membrane potential of
the neurons N0 and N1 recorded during 1ms bins for 100ms between t = 3.4s and t = 3.5s.
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During the attraction phase, an interesting phenomenon happens when the agent gets closer to
a concentration of approximately 80, and when N0 starts to fire more than N1 (around point T2).
To understand this, I recorded the total input current and membrane potential of these neurons
when this phenomenom happens during one second, from t = 5.5s to t = 6.5s (Figure 7.12). In
these graphs, I could clearly see that the input current of N0 was higher than the current of N1 for
longer periods of time. To see in more detail why N0 started dominating over N1 , I recorded the
input current produced by individual synapses (connections) between t = 5.9s and t = 6.0s (Figure
7.13). From this figure, I could understand that the same mechanism previously explained was
responsible for these dynamics. The neuron N1 stops firing when the inhibition from N3 coincides
more and more with excitation from S3 . As spikes coming from the sensors are more and more out
of phase, N1 is not stimulated enough (at t ≈ 45ms, point T2 in graphs) to the benefit of N0 . N1
will not fire for a certain time cancelling its inhibition on N0 which fires every time it receives a
spikes from S0 . As the agent gets closer to a concentration of 150, the firing rates of the sensors are
increasing, reducing the probability for this to happen compared to the case presented in Figures
7.10 and 7.11.
Interestingly, as N0 fires more than N1 , the motor neurons M1 and M2 are more stimulated
than M0 and M3 making the agent turn faster towards the centre of the concentration. I have to
emphasize that, in certain runs where the concentration was also higher on the right than on the
left, but where the agent was placed diﬀerently with diﬀerent orientations, the neuron N1 fired
more than N0 during the attraction phase. Therefore, the agent was not going faster towards the
centre of the concentration and started to turn slowly away from the high concentration values.
However, in these runs, the neural dynamics during the aversion phase (that will be described
next) was similar.
Therefore, it seems that the most important phenomenom when the concentration is around
80, is that one of the neurons N0 or N1 starts to dominates over the other one. This dynamic is
in fact essential for the next phase of the agent’s behaviour which is aversion.
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Figure 7.12: Concentration values, input current and membrane potential of the neurons N0 and
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N1 recorded during 1ms bins for 1s between t = 5.5s and t = 6.5s.
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Figure 7.13: Concentration values, single and total input current, and membrane potential of the
neurons N0 and N1 recorded for 100ms between t = 5.9s and t = 6.0s.
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Aversion
In the run shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9, the agent changes its behaviour completely starting
from t = 8s. To explain in detail this behavioural switch of the agent, I recorded the membrane
potential of all neurons and the total input current of N0 and N1 during one second, from t = 7.5s
to t = 8.5s (Figure 7.14). Up to this point, the agent is moving towards high values of the
concentration, increasing the firing rates of the sensors S0 and S3 , and also reducing slightly the
diﬀerence between them as the agent is increasingly facing the centre of the chemical concentration.
At the same time, the diﬀerence between firing rates of N0 and N1 is increasing. From these
graphs, I first could see that N0 was firing more than N1 , as described earlier, for approximately
800ms. During this time, N0 fired for ≈ 300ms intervals alternating with N1 firing for ≈ 60ms.
Surprisingly, N1 started to fire more than N0 after ≈ 800ms. To understand this in detail, I
recorded the input current produced by individual synapses (connections) between t = 8.25s and
t = 8.35s around point T3 (Figure 7.15). From this figure, I realized that, as for the attraction
phase, when the sensors S0 and S3 are out of phase (t ≈ 30ms, point T3 in graphs), the neuron
N1 starts to fire. During approximately 35ms, both N0 and N1 fire and then N1 fires more that
N0 . The domination of N1 over N0 increases the firing rates of the motor neurons M0 and M3
which make the agent turn left, away from high levels of concentration. The fact that the neuron
N1 now fires more than N0 via N2 is suﬃcient to explain why the agent avoids high concentration
values. I also noticed from Figure 7.9, that neuron N1 inhibits N0 completely during the aversion
phase. This is due to the fact that as the agent turns left, the sensor S3 fires much more that S0
stimulating the neuron N1 more than N0 , and also due to the fact that N1 started to fire more
than N0 earlier.
In fact, another interesting phenomenon happens at t ≈ 500ms (point T6) (Figure 7.14) when
neuron N4 starts to fire and N5 stops. This happens exactly during a periodic phase when N1
fires more than N0 for short period of time. I recorded the input current produced by individual
synapses (connections) for both neurons N4 and N5 at two diﬀerent times. In both cases, the
neuron N1 starts to fire and N0 stops. Therefore, N2 starts to fire and N3 stops. Firstly, from
t = 7.60s and t = 7.63s (points T4-T5) neuron N1 starts to fire but the activity of the neuron N4
does not change (Figure 7.16, left). Secondly, from t = 7.97s and t = 8.0s (point T6) neuron N1
starts to fire and the activity of the neuron N4 changes as it starts to fire (Figure 7.16, right). In
the first case, at t ≈ 15ms (point T4 in graphs), a spike coming from the sensor S0 and from the
neuron N2 arrive approximately at the same time at N4 . However, a spike that inhibits N4 also
arrives from N5 . Therefore, the temporal coincidence of spikes sent by S0 and N2 is not suﬃcient
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as the neuron N4 is not stimulated enough. At t ≈ 25ms (point T5 in graphs), a spike sent by N2
stimulates N4 . Even if this spike arrives when the inhibition from N5 is minimal, the input current
of neuron N4 does not increase enough for the membrane potential to reach the firing threshold.
In the second case, from t = 7.97s until t = 8.0s, neuron N4 starts to fire at t = 16ms (point
T6). N4 fires a spike when the following events happen at the same time:
• a spike sent by sensor S0 stimulates N4
• a spike sent by N2 stimulates N4
• no or fading inhibition caused by a spike sent by N5 to N4
Therefore, the temporal coincidence of spikes sent by the sensor S0 , the neuron N2 and the minimal
eﬀect of the inhibition from the neuron N5 causes the neuron N4 to fire.
By looking at Figure 7.14, I noticed that when neuron N4 starts to fire around t ≈ 500ms,
it stimulates motor neuron M2 . However, as the neuron N0 still fires more than N1 , the motor
neurons M1 and M2 are still stimulated. This results in slowing down the agent for a short period
of time (375ms) until the neuron N1 starts to fire more than N0 at t ≈ 800ms. From this moment,
only the motor neurons M0 and M3 are stimulated, controlling the agent to turn right quickly,
away from the high level of concentration.
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Figure 7.14: Concentration values, membrane potential of every neuron, and input current of the
neurons N0 and N1 recorded during 1ms bins for 1s between t = 7.5s and t = 8.5s.
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Figure 7.15: Concentration values, individual and total input current, and membrane potential of
the neurons N0 and N1 recorded during 1ms bins for 100ms between t = 8.25s and t = 8.35s.
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Figure 7.16: Concentration values, individual and total input current, and membrane potential of
the neurons N4 and N5 recorded during 1ms bins for 30ms between t = 7.60s and t = 7.63s (left)
and between t = 7.97s and t = 8.0 (right).
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To summarize:
• the bistable subsystem composed of neurons N4 and N5 is mainly responsible for motor
control and has a direct role for attraction at low concentrations.
• the neurons N0 and N1 are responsible for switching the activity of the neurons N4 and N5
when the concentration is high enough. They perform this task using two mechanisms:
– N0 and N1 can fire when they receive spikes sent out of phase by sensors S0 and S3
which arrive when inhibition is minimal. The sensors change between firing in phase
and out phase, as one of them fires more than the other one, being more stimulated
as it detects a higher concentration. This causes both neurons N0 and N1 to fire, even
though they are inhibited by each other. When the concentration is close to 80, one
neuron will fire more than the other one in an alternating fashion. These firing patterns
are transmitted to the neurons N2 and N3 and are used by the second mechanism:
– the temporal coincidence of spikes sent by sensors S0 (or S3 ), and by neurons N2 (or
N3 ) and the minimal eﬀect of the inhibition from the neuron N5 (or N4 ) causes N4 (or
N5 ) to fire.
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Robustness to Synaptic Weights Changes

In the previous section, I have identified the neurons that are mainly responsible for the behaviour of
the agent. This implies that particular connections with certain strengths and delays are important.
It seemed that the only connections that did not aﬀect much of the behaviour of the agent are
from neurons N0 to M1 , N1 to M3 , N2 to M0 and N3 to M2 . In order to see the importance of
each symmetrical connection, I conducted experiments where I modified the values of the synaptic
weights of the neural network and looked at the resulting behaviour of the agent. The synaptic
weights were reduced by 25, 50 or 100%. For each connection (and its symmetrical equivalent),
I performed 100 runs of 300s duration using a moving chemical source. Without modification of
the synaptic weights, the agent has an average fitness of ≈ 18.94 with a standard deviation of
3.13. The original values for the weights can be seen in Figure 7.7. The results of this study are
shown in Figure 7.17. The results are for the reduction of the weights for both a connection and
its symmetrical equivalent. In Figure 7.17 and the next paragraph, I refer just to the left hand
connection, but I mean both it and its symmetrical equivalent.
From these results, I could identify clearly the connections that play a major role and also how
diﬃcult it was for the genetic algorithm to find the values of the weights. As I suspected, changes
of the synaptic strength of the connection between N2 and M0 does not modify the behaviour of
the agent. The connection between N0 to M1 is slightly more important as removing it completely
reduces the fitness to 14. All the other connections play a major role however, with one connection
being very sensitive to a weight decrease of only 25%. This is the case for the inhibitory connection
between N2 and N0 . As I showed earlier, this connection is important as the relationship between
N0 and N1 allows avoidance of high concentration of the chemical. The strongest eﬀect seen in
this graph is found when removing the connection between S0 and N0 . The resulting mean fitness
value is negative, meaning that the agent does not avoid concentration values between 150 and 300.
This is consistent with my earlier results that these connections played a major role in aversion.
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Figure 7.17: Mean fitness values recorded over 100 runs for each experiment where the strength of
each connection and its symmetrical equivalent (not shown here) was reduced by 25%, 50% and
100%. The error bars show the standard deviation.

7.2.0.9

Robustness to Transmission Delays Changes

In order to see the importance of the transmission delay of each symmetrical connections, I conducted experiments where I modified the values of the transmission delays of the neural network
and looked at the resulting behaviour of the agent. The original values for the delays can be seen
in Figure 7.7. The synaptic delays were reduced by 25, 50 or 100%, and also increased by 25,
50 or 100%. For each connection (and its symmetrical equivalent), I performed 100 runs of 300s
duration using a moving chemical source. Again, without modification of the conduction delays,
the agent has a average fitness of ≈ 18.94 with a standard deviation of 3.13. The results of this
study are shown in Figures 7.18 and 7.19. Again, I use the left hand connection as an abbreviation
for both it and its symmetrical equivalent.
The first thing I noticed is that the eﬀect of changing the delays is not as strong as changing
the weights. Many delay changes do not aﬀect the behaviour of the agent. However, certain
connections are sensitive to changes in delays. In the initial analysis of the neural network, I
noticed that the transmission delays between the sensors S0 and S3 , and the neurons N0 , N1 ,
N4 and N5 seem to be quite important. The results shown in the following figures confirms this.
Changing by ±100% the transmission delay between N0 and N3 also decreases the performance of
the agent. The transmission delay of the inhibitory connection between N5 and N4 is also sensitive
to changes. I also noticed previously that the timing of spikes sent via this connection was key to
allowing aversion.
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Knowing that the transmission delay of the connection between S0 and N4 (and its symmetrical
equivalent from S3 to N5 ) is important to allow the agent to change direction, I perform two runs
where I recorded the activity of the neural controller. In the first run, I used the original neural
network, and in the second run, I reduced the transmission delays by 50% between S0 and N4
(and its symmetrical equivalent from S3 to N5 ). In both runs, the agent started from the same
place having the same orientation. The runs are shown in Figure 7.20. The agent controlled by the
original NN managed to stay inside the chemical (Figure 7.20, left). However, the agent controlled
by the modified NN behaved similarly during half the simulation, and then changed direction and
moved outside the chemical (Figure 7.20, right). To understand why the agent behaved in this
way, I recorded the membrane potential of the neurons and the input current of N4 and N5 for
the agent with reduced transmission delays. By looking at Figure 7.21, I noticed that the neuron
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N5 starts to fire at t ≈ 250ms and N4 stops, resulting in a higher stimulation of motor neuron M2
compared to M0 . As I have seen from the previous analysis of the neural controller, this causes
the agent to change direction. I therefore looked at the input current and membrane potential
of the neurons N4 and N5 when N5 starts to fire and N4 stops (Figure 7.22). I noticed that the
temporal coincidence of a spikes received by N5 and sent by the sensor S3 , and by the neuron
N3 , and the minimal eﬀect of the inhibition on N5 from the neuron N4 causes N5 to fire. The
exact same mechanism is used by the original NN for aversion, however modifying the delay of the
connection between S0 and N4 (and S3 and N5 ) allowed spikes to become coincident that would
not have been previously, and this allowed the movement out of the chemical. Therefore, the agent
behaved as if it was avoiding high concentration values and changed direction. I have to emphasize
that, in other runs where the agent started at diﬀerent places, the same phenomenon happened,
however the agent could rectify its trajectory and move back towards the chemical source. This
results shows that the timing of spikes sent by diﬀerent neurons is a key element in the neural
coding strategies used in this neural network.

Figure 7.20: Path of an agent recorded during 13 seconds. Left: agent controlled by the original
neural network. Right: agent controlled by the modified neural network (delay between S0 and
N4 , and S3 and N5 reduced by 50%).
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Figure 7.21: Membrane potential of the neurons, and input current of the neurons N0 and N1
recorded during 1ms bins for 1s when the agent changes direction to move outside the chemical.
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Figure 7.22: Individual and total input current, and membrane potential of the neurons N4 and
N5 recorded using 1ms bins for 30ms when the neuron N5 starts to fire and N4 stops.
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Robustness to Environmental Changes

In this section, I show results of experiments where the agent was placed in diﬀerent environments
to see if it could adapt easily to environmental changes. I performed five diﬀerent experiments with
100 runs lasting 300s each time to see how the agent behaved in diﬀerent environments. In each
experiment, the radius of the circular area, in which the chemical is present, could be modified by
changing the value of the coeﬃcient K (see Equation 4.4). The radius of the chemical concentration
could be calculated simply using: radius = max/K with max = 300. The initial value of K used
for the genetic algorithm was 0.3 (giving radius = 1000). Therefore, I conducted experiments with
smaller and larger areas of the chemical where the values used for K were: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
giving radius values of 3000, 1500, 1000, 750 and 600. The size of the toroidal world also depended
on the radius of the concentration so the chemical would always cover most of the environment:
the bigger the concentration was, the bigger the world was. The agent was placed randomly in
the environment for each of the 100 runs. I noticed that the agent managed to adapt quite well to
chemicals of diﬀerent concentration sizes (Figure 7.23).
Using a large environment and wide chemical concentration (radius = 3000), the agent was
performing relatively well ( for example in Figure 7.24, right) except when it was started from
inside the area of high concentration. In this case, the agent had diﬃculties in getting outside the
area of high concentration during the allocated time (example Figure 7.24, left), explaining the
high value of the standard deviation.
Surprisingly, the agent performed better when the radius of the chemical was slightly bigger
(radius = 1500) than the original chemical (radius = 1000) (example Figure 7.25). Even if the
agent started from the middle of the concentration, it could always move away and stay in the low
range of concentration (as in Figure 7.25, left).
When using smaller chemical concentration areas (radius = 750 and radius = 600), the agent
was still performing relatively well even though the task was more diﬃcult (examples Figure 7.26).
When the radius was 600, the agent had diﬃculties in staying inside the chemical concentration
but managed to avoid high concentrations.
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Figure 7.23: Mean fitness values, with standard deviations, of 100 runs performed in five diﬀerent
settings using chemical concentrations of diﬀerent sizes.

Figure 7.24: Path of an agent recorded during one run using a chemical concentration with a radius
of 3000. On the left, the agent starts from the middle and cannot move to the low concentration
area (fitness: -64.97). On the right, the agent started from a position in the low concentration area
and stayed inside, avoiding the high concentration (fitness: 32.79).
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Figure 7.25: Path of an agent recorded during one run using a chemical concentration with a radius
of 1500 (left), and 1000 (right). In both runs, the agent performed well (fitness left: 26.38; fitness
right: 20.45).

Figure 7.26: Path of an agent recorded during one run using a chemical concentration with a radius
of 750 (left), and 600 (right). In both runs, the agent performed relatively well (fitness left: 12.28;
fitness right: 7.04).

I also performed experiments to see how the agent would perform attraction and aversion
individually. As in the previous section, I performed two diﬀerent experiments with 100 runs
lasting 300s each time to see how this agent behaved. In the first experiment, I used a range of
concentration of [0, 150[ so the agent was attracted the whole area of chemical. In the second
experiment, the agent had to avoid a chemical with a range of concentrations of [150, 300]. In this
case, the highest fitness value an agent could have is 0 (if the agent did not get inside the chemical
at all).
I noticed that the agent performed both tasks independently very well (Figure 7.27). In the
low range of concentration, the agent was moving towards its source (Figure 7.28, left) allowing it
to have a high fitness value. In the high range of concentration, if the agent started inside, it could
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move outside and stay there (Figure 7.28, middle).

Figure 7.27: Mean fitness values, with standard deviations, of 100 runs performed in two diﬀerent
settings using two ranges of chemical concentrations. The green bar on the right is the value
recorded using the original setting (radius: 1000, range [0, 300]).

Figure 7.28: Path of an agent recorded during one run using a chemical with a range of concentration of [0, 150[ (left), and of [150, 300] (middle). In both runs, the agent was performing well
(fitness left: 26.05; fitness middle: -9.03). The picture on the right shows a run recorded using the
original setting (radius: 1000, range [0, 300]) for comparison.

In the final experiments, I looked at the behaviour of the agent when it had to react to two
diﬀerent uniform concentrations, one that should attract it (C = 100), and one that should repel it
(C = 200). As in the previous experiment, I noticed that the agent stayed inside the chemical with
a concentration value of 100, and avoided the chemical with a concentration value of 200 (Figure
7.30).
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Figure 7.29: Mean fitness values, with standard deviations, of 100 runs performed in two diﬀerent
settings using two uniform chemical concentrations having diﬀerent values.The green bar on the
right is the value recorded using the original setting (radius: 1000, range [0, 300])

Figure 7.30: Path of an agent recorded during one run using a chemical with concentration value
of 100 (left), and of 200 (middle). In both runs, the agent was performing well (fitness left: 18.01;
fitness middle: -1.03). The picture on the right shows a run recorded using the original setting
(radius: 1000, range [0, 300]) for comparison.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, I have shown that using my developmental model, a neural controller with complex
dynamics, and where timing of spikes is a key element, can be evolved. In the experiments presented
here, agents were evolved to be attracted by a low level of concentration[0, 150[ but repelled by a
high level of concentration [150, 300]. The agents were evolved to maximize their energy value by
moving as close as possible to a concentration of 150 and avoiding higher values.
I wanted to see how a spiking neural network could encode information in order to control an
agent that is able to perform this task. I was also interested to see if it was necessary to have
diﬀerent types of olfactory sensory neurons that fire at diﬀerent levels of concentration. The fittest
agent that evolved did not use the pair of sensors that fired only when the concentration was
higher than 150. This shows that this agent does not need specific sensors like fruit flies do. I
have to emphasize that this agent had to react to only one chemical while flies have to distinguish
hundreds of them. Also, my model of chemical diﬀusion is very simple and not entirely realistic.
These facts may explain why this agent only uses one type of sensor. However, artificial evolution
managed to create an eﬃcient neural controller that uses complex neural coding based on firing
rates and temporal coincidence, where bilateral inhibition played a major role. I also showed that
the agent could adapt quite well to diﬀerent environments where the area of a chemical had a
diﬀerent radius.
In this chapter, I have presented a detailed study on the neural dynamics of the fittest evolved
agent and showed that it used specific encoding based on temporal coincidence and firing rates.
This analysis is the first, as far as I know, to have been done on an evolved neural network.
These results shows that an artificial approach to the study of natural processes like olfaction is
feasible, and can give a better understanding of diﬀerent neural coding strategies used by natural
systems that have evolved during thousands of years.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
This thesis addressed the problem of creating simulated agents controlled by neural networks that
share features with biological olfactory systems. My motivation was to investigate the relationship
between the morphology and the physiology of a neural network and the behaviour of an agent
controlled by such a network. I was also interested to study how information is encoded in such
a system when evolved. I used an approach often found in Artificial Life using evolutionary
computation and developmental models to generate neural controllers for agents that had to react
to simulated chemicals. When investigating the neural controller of agents, I used an approach
inspired by neuroscience. I was then able to look for similarities with biological olfactory systems.
In the three years of my PhD, I conducted experiments in which I managed to evolved neural
controllers for simulated agents that had relatively complex behaviours. The main results presented
in each chapter will be brought together and summarised here.

8.1

Main Novel Contributions

The research conducted during my PhD have made the following contributions to the fields of
Artificial Life, Artificial Intelligence and Neuroscience:
• I have created models that evolved developmental neural controllers for agents that could
perform a relatively realistic and diﬃcult task, and could encode information in space and
time. I also have shown that in my models, the use of symmetrical structures had major
benefits for the evolution of neural controllers. This work is important in that it addresses
the problems of creating abstract models of development, of how information is encoded by
a neural system and of generating agents that have realistic behaviours.
• I have conducted a detailed analysis of the neural dynamics on an evolved neural controller.
126
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This has shown that my model generates controllers that use rather sophisticated neural
coding strategies involving detailed temporal information. This work is important in that
it shows the direct relationship between the activity of a neural controller and the resulting
behaviour of an agent. It also shows how single spikes sent at specific moments can modify
the whole activity of a network and the behaviour of an agent. To the best of my knowledge,
this is the most detailed study of this type.
• I have also investigated in a simple manner two diﬀerent neural coding strategies used by a
simple neural architecture. I showed that both temporal coincidence (of spikes) and firing
rate encoding strategies were important mechanisms that can be used by the same neural
network in diﬀerent environmental conditions. This work is relatively important in that
it addresses the problem of how a neural system can use diﬀerent neural coding strategies
depending on external conditions.
• I have shown that by using a biologically plausible sigmoid function in my model to map
pheromone concentration to the total input current of a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron, I
could produce agents able to detect the whole range of pheromone concentration as well as
small variations. The sensory neurons used in my model are able to encode the stimulus
intensity into appropriate firing rates. This work is relatively important in that it shows
how to map a stimuli into the firing rate of a spiking neuron using a biologically realistic
approach.
• I have used a realistic model of neural noise and showed that it improves the behaviour of
an agent. This work is relatively important in that it addresses the problem of the eﬀect of
noise on the performance of neural systems.

8.2

Summary of the Thesis

A summary of each chapter is presented here:
Chapter 2 gave a review on neural systems, diﬀerent models of neurons used in the literature and
two main coding strategies to represent information about stimuli. One coding strategy is
based on the firing rate of a neuron and the other, based on the actual time of firing (spiking
neurons). I discussed that simple spiking models, like integrate-and-fire neurons, can run fast
enough compared to the complex and computationally slow Hodgkin and Huxley model, and
still have a more realistic behaviour than firing rate ones. The usage of spiking neurons allows
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information to be encoded in diﬀerent manners using diﬀerent strategies. For these reasons,
more and more researchers are implementing spiking neurons in robots and simulated agents.
Chapter 3 first introduced the common features of olfactory systems and how they process chemical information. It then introduced the theories of how such systems compute. Then, it presented the work on olfaction that has been done in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Finally,
it included a discussion on the evolution of olfactory systems and presented how this relates
to the research questions that were the subject of my PhD.
Chapter 4 presented the model of neurons used in this thesis (leaky integrate-and-fire). It also
presented the agent and its environment, and preliminary experiments conducted on the
creation of the sensory neurons able to encode the stimulus intensity into appropriate firing
rates. The main goal of these experiments was to create agents capable of finding and reacting
to chemicals diﬀused uniformely from a point source. In order to achieve this goal, I had to
find a model of spiking sensory neuron that could cope with small variations of pheromone
concentration but could also react to the whole range of concentrations. It is already known
that the mapping between the current and the firing rate of a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron
is non-linear. Therefore, I tried many diﬀerent functions to map the pheromone concentration
onto the current of the sensory neuron in order to produce a reasonably linear relationship
between the concentration and the firing rate of the sensor. After unsuccessful trials using
linear currents, I derived a function that would necessarily give an exact linear relationship
and used it as a model to help me find a similar function that is also used in biology.
I concluded that by using a biologically plausible sigmoid function in my model to map
pheromone concentration to current, I could produce agents able to detect the whole range of
pheromone concentration as well as small variations. The sensory neurons used in my model
are able to encode the stimulus intensity into appropriate firing rates. Moreover, using this
model of sensory neurons, I managed to create an agent capable of chemotropotaxis.
Chapter 5 first presented experiments conducted using two diﬀerent neural coding strategies in
a neural controller of an agent. In this work, I used a simple neural architecture where
temporal coincidence (of spikes) and firing rate encoding strategies were both important
mechanisms used in diﬀerent environmental conditions. In a low chemical concentration
setting, synchronization of spikes sent by the sensors was essential to allow the agent to detect
the blend of two chemicals. I changed the sensory delays and noticed that the agent was
then not able to react to the chemicals anymore. However, in a high chemical concentration
setting, the temporal coincidence between sensors firing was not a necessary condition and the
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agent was able to stay inside the chemical concentration using just the firing rate encoding
strategy even in the presence of just one chemical. This model also showed much more
sensitivity to the presence of two chemicals than a single chemical. In principle, more than
two chemicals can be detected and processed.
The second part of this chapter discussed the eﬀect of noise on the agent’s behaviour using the neural architecture from the previous experiments. I constructed a more complex
environment using chemical gradients and a realistic model of neural noise. I found that
the overall fitness of the agent was better when a certain amount of noise was added in the
neural network. These results suggest that a realistic model of noise can improve an agent’s
behaviour. This is further evidence that adding biologically realistic features can be beneficial for certain engineering tasks, and suggests a potential function of noise in real biological
systems. The eﬀect of biologically realistic noise should be an interesting topic of research in
other artificial life scenarios. I need to emphasize the fact that I might have the same results
by simulating environmental noise or sensory noise instead. I think it would be interresting
to add neural noise in real robotic experiment to study its eﬀects.
Chapter 6 summarised work undertaken using an evolutionary approach and three novel developmental models allowing information to be encoded in space and time using spiking neurons
placed on a 2D substrate. In two of these models, I introduced a neural developmental model
that can use bilateral symmetry. I have shown that these models created neural controllers
that permit agents to perform chemotaxis, and do so much better than controllers that were
evolved from models that made no intrinsic use of symmetry. I also have shown that with the
model using evolvable symmetry (EVO_SYM), neural bilateral symmetry was often evolved
and was found to be beneficial for the agents. I have shown that the use of symmetry was
clearly advantageous allowing faster evolution. Using NO_SYM, no correct solutions were
found during the allocated time; however, this model should in theory find a correct solution if the genetic algorithm would run longer. Also, there were no restrictions about the
number of neurons that each model (NO_SYM, EVO_SYM, ENF_SYM) could create. All
the networks evolved with the three models could have the same number of neurons and
connections. It is important to note that complexification, targeting and neural selection are
important concepts in the model. I used a 2D neural substrate where spiking neurons are
placed and can grow connections to target locations. Therefore, the geometric configurations
of the neural network significantly matter. Since I used spiking neurons with tranmission
delays, distances separating connected neurons result in time delays between the points in
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time when spikes are sent by a neuron, and the times they are received by another neuron.
A neural network generated by my developmental models can encode information not only
using firing rate encoding but also using the time of spikes. Evolution can therefore generate neural networks able to encode external information as spatio-temporal patterns. In
a system as complex as a spiking neural network placed on a 2D substrate in which both
neural position and connectivity are evolved, the exploitation of the physical symmetry of
an agent has significant advantages allowing a more compact genetic representation leading
to a relatively fast evolution of eﬃcient neural networks. This work was the first, as far
as I know, to present developmental models where spiking neurons are generated in space
and where bilateral symmetry can be evolved and proved to be beneficial in this context. I
think that studying how evolutionary processes can be aﬀected by symmetrical structures in
neural networks is of major importance and will have beneficial repercussions on Artificial
Life research. One aspect of Artificial Life investigates major transitions in artificial and
real evolution and symmetry surely plays an important role in this process. I also emphasize
that the creation of neural controllers having the possibility to use diﬀerent neural coding
strategies, using spiking neurons, is a very interesting and promising approach.
Chapter 7 presented experiments that have shown that using my developmental models, a neural
controller exhibiting complex dynamics where timing of spikes was a key element, could be
evolved. In the experiments presented in this chapter, agents were evolved to be attracted
by a low level of concentration but repelled by a high level of concentration. The agents were
evolved to maximize their energy value by moving as close as possible to a concentration of
150 and avoiding higher values. The artificial evolution managed to create an eﬃcient neural
controller that uses complex neural coding based on firing rates and spike timing, and where
bilateral inhibition played a major role. Even though the evolved neural controller has a
small number of neurons and connections, it exhibits an emergent coding strategy that is
relatively complex. In this experiment, I also have shown that the agent could adapt quite
well to diﬀerent environments such as when the chemical covered diﬀerent extents of the
environment. In this chapter, I presented a detailed study on the neural dynamics of the
fittest evolved agent and show that it used specific encoding based on temporal coincidence
and firing rate. Such things as bistable subsystems were evolved. It was interesting to note
that none of the fittest neural networks that were evolved made any use of the diﬀerent types
of sensors. In all cases, these networks only made use of the sensors that reacted to all levels
of chemical concentration and they did this by making use of spike timing changes when the
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chemical concentration increased. This analysis is the first, as far as I know, to have been
done on an evolved neural network. These results shows that an Artificial Life approach to
the study of natural processes like olfaction is feasible, and can give a better understanding
of diﬀerent encoding strategies used by neural systems.

8.3

Directions of Future Research

During the three years of my PhD, I have created a framework that permits the creation of agents
and chemicals placed in a simulated 2D environment. The agents were controlled by spiking neural
networks that could encode information using temporal patterns. My work could be used by others
in the future to study other subjects such as:
• the evolution of chemical communication in a multi-agent system. Agents could be equipped
with “glands” that could emit chemicals when stimulated by other neurons. Diﬀerent types
of chemicals having diﬀerent eﬀects (attraction, repulsion...) could be emitted. Collective
behaviours could also be studied in these experiments where agents would have to perform
certain tasks that would need agents to collaborate, and where using communication would
be advantageous.
• the evolution of sex in a population of agents that would have to survive in an environment
by gathering food resources and avoid dangerous areas. In such an environment, no specific
fitness function would be used. The only objective the agents would have to perform would
be to live and self-replicate when consumming enough resources. Mutations could occur
during self-replication. Alternatively, the agents could use sexual reproduction. One agent
could evolve to emit a chemical that would attract other agents. These agents would meet,
and the genome from the two diﬀerent agents could be used to create a new agent. It could
be interesting to see if a population of agents evolve to use sexual reproduction or if it can
survive just by using self-replication.
• the comparison of the results presented in my thesis with results from experiments that would
be done using diﬀerent types of genetic algorithms and genetic encodings. Some encodings
could possibly allow diﬀerent types of symmetry to be used.
The results of this program of research suggest several extensions to my work which may help in
the understanding of the processes invoded in olfactory systems.
• More realistic models of odours plumes could be used, where odour molecules distributed in
filaments are transported by the wind. Therefore, the concentration will not be in the form
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of a continuous gradient. An easier alternative would be to simulate a real plume using a
probabilistic function which requires less computational power.
• Habituation could be added. This is an important phenomena happening in olfactory receptor
neurons. It results in a decline of response to a maintained stimulus and a reduced reaction to
repeated stimuli. In silk moths, habituation is induced by a 30-second exposure to pheromone
and results have shown that the sensitivity of the moth decreases for 1.5h and then gradually
recovers. The addition of habituation, in the form of sensory desensitization, on the neural
activity and behaviour of an evolved agent could then be analysed.
• Another possible future study could be the addition of synaptic plasticity. In nervous systems,
the strength of connections can usually be modified via synaptic plasticity. Synaptic plasticity
in the model could be introduced and a study undertaken on its eﬀects on the neural controller
activity and the behaviour of an evolved agent.
• Also, the role of neuromodulation in an evolved neural controller could be investigated. In silk
moths, the neuromodulator serotonin enhances the sensitivity to pheromones. The variation
of serotonin levels correlates with circadian variation of the male sensitivity to a pheromones.
The eﬀects of neuromodulation on the neural controller activity and the behaviour of an
evolved agent could then also be analysed.
My model should also be able to allow an agent to learn in a multiple domain area. Diﬀerent
types of sensors and actuators (motor neuron) could be added to the initial neural network for
this purpose. As evolution is a slow process, generating an agent that can perform diﬀerent tasks
should be faster if evolutionary computation would be used in combination with a model that
allows online learning (using synaptic plasticity) and developmental prunning (modification of
connections during a run).

8.4

Publications

During the three years of my PhD, I have attended several international conferences and published
the results of my research.
• My first paper entitled “Optimal receptor response functions for the detection of pheromones
by agents driven by spiking neural networks”was presented at the 19th European Meeting on
Cybernetics and Systems Research, in Vienna (2008). This paper is the basis of Chapter 4.
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• My second paper entitled “Adaptive Olfactory Encoding in Agents Controlled by Spiking
Neural Networks” was presented at the Tenth International Conference on Simulation of
Adaptive Behaviour, From Animals to Animats (SAB2008) in Osaka (2008) .
• My third paper entitled “Optimal noise in spiking neural networks for the detection of chemicals by simulated agents” was presented at the Eleventh International Conference on the
Simulation and Synthesis of Living Systems (ALIFE XI), in Winchester (2008). These two
papers are the basis of Chapter 5.
• My fourth paper entitled “Evolution of Bilateral Symmetry in Agents Controlled by Spiking Neural Networks” was presented at the second IEEE Symposium on Artificial Life, in
Nashville (2009). This paper is the basis of Chapter 6.
• I also submitted a paper to the Artificial Life Journal. It has been reviewed and I will
resubmit it with corrections in January.
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Appendix A
Development in Biological Systems
Introduction
Every living organisms have the same basic properties and undergo the same major biological
processes. They have a metabolism which allows them to grow during development and maintain
homeostasis (stable state). The also reproduce (sexually or asexually) and evolve through the
means of natural selection.
Development is a natural process responsible for creating and modifying an organism during
its lifetime. It results from the coordinated behaviours of cells [wolpert]. Every living creature is
an ensemble of cells interacting with each other. The behaviour of a cell is controlled by genes
containing information on where and when to produce (synthesize) proteins. These proteins aﬀect
cells from various ways depending on their nature: they aﬀect their genetic expression (which
gene is to be “executed”), modify their shape, change signals they produce or respond to, regulate
how fast they proliferate, and change how they migrate (move). Gene expression is the the main
underlying process of development as it guides how a genotype (genes) gives rise to a particular
phenotype (trait of an organism). As all the cells composing a living creature generally carry
the same genetic code, the changes that occur during development are due to diﬀerences of gene
expression by diﬀerent cells. This allow cells to specialize and become skin cells, heart cells or
nerve cells as neurons for example.
In this chapter, I will present the major processes that occur during development nature. As my
research is partly about artificial development in sexually reproducible agents, I will omit asexual
reproduction and focus on development occurring after sexual reproduction in animals. I will
also present breiefly how symmetrical and asymmetrical forms arise during development in living
organisms. Then, I will introduce some work that has been done in artificial life and robotics and
conclude this chapter.
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Embryogenesis
Development begins once reproduction has occurred. In many sexually reproducible organisms,
it starts when a gamete cell (a sperm cell) fuses with another gamete cell (an egg) during fertilization (also called syngamy). From this moment, the zygote (fertilized egg) will divide into
smaller cells forming an organism defined as an embryo. This process is called cleavage. The
development of the embryo, taking place from fertilization to birth, is defined as embryogenesis.
In humans, an embryo is called a fetus nine weeks after fertilization.
The zygote divides to creates germs cells. Germs cells are fundamental for heredity. They
can produce other germs cells that will become gametes and they can also create somatic cells
that are the building blocks of the body. The main diﬀerence between germ cells and somatic
cells is that only germ cells will transmit genetic information to oﬀsprings. Any characteristics
that the body may have acquired during lifetime is not transmitted to the germline, therefore not
transmitted to oﬀsprings. Only gametes transmit genetic information from parents to oﬀsprings.

Figure 8.1: The distinction between germ cells and somatic cells. In each generation germ cells give
rise to both somatic cells and germ cells, but inheritance is through the germs cells only. Changes
that occur due to mutation in somatic cells can be passed on to their daughter cells but do not
aﬀect the germline. Figure and caption from Lewis Wolpert [104].

In many animals, germ cells and somatic cells are diploid which means that they contain two
copies of each chromosomes (pieces of DNA containing genetic material). However, gametes are
have only one copy of each chromosome (haploid). The process involved in the creation of gametes
is a reduction division called meiosis. During this process, a germ cell divides and create gametes
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that have only half of the whole set of chromosomes.

Figure 8.2: Sexual reproduction. In the first stage of sexual reproduction, "meiosis," the number of
chromosomes is reduced from a diploid number (2n) to a haploid number (n). During "fertilization,"
haploid gametes come together to form a diploid zygote and the original number of chromosomes
(2n) is restored. Figure and caption from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_reproduction

Figure 8.3: Events involving meiosis, showing chromosomal crossover. Meiosis is a reductional
division in which the number of chromosomes per cell is halved.

Figure and caption from:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meiosis

During sexual reproduction, gametes cells come from two diﬀerent individuals and each one
carries a diﬀerent sets of chromosomes. After fertilization, once both gametes have fused, each one
transmit its set of chromosomes. Therefore, the zygote being created by this process is diploid as
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it contains a set of chromosomes coming from each parent. Consequently, the zygote inherits from
both parents but also diﬀers from both.
During lifetime, every living organism undergo some major developmental processes.

Major Processes of Development
There are many processes involved in development. I present in this section the main ones that
are not independent or strictly sequential.
Cell division
This process can take place during early development but also later during cells proliferation and
tissue growth [104]. Cleavage is the division of the zygote into smaller cells that do not grow.
The only processes that take place during cleavage are DNA replication (creates a copy of genetic
material), mitosis (separation of the chromosomes), and cell division ( the two daughter cells have
similar sets of chromosome). Cells also divide during cells proliferation and tissue growth, however
they can change ,ass as they can grow compared to cells that divide during cleavage.

Figure 8.4: Cleavage of a cell. Figure from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitosis.

Cell diﬀerentiation
In this process, cells are specializing as they become structurally and functionally diﬀerent from
each others. Cell diﬀerentiation is a gradual process and cells often divide many times before
they are fully diﬀerentiated. In humans, a zygote give rise to at least 250 types of cell [104].
Cell diﬀerentiation and pattern formation are closely related. Cells will diﬀerentiate diﬀerently
depending on the body plan. A good example of this relation is the distinction between arms
and legs in humans. Both contain exactly the same types of cells, however they are arranged in a
diﬀerent way.
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Pattern formation
During development, cells divide and migrate to diﬀerent locations at diﬀerent times. By doing so,
they create a well organised structure where each cell “knows” whether to become an arm cell or an
eye cell for example. Pattern formation is the consequence of cellular and molecular mechanisms in
diﬀerent organisms at diﬀerent stages of development [104]. The initial phase of patterning is the
creation of a body plan which set up the main axes of the body in order to define where the head
(anterior) and tail (posterior) should be, and defined the underside (ventral) and back (dorsal).
Many animals have a head at one end and a tail at the other and have a left and right side of the
body being bilaterally symmetrical, which means that they are a mirror image of each other
[104]. These bilateral symmetrical animals form the sub-group named Bilateria of the major group:
the animal kingdom (Animalia). They all have a main body axis called antero-posterior axis
(from head to tail), and a dorso-ventral axis (back to belly). Quite often, eggs shows a distinct
polarity meaning that one end diﬀers from the other. This polarity in an egg could possibly be
the origin of the main body axis that will be generated after fertilization.
An important process taking place during pattern formation is the allocation of cell to diﬀerent
germ layers. As the cells divide and migrate to diﬀerent locations, they are acquiring diﬀerent
characteristics so some will specialized and become part of a muscle, skin or neurons for example.
The process of specialization is called cell diﬀerentiation and will be described later in this
chapter. In many animals, three germ layers are created: endoderm, mesoderm, ectoderm. These
three diﬀerent germ layers give rise to every organ in a fully developed body.
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Figure 8.5: The main axis of a developing embryo. The anterio-posterior axis and the dorso-ventral
axis are at right angles to one another, as in a coordinate system. Figure and caption from [104].

Figure 8.6: Germ layers and organs they give rise to, in most vertebrates and insects. Figure from
[104].
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Pattern formation can also involve the interpretation of positional information. This means
that cells can “know” where they are and diﬀerentiate according to their position in the body.
One of the mechanism used to specifiy positions to cell is by using gradient of chemicals. These
chemicals involved in pattern formation called morphogens, can decrease concentration from
one end to another end in order to have positions encoded as concentration levels. The cells can
respond diﬀerently to certain levels of concentration where threshold concentration can induce
diﬀerent behaviours. Depending on these thresholds, a cell can diﬀerentiate diﬀerently. “Threshod
concentrations can represent the amount of morphogen that must bind to receptors to activate
an intra-celllar signalling system, or concentrations of transcription factors requied to activate
particular genes.”[104] The French flag model is a good example of how positional information can
be used. Positional information can also be specified by timing mechanisms or direct intercellular
interactions.
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Figure 8.7: The French flag model of pattern formation. Each cell in a line of cells has the
potential to develop as blue, white, or reed. The line of cells is exposed to a concentration gradient
of some substance and each cell acquires a positional value defined by the concentration at that
point. Each cell then interprets the positional value it has acquired and diﬀerentiates into blue,
white, or red, according to a predetermined genetic program, thus forming the French flag pattern.
Substances that can direct the development of cells in this way are known as morphogens. The basic
requirements of such a system are that the concentration of substance at either end of the gradient
must remain diﬀerent from each other but constant, thus fixing boundaries to the system. Each
cell must also contain the necessary information to interpret the positional values. Interpretation
of the positional value is based upon diﬀerent threshold responses to diﬀerent concentrations of
morphogen. Figure and caption from [104].

Another mechanism that can used for positional specification is based on cytoplasmic localization and asymmetric cell division. This type of division results in having daughter cells diﬀerent

from each other. Their diﬀerences does not depend on environmental cues but on their lineage.
Asymmetric cell division hapens when cytoplasmic determinants like proteins are not distributed
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evently in an egg or a cell. Therefore, when this cell or egg divides, the daugther cells will inherit
diﬀerent determinants that will play an important role in the cell behaviour.

Figure 8.8: Cell division with asymmetric distribution of cytoplasmic determinants. If a particular
molecule is distributed unevently in the parent cell, cell division will rsults in its being shared
unequally between the cytoplasm of the two daughter cells. The more localized the cytoplasmic
determinant is in the parent cell, the more likely it will be that one daughter cell will receive all
of it and the other none, thus producing a distinct diﬀerence between them. Figure and caption
from [104].

Most of the time however, cells become diﬀerent one from another due to changes of their
environment (presence of diﬀerent morphogens for example) and cell to cell interaction called cell
signaling. As a matter of fact, cells communicate and can send signals between each other in order

to influence the development of adjacent cells. This process is called induction. Diﬀerent types of
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induction exist where cells can respond concentration levels of a signal or not.
One of the important mechanisms involve in pattern formation is lateral inhibition. Certain
cells diﬀerentiate and secrete an inhibitory molecule around them preventing cells in their neighborhood to do so. This mechanism allow cells to be more or less regularly spaced with respect to
one another.
Morphogenesis
This major developmental process involve changes of form. As it develops, an embryo undergo
major changes in form. One of the main changes is called gastrulation during which the main
body plan emerge and gut is formed. Cell migration is often involve in morphogenesis. For example,
most the cells of the human face are derived from cells that come from the back of the embryo
[104].

Figure 8.9: Gastrulation in the sea urchin. Gastrulation transforms the spherical blastula into a structure
whith a hole through the middle, the gut. The left-hand side of the embryo has been remove. Figure and
caption from [104].

Growth
Growth means an increase of size. During development, the overall body grows as the cells composing it can multiply, increase their size, and depose extracellular material such as bone. Time is
really important in growth as diﬀerent rates of growth between organs can generate major changes
in the shape of the embryo. Therefore, growth can also be morphogenetic.
Cell migration
This process involve the movement or migration of cells from one place to another. They often
performing chemotaxis as they migrate to a location depending on the pattern of concentration
of certain chemicals.
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Cell death
Death plays an important role during development as certain cells are “programmed” in the genome
to die at certain stages. Cell death, called apoptosis, is partly responsible for the creation of fingers
and toes from a continuous piece of tissues.
Gene expression and protein synthesis
As I mentioned earlier, the behaviour of cells is controlled by genes that “decide” when and where
proteins are created. The behaviour of cells resulting in development depends largely on this
proteins. Therefore gene expression plays a major role in development. Pattern formation during
early development is mainly due to changes of patterns of gene activity. A gene create a particular
protein when it is “switched on” so it can be transcribed (copied) into messenger RNA (mRNA),
and this mRNA is then translated into protein. Certain genes do not code for proteins. They
can encode RNA molecules like rRNA (ribosomal RNA), tRNA (transfer RNA) or miRNA (micro
RNA). Certain miRNAs are involved in the regulation of genes in development. Certain proteins
encoded by certain genes also regulate the expression of other genes. Gene regulation is the
process by which certain genes are turned on and other are turned oﬀ. Not all of the genome
is made of developmental genes. There are DNA sequences that regulate gene expression are
called control region or regulatory region and are usually situated close to the gene they
control. A gene is switched on when a gene-regulatory protein called transcription factor binds
to the promoter region or the enhancer region of its control region. Usually, developmental
genes are controlled by a regulatory region that has more than one regulatory module called
cis-regulatory module, and each module has multiple binding sites where diﬀerent types of
transcription factors can bind to. These complex control regions allow a developmental gene to be
switched on and oﬀ at the diﬀerent times and places during development [wolpert]. Gene regulation
is very complex as some genes can share the same regulatory module and other can have only
some of the binding sites of a regulatory module in common. “Thus, an organism’s genes are
linked in complex interdependent networks of expression through their regulatory modules and
the proteins that bind to them.” [104] These networks are called genetic regulatory networks
(GRNs).
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Figure 8.10: Gene expression and protein synthesis. A protein-coding gene comprises a stretch of DNA
that contains a coding region, which contains the instruction for making the protein, and adjacent control
regions-promoter and enhancer regions- at which the gene is switched on or oﬀ. The promoter region
is the site at which RNA polymerase binds and starts transcribing. The enhancer may be thousands of
base pair distant from the promoter. Transcription of the gene into RNA (1) may be either stimulated
or inhibited by transcription factors that bind to promoter and enhancer regions. The RNA formed by
transcription is sliced to remove introns (yellow) and processed within the nucleus (2) to produce mRNA
that is exported to the cytoplasm (3) for translation into protein at the ribosomes (4). Control of gene
expression and protein synthesis occurs mainly at the level of transcription but also occurs at later stages.
For example, mRNA may be degraded before it can be translated. If it is not translated immediately it
may be stored in inactive form in the cytoplasm for translation at some later stage. Some proteins require
post-translational modification (5) to become biologically active. Figure and caption from [104].
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Adaptive Olfactory Encoding in Agents Controlled by
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Abstract. We created a neural architecture that can use two different types of
information encoding strategies depending on the environment. The goal of this
research was to create a simulated agent that could react to two different
overlapping chemicals having varying concentrations. The neural network
controls the agent by encoding its sensory information as temporal coincidences
in a low concentration environment, and as firing rates at high concentration.
With such an architecture, we could study synchronization of firing in a simple
manner and see its effect on the agent’s behaviour.
Keywords: spiking neural network, neural encoding, firing rate, temporal
coincidence.

1 Introduction
Animals are able to react to chemicals (odours, pheromones…) present in the
environment. The key sense to detect these chemical cues is smell [18]. Almost all
animals have a similar olfactory system including olfactory sensory neurons (OSN)
that are exposed to the outside world and linked directly to the brain. Pheromones and
other odour molecules present in the environment are converted into signals in the
brain by first binding to the olfactory receptor protein situated in the cell membrane of
the OSN. Spikes are then sent down the axon of the OSN [10]. A chemical blend is
composed of many molecules that can be detected with tuned odour receptors and
therefore, activates a large range of olfactory sensory neurons. Odours are coded by
which neurons emit spikes and also by the firing patterns of those neurons sending
spikes to others during and after the stimulus. In many vertebrates and insects,
oscillations of the neural activity have been recorded in the olfactory systems [18].
Therefore, the synchronization of firing between different sensory neurons seems to
be very important for odour perception and interpretation. The firing rate and the
number of sensory neurons are also important in odour recognition when stronger
stimuli increase the frequency of firing of individual sensory neurons but also
stimulate a larger number of them.
M. Asada et al. (Eds.): SAB 2008, LNAI 5040, pp. 148–158, 2008.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2008
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Different studies have been done on the perception of simulated chemicals using
artificial neural networks where neural synchronization occurs [2, 6, 7] and also using
robots [11, 13, 15-17]. We were interested in studying the behaviour of an agent in
response to changes of its environment. The primary research question is how two
encoding strategies can be used to integrate sensory information in order to control a
simulated agent. To the best of our knowledge, no neural architecture, controlling a
simulated agent, has been created that encodes the sensory information onto both the
firing rate and the synchronization of firing (temporal coincidence) depending on the
environment. As the interaction between the two encoding strategies is complex, we
decided to create a simple architecture using a spiking neural network. This model
could encode the sensory information onto both the firing rate and the
synchronization of firing depending on the environment. The neural network
controlled the agent by encoding the sensory information onto temporal coincidences
in a low concentration environment, and firing rates at high concentration.

2 Environment
We created a simulation of a continuous world including an agent and a maximum of
two chemicals. We decided to use a simple model of chemicals that are not diffused
and evaporated but with concentrations that can be calculated directly at any given
point. In this experiment, each chemical source had a circular shape and the same
fixed value all over its surface. Our agent was equipped with two antennae and a
differential steering system using two wheels. The two antennae were separated
widely enough to detect the presence of the chemical concentration (Fig. 1 & 2). The
left and right wheels were situated in the appropriate position (middle of each side) so
the gravity centre was in the middle of the agent’s body (excluding the antennae).
To control the agent, we had to decide which neurons’ model to use in order to
study firing synchronization of the sensors.
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Fig. 1. An agent equipped with two wheels and
two antennae used to detect chemicals
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%"#

Fig. 2. Properties of an agent. Units are
arbitrary.

3 Neural Network
There are three main ways to encode the intensity of sensory information into spiking
neurons based on biological evidences [3-5, 8, 9, 12] . The most commonly used
method consists of mapping the stimulus intensity to the firing rate of the neuron
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(firing rate encoding). Another method encodes the intensity of the stimulation into
the number of spikes sent by different neurons arriving at a pre-synaptic neuron at the
same time (firing synchronization or temporal coincidence encoding). The last main
encoding scheme maps the strength of the stimulation in the firing delay of the neuron
(delay encoding). As we saw earlier, spatial configuration is an important feature in
odour recognition of neurons as is the synchronization of firing between neurons [10,
14, 18]. J. Hopfield and C. Brody [2, 6] created simple neural networks using spiking
neurons to simulate an olfactory process. In their system, the recognition of an odour
was signalled by spike synchronization in artificial glomeruli. In our system, the
neural network was supposed to detect the blend of two different chemicals and
modify the agent’s behaviour. We used a model of neural network that allowed us to
study synchronization of firing in a simple manner. The neural network could control
the agent by encoding the sensory information onto temporal coincidences in a low
concentration environment, and firing rates at high concentration.
a) Models of Spiking Neurons
It is well known that compared to the complex and computationally slow Hodgkin
and Huxley model, simple spiking models like integrate-and-fire neurons can run
quickly enough and have a more realistic behaviour than firing rate ones [4, 5, 8, 9,
12]. This is why more and more researchers are implementing spiking neurons in
robots and simulated agents. Therefore, we decided to use a simple model of a spiking
neuron. Our model is based on a leaky-integrator model which includes synaptic
integration and conduction delays. The idea is that a spike sent by a neuron will take
some time to arrive at another neuron. This time delay depends on the distance
between the sender and the receiver. All the spikes arriving at a neuron are summed to
calculate the neuron’s input current (in Amperes per Farad) and membrane potential
(in Volts) after every time step !"!" # $%&'(#$ Once the membrane potential reaches a
certain threshold ș, the neuron will fire and then will be set to 0 for a certain time
(refractory period). During this time, the neuron cannot fire another spike even if it is
highly stimulated. Many real neurons’ membrane potential is around -70mV during
resting state [10]. When a neuron fires, its membrane potential will increase rapidly to
about 30mV, so the height of a typical spike is approximately 100mV [10]. We set the
resting potential to 0 and the potential of a spike to 100mV. It is reasonable to set the
neuron’s threshold at 20mV, the refractory period to 3ms and the membrane time
constant !" to 50ms. We also decided to set a synaptic time constant !" to 2ms: a
spike that arrives at a synapse triggers a current given by:
!!!!!!"# $%& ' (

)*+),-./0 1234567
8,

9 :;< (= >

)*+),-./0 1234567
8,

9!!!!!!

!

!!!!"#$!

where ! !" #$%! is ! the synaptic input current, ! $ &'()* +"corresponds to the time a spike has
been sent to the neuron, +,-./0+is the time delay in seconds before the spike arrives to
the neuron (delay = coeff_delay * distance) with coeff_delay!#!12 3456 .!
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The change of membrane potential is given by:
!"

"

) * +,-. /. 0!
!"#$!
!
where! 1! is the membrane potential, 23 ! is the membrane time constant and! /. ! the
synaptic weight.
!!

!#

$ %&

'(

b) Sensory Neurons
We created a model of a spiking sensory neuron in which the chemical
concentration is processed so that a quasi-linear relationship between the
concentration and the firing rate of the sensor is produced. Such relationships exist
in biological systems. For example in humans, the relationship between the
frequency of firing and pressure on the skin is linear [10]. We used a two step
process where two biologically realistic non-linear mappings between sensory
information and input current and between input current and firing rate results in a
linear relationship. The sensory neurons used in our model are able to encode the
stimulus intensity, measured at the tip of the antenna, into sensory input current using a
biologically plausible sigmoid function. In this paper, we are using a very simple
model chemical concentration that has only one value. Therefore, the sensory
neurons encode this value onto the appropriate firing rate. The sensors were
configured in order to distinguish a large range of concentrations between 1 and
300. Over this 300, they were saturating.
c) Motor Neurons
We decided that, in order to move, the agent should be driven by two wheels each
controlled by two motor neurons: one to go forward, one to go backward. We created
sensors able to detect a chemical gradient. But an agent equipped with such sensors
will not move without any stimulus. So we decided for simplicity that an agent should
always move forward in the absence of any external input. We performed this by
adding a small baseline input current (0.5 A/F) in the motor neurons responsible to go
forward. The final velocity of the wheels was calculated by subtracting the firing rate
of the motor neurons, responsible for moving the agent forward and backward,
running over a certain period of time.

4 Experiments
We used the agent and world described in Section 2. The world contained either one
or two chemicals denoted by A or B. One agent, placed in the world, was controlled
by a simple spiking neural network implementing the neurons described in Section 3.
The neural controller was based on a Braitenberg vehicle (anger behaviour) [1] where
an agent moves faster toward a stimulus when it detects it (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Agent’s neural controller. The sensors S0 and S3 detect the chemical A and the sensors
S1 and S2 detect the chemical B. The sensory axons’ lengths are all similar (delays = 2.5ms).
The motor neurons M1 and M3 are responsible to move the agent forward. The threshold of the
neurons (N0 and N1) was set to 4.6 mV. W is the synaptic weight.

Our hypothesis was that by using this architecture, the sensory neurons needed to
encode the sensory information onto the firing rates, and also onto temporal
coincidences between spikes sent by sensors. To verify this hypothesis, we performed
three series of tests to study the effect of the starting positions, the sensory delays and
the value of the concentrations on the agent’s behaviour.
a) Experiment I
The first test was to study the effect of the agent’s starting position on its behaviour.
Both concentration values for the chemicals A and B were set to be low. In all the
experiments described in this paper, the concentration range was from 1 to 300. In
this instance, A and B concentrations were set to 1 or 2. We tried ten different starting
positions and five different settings for the environment: with one chemical A, one
chemical B, and finally one concentration of the chemical A overlapping with one
concentration of the chemical B. Each run lasted 600 seconds and the neural network
was updated every 0.1ms. Every 10ms, the agent was moved and the sensory inputs
updated. In these experiments, the agent could detect double concentrations of one
chemical (A or B) but did not react to it. However, the agent was able to react only to
the blend of both chemicals A and B, where it stayed inside the overlapping
concentrations. We recorded the agent’s neural activity during each run. Figure 4
shows an example where an agent starts from the position P2. In this case, the agent
was able to stay in the overlapping area.
By looking at Figure 5, we can see that the agent begins by moving horizontally
left to right until its right antenna detects the chemicals A and B (T1, Fig. 4 and 5). At
this point, the sensors S2 and S3 fire and the temporal coincident arrival of their
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Fig. 4. Path of the agent starting from the left at P2. The circle in the centre represents the two
overlapping concentrations of chemicals A and B.

spikes causes N0 to fire. M1 is then stimulated and increases its firing rate turning the
left wheel faster than the right one. Soon after this, both antennae detect the chemicals
causing also the neuron N1 to fire so the agent moves straight forward again. At T2,
the left antenna of the agent goes outside the overlapping area so the sensors S0 and
S1 stop to fire and therefore, do not stimulate the neuron N1. The motor neuron M3
then fires at a lower rate than M1 resulting in a left turn of the agent to stay inside the
area. Finally, from T3, the interaction between the left antenna and the concentration
causes the edge-following behaviour.
We also recorded the current density and membrane potential of the neuron N0
during a small interval of time when the agent was inside the blend of chemicals A
and B. The input current of the neuron N0 was increasing when spikes coming from
both S2 and S3 arrived at the same time. Then, the membrane potential also increased
and reached the threshold ș (0.0046 Volts) making the neuron N0 fire. The potential
was then set to 0 during the refractory period. As the sensors were synchronized and
the delay between them and the neurons were the same, the spikes arrived at the same
time to the neuron allowing it to detect them and fire (Fig. 6).
b) Experiment II
The second experiment was to test our hypothesis by modifying the sensory response
delays to verify that our architecture necessarily needed to encode the sensory
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Fig. 5. Firing rates f (in spikes/s) of the neural network cells recorded every 2s during one run
(Experiment shown in Fig. 4). The motor neurons M0 and M1 are not shown here as they do
not fire. On the left panel, the sensors detecting the chemicals A (S3) and B (S2) from the right
antenna activates the neuron N0 that stimulates the motor neuron M1 controlling the left wheel
to move forward. On the right panel, the sensors detecting the chemicals A (S0) and B (S1)
from the left antenna activates the neuron N1 that stimulates the motor neuron M3 controlling
the right wheel to move forward.
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information onto temporal coincidence. We changed the delays by modifying the
position of the sensors therefore modifying the length of their axons linked to the
neurons. We only changed the delays of the sensors detecting the chemical B (S1 and
S2). We used the same set up as for the experiment shown in Figure 4.
We tried different values of delays (from 1ms to 50ms) and we noticed that a small
change (up to 7.5ms) did not modify the agent’s behaviour. But a further change in
the delays (from 7.5ms) made the agent unable to react to the blend of chemicals A
and B so it could not stay inside the concentrations.
As in the Experiment I, we recorded the current density and membrane potential of
the neuron N0 during 0.5s when the agent was inside the chemical blend. In Figure 6,
we can see that the current of the neuron N0 increases when a spike coming from both
S2 and S3 arrive but as the delay has been changed, the spikes do not arrive at the
same time so the current is lower than in Experiment I. Therefore, the neuron’s
potential increases but never reaches the threshold so the neuron does not fire (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Current density (in Amperes per Farad) and membrane potential (in Volts) of the neuron
N0 recorded between 100s and 100.5s. On the top panel (Experiment I), the spikes sent by the
sensors arrived at the same time increasing the current density to 1 A/F. The membrane
potential was then increased and reached the threshold making the neuron N0 fire. On the
bottom panel (Experiment II), the spikes sent by the sensors were not coincident as the delays
were changed to 50ms in this case, so the current was never above 0.5 A/F and therefore, the
membrane potential could not reach the threshold to make the neuron N0 fire.
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c) Experiment III
In order to investigate the use of firing rate encoding, we used only one concentration
of either A or B and increased it. When the concentration was augmented from 1 to
above 50, the agent was then able to react to it. Therefore, the neural network showed
much more sensitivity to two chemicals than to one. We also realized when using two
overlapping chemicals A and B, as the concentration value increased, modifying the
delays had a minor effect and the agent was still able to react to the chemicals. The
firing rates were increasing too so the agent was moving faster. In these experiments,
the temporal coincidence encoding was not necessary. The sensory information was
encoded onto the firing rates of the sensors.
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Fig. 7. Firing rates of the sensor S3 and neuron N0 recorded every 2s. On the left panel, as the
environment contained a low concentration (=1) of chemical A only, the neuron could not
detect it and therefore, the agent did not stay within the chemical source area. On the right
panel, the concentration was high (=300) so the neuron could detect it and the agent stayed
inside the area.

5 Conclusion
We presented in this paper a simple neural architecture where temporal coincidence
and firing rate encoding strategies were both important mechanisms used in different
environmental settings. In a low concentration setting, synchronization of spikes sent
by the sensors was essential to allow the agent to detect the blend of two chemicals.
We changed the sensory delays and noticed that the agent was then not able to react to
the chemicals anymore. In a high concentration setting, the temporal coincidence
between sensors firing was not a necessary condition and the agent was able to stay
inside the chemical concentration using just the firing rate encoding strategy.
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Interestingly, the model showed much more sensitivity to the presence of two
chemicals than a single chemical. In principle, more than two chemicals can be
detected and processed. The architecture presented here also works when the
chemical concentration has a linear gradient.
Future work will investigate evolving such architectures using a developmental
model (evolving the number of neurons and their connections, the synaptic weights,
and delays of the neural network). Moreover, we will add noise to the neural network
and use a more complex environment.
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;.0.#0( 0?.'.( #?.9"#&%( #1.'( "'( '9.%%( *&0?.*( 0?&=( 0&'0.( UO5&00+(
XFFYWK( <%9$'0( &%%( &="9&%'( ?&4.( &( '"9"%&*( $%C&#0$*5( '5'0.9(
"=#%1;"=@($%C&#0$*5('.='$*5(=.1*$='(U)/!W(0?&0(&*.(.TP$'.;(0$(
0?.($10'";.(Q$*%;(&=;(%"=-.;(;"*.#0%5(0$(0?.(2*&"=K(Z?.*$9$=.'(
&=;( $0?.*( $;$1*( 9$%.#1%.'( P*.'.=0( "=( 0?.( .=4"*$=9.=0( &*.(
#$=4.*0.;( "=0$( '"@=&%'( "=( 0?.( 2*&"=( 25( C"*'0( 2"=;"=@( 0$( 0?.(
$%C&#0$*5(*.#.P0$*(P*$0."=('"01&0.;("=(0?.(#.%%(9.92*&=.($C(0?.(
)/!K(/P"-.'(&*.(0?.=('.=0(;$Q=(0?.(&T$=($C(0?.()/!(UI&=;.%(
.0( &%K+( XFFFWK( <( #?.9"#&%( 2%.=;( "'( #$9P$'.;( $C( 9&=5(
9$%.#1%.'(0?&0(#&=(2.(;.0.#0.;(Q"0?(01=.;($;$1*(*.#.P0$*'(&=;(
0?.*.C$*.+(&#0"4&0.'(&(%&*@.(*&=@.($C($%C&#0$*5('.='$*5(=.1*$='K(
);$1*'( &*.( #$;.;( 25( Q?"#?( =.1*$='( .9"0( 'P"-.'( &=;( &%'$( 25(
0?.( C"*"=@( P&00.*='( $C( 0?$'.( =.1*$='( '.=;"=@( 'P"-.'( 0$( $0?.*'(
;1*"=@(&=;(&C0.*(0?.('0"91%1'K(A=(9&=5(4.*0.2*&0.'(&=;("='.#0'+(
$'#"%%&0"$='( $C( 0?.( =.1*&%( &#0"4"05( ?&4.( 2..=( *.#$*;.;( "=( 0?.(
$%C&#0$*5( '5'0.9'( UO5&00+( XFFYWK( >?.*.C$*.+( 0?.(
'5=#?*$="R&0"$=( $C( C"*"=@( 2.0Q..=( ;"CC.*.=0( '.='$*5( =.1*$='(
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1&2(.3*&4*56$0$"7*+(,%&"3*

!"#$#%"&'$( )*)+,-).( '/0( 1"%1$"%1+( +1'+( 2,'+34,)( #2( !"#$#%"&'$(
)*)+,-)(&'/(!,(3),0(+#(&#/)+43&+(!,++,4('%,/+)5(

N+( ")( 7,$$( E/#7/( +1'+( &#-9'4,0( +#( +1,( &#-9$,8( '/0(
&#-93+'+"#/'$$*( )$#7( U#0%E"/( '/0( U38$,*( -#0,$.( )"-9$,(
)9"E"/%(-#0,$)($"E,("/+,%4'+,Q'/0Q2"4,(/,34#/)(&'/(43/(<3"&E$*(
,/#3%1( '/0( 1':,( '( -#4,( 4,'$")+"&( !,1':"#34( +1'/( 2"4"/%( 4'+,(
#/,)(>?$#4,'/#(F(G'++"3))".(HII@J(?$#4"'/.(HIIKJ(L,4)+/,4(F(
M")+$,4.( HIIHJ( NC1"E,:"&1.( HIIK.( HIIOJ( M#&1.( @PPPA5( =1")( ")(
71*( -#4,( '/0( -#4,( 4,),'4&1,4)( '4,( "-9$,-,/+"/%( )9"E"/%(
/,34#/)("/(4#!#+)('/0()"-3$'+,0('%,/+)5(=1,4,2#4,.(7,(0,&"0,0(
+#(3),('()"-9$,(-#0,$(#2('()9"E"/%(/,34#/5(;34(-#0,$(")(!'),0(
#/( '( $,'E*Q"/+,%4'+#4( -#0,$( 71"&1( "/&$30,)( )*/'9+"&(
"/+,%4'+"#/('/0(&#/03&+"#/(0,$'*)5(=1,("0,'(")(+1'+('()9"E,(),/+(
!*( '( /,34#/( 7"$$( +'E,( )#-,( +"-,( +#( '44":,( '+( '/#+1,4( /,34#/5(
=1")( +"-,( 0,$'*( 0,9,/0)( #/( +1,( 0")+'/&,( !,+7,,/( +1,( ),/0,4(
'/0( +1,( 4,&,":,45( D$$( +1,( )9"E,)( '44":"/%( '+( '( /,34#/( '4,(
)3--,0( +#( &'$&3$'+,( +1,( /,34#/B)( "/93+( &344,/+( 0,/)"+*( >"/(
D-9,4,)( 9,4( ?'4'0A( '/0( -,-!4'/,( 9#+,/+"'$( >"/( X#$+)A( '2+,4(
,:,4*( +"-,( )+,9( >!" # $%&'(A5( ;/&,( +1,( -,-!4'/,( 9#+,/+"'$(
4,'&1,)('(&,4+'"/(+14,)1#$0(Y.(+1,(/,34#/(7"$$(2"4,('/0(+1,/(7"$$(
!,( ),+( +#( I( 2#4( '( &,4+'"/( +"-,( >4,24'&+#4*( 9,4"#0A5( Z34"/%( +1")(
+"-,.(+1,(/,34#/(&'//#+(2"4,('/#+1,4()9"E,(,:,/("2("+(")(1"%1$*(
)+"-3$'+,05(
G'/*( 4,'$( /,34#/)B( -,-!4'/,( 9#+,/+"'$( ")( '4#3/0( Q[I-X(
034"/%( 4,)+"/%( )+'+,5( 61,/( '( /,34#/( 2"4,).( "+)( -,-!4'/,(
9#+,/+"'$(7"$$("/&4,'),(4'9"0$*(+#('!#3+(KI-X.()#(+1,(1,"%1+(#2(
'(+*9"&'$()9"E,(")('994#8"-'+,$*(@II-X(>M'/0,$(,+('$5.(HIIIA5(
6,(),+(+1,(4,)+"/%(9#+,/+"'$(+#(I('/0(+1,(9#+,/+"'$(#2('()9"E,(+#(
@II-X5( N+( ")( 4,')#/'!$,( +#( ),+( +1,( /,34#/B)( +14,)1#$0( '+(
HI-X.( +1,( 4,24'&+#4*( 9,4"#0( +#( K-)( '/0( +1,( -,-!4'/,( +"-,(
&#/)+'/+()* ++#(\I-)(>M'/0,$(,+('$5.(HIIIA5(6,('$)#(0,&"0,0(+#(
),+('()*/'9+"&(+"-,(&#/)+'/+(), (+#(H-)]('()9"E,(+1'+('44":,)('+('(
)*/'9),(+4"%%,4)('(&344,/+(%":,/(!*](
(

!"#$%&"'(")*
6,( &4,'+,0( '( )"-3$'+"#/( #2( '( &#/+"/3#3)( 7#4$0( "/&$30"/%( '/(
'%,/+('/0('(-'8"-3-(#2(+7#(&1,-"&'$)5(6,(0,&"0,0(+#(3),('(
)"-9$,( -#0,$( #2( &1,-"&'$)( +1'+( '4,( /#+( 0"223),0( '/0(
,:'9#4'+,0( !3+( 7"+1( &#/&,/+4'+"#/)( +1'+( &'/( !,( &'$&3$'+,0(
0"4,&+$*('+('/*(%":,/(9#"/+5(;34('%,/+(7')(,<3"99,0(7"+1(+7#(
'/+,//',('/0('(0"22,4,/+"'$()+,,4"/%()*)+,-(3)"/%(+7#(71,,$)5(
=1,(+7#('/+,//',(7,4,(),9'4'+,0(7"0,$*(,/#3%1(+#(0,+,&+(+1,(
94,),/&,( #2( +1,( &1,-"&'$( &#/&,/+4'+"#/( >?"%5( @A5( =1,( $,2+( '/0(
4"%1+( 71,,$)( 7,4,( )"+3'+,0( #/( +1,( )"0,)( #2( +1,( '%,/+)5( =#(
&#/+4#$(+1,('%,/+.(7,(1'0(+#(0,&"0,(71"&1(/,34#/)B(-#0,$(+#(
3),("/(#40,4(+#()+30*(2"4"/%()*/&14#/"C'+"#/(#2(+1,(),/)#4)5(
((
(
(
(
V1,-"&'$(
(
D%,/+(
&#/&,/+4'+"#/(
(
(
(
?"%34,( @5( D/( '%,/+( ,<3"99,0( 7"+1( +7#( 71,,$)( '/0( +7#(
'/+,//',(3),0(+#(0,+,&+(&1,-"&'$)5(((

+(,%-.*+()/&%0*
=1,4,('4,(+14,,(-'"/(7'*)(+#(,/&#0,(+1,("/+,/)"+*(#2(),/)#4*(
"/2#4-'+"#/( "/+#( )9"E"/%( /,34#/)( !'),0( #/( !"#$#%"&'$(
,:"0,/&,)( >?$#4,'/#( F( G'++"3))".( HII@J( ?$#4"'/.( HIIKJ(
L,4)+/,4( F( M")+$,4.( HIIHJ( NC1"E,:"&1.( HIIK.( HIIOJ( M#&1.(
@PPPA(5(=1,(-#)+(&#--#/$*(3),0(-,+1#0(&#/)")+)(#2(-'99"/%(
+1,( )+"-3$3)( "/+,/)"+*( +#( +1,( 2"4"/%( 4'+,( #2( +1,( /,34#/( >2"4"/%(
4'+,( ,/&#0"/%A5( D/#+1,4( -,+1#0( ,/&#0,)( +1,( "/+,/)"+*( #2( +1,(
)+"-3$'+"#/( "/+#( +1,( /3-!,4( #2( )9"E,)( ),/+( !*( 0"22,4,/+(
/,34#/)( '44":"/%( '+( '( 94,Q)*/'9+"&( /,34#/( '+( +1,( )'-,( +"-,(
>2"4"/%( )*/&14#/"C'+"#/( #4( +,-9#4'$( &#"/&"0,/&,( ,/&#0"/%A5(
=1,( $')+( -'"/( ,/&#0"/%( )&1,-,( -'9)( +1,( )+4,/%+1( #2( +1,(
)+"-3$'+"#/("/(+1,(2"4"/%(0,$'*(#2(+1,(/,34#/(>0,$'*(,/&#0"/%A5(
D)( 7,( )'7( ,'4$",4.( )9'+"'$( &#/2"%34'+"#/( ")( '/( "-9#4+'/+(
2,'+34,( "/( #0#34( 4,&#%/"+"#/( #2( /,34#/)( ')( ")( +1,(
)*/&14#/"C'+"#/( #2( 2"4"/%( !,+7,,/( /,34#/)( >M'/0,$( ,+( '$5.(
HIIIJ( R'34,/+( ,+( '$5.( @PPSJ( 6*'++.( HIIKA5( T5( U#92",$0( '/0( V5(
W4#0*( >W4#0*( F( U#92",$0.( HIIKJ( U#92",$0.( @PPPA( &4,'+,0(
)"-9$,( /,34'$( /,+7#4E)( 3)"/%( )9"E"/%( /,34#/)( +#( )"-3$'+,( '/(
#$2'&+#4*(94#&,))5(N/(+1,"4()*)+,-.(+1,(4,&#%/"+"#/(#2('/(#0#34(
7')()"%/'$$,0(!*()9"E,()*/&14#/"C'+"#/("/('4+"2"&"'$(%$#-,43$"5(
N/(#34()*)+,-.(+1,(/,34'$(/,+7#4E(7')()399#),0(+#(0,+,&+(+1,(
!$,/0( #2( +7#( 0"22,4,/+( &1,-"&'$)( '/0( -#0"2*( +1,( '%,/+B)(
!,1':"#345(6,(3),0('(-#0,$(#2(/,34'$(/,+7#4E(+1'+('$$#7,0(3)(
+#( )+30*( )*/&14#/"C'+"#/( #2( 2"4"/%( "/( '( )"-9$,( -'//,45( =1,(
/,34'$( /,+7#4E( &#3$0( &#/+4#$( +1,( '%,/+( !*( ,/&#0"/%( +1,(
),/)#4*( "/2#4-'+"#/( #/+#( +,-9#4'$( &#"/&"0,/&,)( "/( '( $#7(
&#/&,/+4'+"#/( ,/:"4#/-,/+.( '/0( 2"4"/%( 4'+,)( '+( 1"%1(
&#/&,/+4'+"#/5(
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B CDE 1& F

B((((((>@A(

(
71,4,(-. /"0(")(+1,()*/'9+"&("/93+(&344,/+.(",GHI< (&#44,)9#/0)(+#(
+1,(+"-,('()9"E,(1')(!,,/(),/+(+#(+1,(/,34#/.+JCKLM+")(+1,(+"-,(
0,$'*("/(),&#/0)(!,2#4,(+1,()9"E,('44":,)(+#(+1,(/,34#/(>!"#$%&
'&()"**+!"#$%&,&!-./$0("A(7"+1(()"**+!"#$%( ^(N% &$3O 5(
(
=1,(&1'/%,(#2(-,-!4'/,(9#+,/+"'$(")(%":,/(!*](
(
;P

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

;Q

P

# F 1 B S T4-. U. @((((((((((((((((((((((((>HA(
AR

(
71,4,( V( ")( +1,( -,-!4'/,( 9#+,/+"'$.( )* ( ")( +1,( -,-!4'/,(
+"-,(&#/)+'/+('/0(U. +1,()*/'9+"&(7,"%1+5(

5("3&%8*+(,%&"3*
6,(&4,'+,0('(-#0,$(#2('()9"E"/%(),/)#4*(/,34#/("/(71"&1(+1,(
&1,-"&'$( &#/&,/+4'+"#/( ")( 94#&,)),0( )#( +1'+( '( <3')"Q$"/,'4(
4,$'+"#/)1"9( !,+7,,/( +1,( &#/&,/+4'+"#/( '/0( +1,( 2"4"/%( 4'+,( #2(
+1,(),/)#4(")(94#03&,0(>;4#)(,+('$5.(HII_A5(`3&1(4,$'+"#/)1"9)(
,8")+( "/( !"#$#%"&'$( )*)+,-)5( ?#4( ,8'-9$,( "/( 13-'/).( +1,(
4,$'+"#/)1"9( !,+7,,/( +1,( 24,<3,/&*( #2( 2"4"/%( '/0( 94,))34,( #/(
+1,( )E"/( ")( $"/,'4( >M'/0,$( ,+( '$5.( HIIIA5( 6,( 3),0( '( +7#( )+,9(
94#&,))( 71,4,( +7#( !"#$#%"&'$$*( 4,'$")+"&( /#/Q$"/,'4( -'99"/%)(
!,+7,,/( ),/)#4*( "/2#4-'+"#/( '/0( "/93+( &344,/+( '/0( !,+7,,/(
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!"#$%& '$(()"%& *"+& ,!(!"-& (*%)& ().$/%.& !"& *& /!")*(& ()/*%!0".1!#2&
3).)*('1)(.& !"& (040%!'.& *"+& *(%!,!'!*/& /!,)& $.)& *& /!")*(& +!()'%&
5*##!"-& 4)%6))"& %1)& .)".0(7& !",0(5*%!0"& *"+& %1)& ,!(!"-& (*%)&
89!& :*0/0;& <==<;& <==>?& @/0(!*";& <==AB2& C1)& .)".0(7& ")$(0".&
$.)+& !"& 0$(& 50+)/& *()& *4/)& %0& )"'0+)& %1)& .%!5$/$.& !"%)".!%7;&
5)*.$()+&*%&%1)&%!#&0,&%1)&*"%)""*;&!"%0&.)".0(7&!"#$%&'$(()"%&
$.!"-& *& 4!0/0-!'*//7& #/*$.!4/)& .!-50!+& ,$"'%!0"& 8D(0.& )%& */2;&
<==EB2& C1!.& '$(()"%& !.& !"F)'%)+& %0& %1)& .)".0(G.& 5)54(*")&
#0%)"%!*/& %1*%& !"'()*.).;& 5*H!"-& %1)& .)".0(& ,!()& !"%0&
*##(0#(!*%)& ,!(!"-& (*%).2& C1)(),0();& %1)& .)".0(7& ")$(0".&
)"'0+)& %1)& '0"')"%(*%!0"& I*/$)& 0"%0& %1)& *##(0#(!*%)& ,!(!"-&
(*%)2& C1)& .)".0(.& 6)()& '0",!-$()+& !"& 0(+)(& %0& +!.%!"-$!.1& *&
/*(-)& (*"-)& 0,& '0"')"%(*%!0".& 4)%6))"& J& *"+& >==2& DI)(& >==;&
%1)7&6)()&.*%$(*%!"-2&

C1)& ")$(*/& '0"%(0//)(& 6*.& 4*.)+& 0"& *& M(*!%)"4)(-& I)1!'/)&
8*"-)(&4)1*I!0$(B& 8M(*!%)"4)(-;&JUEVB&61)()&*"&*-)"%& 50I).&
,*.%)(&%06*(+&*&.%!5$/$.&61)"&!%&+)%)'%.&!%&8@!-2&<B2&
D$(& 17#0%1).!.& 6*.& %1*%& 47& $.!"-& %1!.& *('1!%)'%$();& %1)&
.)".0(7& ")$(0".& "))+)+& %0& )"'0+)& %1)& .)".0(7& !",0(5*%!0"&
0"%0& %1)& ,!(!"-& (*%).;& *"+& */.0& 0"%0& %)5#0(*/& '0!"'!+)"').&
4)%6))"&.#!H).&.)"%&47&.)".0(.2&C0&I)(!,7&%1!.&17#0%1).!.;&6)&
#)(,0(5)+& %1())& .)(!).& 0,& %).%.& %0& .%$+7& %1)& ),,)'%& 0,& %1)&
.%*(%!"-& #0.!%!0".;& %1)& .)".0(7& +)/*7.& *"+& %1)& I*/$)& 0,& %1)&
'0"')"%(*%!0".&0"&%1)&*-)"%G.&4)1*I!0$(2&

45-'$1,')#%6%

C1)& ,!(.%& %).%& 6*.& %0& .%$+7& %1)& ),,)'%& 0,& %1)& *-)"%G.& .%*(%!"-&
#0.!%!0"& 0"& !%.& 4)1*I!0$(2& M0%1& '0"')"%(*%!0"& I*/$).& ,0(& %1)&
'1)5!'*/.&R&*"+&M&6)()&.)%&%0&4)&/062&T"&*//&%1)&)P#)(!5)"%.&
!"#"$%&'($")*%
+).'(!4)+&!"&%1!.&#*#)(;&%1)&'0"')"%(*%!0"&(*"-)&6*.&,(05&J&%0&
K)&+)'!+)+&%1*%;&!"&0(+)(&%0&50I);&%1)&*-)"%&.10$/+&4)&+(!I)"&
>==2&T"&%1!.&!".%*"');&R&*"+&M&'0"')"%(*%!0".&6)()&.)%&%0&J&0(&
47&%60&61))/.&)*'1&'0"%(0//)+&47&%60&50%0(&")$(0".L&0")&%0&
<2& K)& %(!)+& %)"& +!,,)()"%& .%*(%!"-& #0.!%!0".& *"+& ,!I)& +!,,)()"%&
-0& ,0(6*(+;& 0")& %0& -0& 4*'H6*(+2& K)& '()*%)+& .)".0(.& *4/)& %0&
.)%%!"-.& ,0(& %1)& )"I!(0"5)"%L& 6!%1& 0")& '1)5!'*/& R;& 0")&
+)%)'%& *& '1)5!'*/& -(*+!)"%2& M$%& *"& *-)"%& )N$!##)+& 6!%1& .$'1&
'1)5!'*/& M;& *"+& ,!"*//7& 0")& '0"')"%(*%!0"& 0,& %1)& '1)5!'*/& R&
.)".0(.& 6!//& "0%& 50I)& 6!%10$%& *"7& .%!5$/$.2& O0& 6)& +)'!+)+&
0I)(/*##!"-& 6!%1& 0")& '0"')"%(*%!0"& 0,& %1)& '1)5!'*/& M2& W*'1&
,0(& .!5#/!'!%7& %1*%& *"& *-)"%& .10$/+& */6*7.& 50I)& ,0(6*(+& !"&
($"& /*.%)+& A==& .)'0"+.& *"+& %1)& ")$(*/& ")%60(H& 6*.& $#+*%)+&
%1)& *4.)"')& 0,& *"7& )P%)("*/& !"#$%2& K)& #)(,0(5)+& %1!.& 47&
)I)(7& =2J5.& 8.0& %1)& ($"& /*.%)+& A;===;===& %!5)& .%)#.B2& WI)(7&
*++!"-& *& .5*//& 4*.)/!")& !"#$%& '$(()"%& 8=2Q& RS@B& !"& %1)& 50%0(&
J=5.;&%1)&*-)"%&6*.&50I)+&*"+&%1)&.)".0(7&!"#$%.&$#+*%)+2&
")$(0".& ().#0".!4/)& %0& -0& ,0(6*(+2& C1)& ,!"*/& I)/0'!%7& 0,& %1)&
T"& %1).)& )P#)(!5)"%.;& %1)& *-)"%& '0$/+& +)%)'%& +0$4/)&
61))/.& 6*.& '*/'$/*%)+& 47& .$4%(*'%!"-& %1)& ,!(!"-& (*%)& 0,& %1)&
'0"')"%(*%!0".&0,&0")&'1)5!'*/&8R&0(&MB&4$%&+!+&"0%&()*'%&%0&!%2&
50%0(&")$(0".;&().#0".!4/)&,0(&50I!"-&%1)&*-)"%&,0(6*(+&*"+&
X06)I)(;&%1)&*-)"%&6*.&*4/)&%0&()*'%&0"/7&%0&%1)&4/)"+&0,&40%1&
4*'H6*(+;& ($""!"-& 0I)(& *& ')(%*!"& #)(!0+& 0,& %!5)2& C1)& *-)"%&
'1)5!'*/.& R& *"+& M;& 61)()& !%& .%*7)+& !".!+)& %1)& 0I)(/*##!"-&
6*.&50I)+&47&'*/'$/*%!"-&%1)&I)/0'!%7&)I)(7&J=5.2&
'0"')"%(*%!0".2& K)& ()'0(+)+& %1)& '$(()"%& +)".!%7& *"+&
5)54(*")&#0%)"%!*/&0,&%1)&")$(0"&Y=&+$(!"-&*&.5*//&!"%)(I*/&
0,& %!5)& 61)"& %1)& *-)"%& 6*.& !".!+)& %1)& 4/)"+& 0,& '1)5!'*/.& R&
+',-"$./%0"1)213')2'%
*"+& M& 8@!-2& >;& %0#B2& C1)& !"#$%& '$(()"%& 0,& %1)& ")$(0"& Y=& 6*.&
!"'()*.!"-& 61)"& .#!H).& '05!"-& ,(05& 40%1& O<& *"+& O>& *((!I)+&
K)& $.)+& %1)& *-)"%& *"+& 60(/+& +).'(!4)+& *40I)2& C1)&
*%&%1)&.*5)&%!5)2&C1)";&%1)&5)54(*")&#0%)"%!*/&*/.0&!"'()*.)+&
)"I!(0"5)"%& '0"%*!")+& )!%1)(& 0")& 0(& %60& '1)5!'*/.& +)"0%)+&
*"+&()*'1)+&%1)&%1().10/+&Z&8=2==VA&[0/%.B&5*H!"-&%1)&")$(0"&
47& R& 0(& M2& T"& %1!.& )P#)(!5)"%;& )*'1& '1)5!'*/& .0$(')& 1*+& *&
Y=&,!()2&C1)&#0%)"%!*/&6*.&%1)"&.)%&%0&=&+$(!"-&%1)&(),(*'%0(7&
'!('$/*(& .1*#)& *"+& %1)& .*5)& ,!P)+& I*/$)& *//& 0I)(& !%.& .$(,*')2&
#)(!0+2& R.& %1)& .)".0(.& 6)()& .7"'1(0"!\)+& *"+& %1)& +)/*7&
D")& *-)"%;& #/*')+& !"& %1)& 60(/+;& 6*.& '0"%(0//)+& 47& *& .!5#/)&
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2%/0(B+! 7*>/! *(#! (%'0/! 0%! +7/! *)/(+! )%/0! 0+.*')7+! *0! A%+7! %8! '+0!
! *(+/((*/! *..'>/2! *+! +7/! 0*9/! +'9/! %-+0'2/! +7/!
6%(6/(+.*+'%(?!T')7+!=*(/$R!=*+7!%8!*(!*)/(+!.-(('()!%>/.!<OO0?!H7/!*)/(+B0!(/-.*$!6%(+.%$$/.!7*0!(%'0/!0%!+7/!*)/(+!2%/0!
!
(%+!)%!/G*6+$#!'(!*!0+.*')7+!$'(/!*(2!+7/./8%./4!6*(!./*6+!+%!+7/!*A0/(6/!%8!+7/!67/9'6*$!6%(6/(+.*+'%(!+%!0+*#!'(0'2/?!
!
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^OL#'#*+ a-*+ A+ JP$;>?#;#*+ 6-+ ./0013-+ =+ 8P&">;>'&NYO$<&<+
5>($E&+ U>(>%+ %P#%+ !&P#[&9+ E$M&+ #+ J$EML>";+ 5>%P+ L$%P+ X$[$')+
='%&''#&+ #9+ 8P&">;>'&+ J&'9>"9-+ I#") M/0"-/?0$4/?&) U47-/?&) 4@)
G4A40$%')G"'"?-%#8)E:*+0G2N0II-+
X#O"&'%*+ Y-*+ W&P"*+ 5-*+ A+ @#[$<>L$%c*+ B-+ ./00\3-+ 7&;C>"#E+
U&C"&9&'%#%$>'9+ >D+ R<>"9+ $'+ #'+ RED#Q%>"?+ K&%L>"M+ U47-/?&) 4@)
6"7-4'%$"/%"8)EP./G3*+I1IeNI12e-+
5>"$*+ 7-*+ A+ ^#$*+ J-+ .GHHG3-+ K>$9&N6'<OQ&<+ T'%"#$';&'%+ #'<+
J%>QP#9%$Q+ U&9>'#'Q&+ $'+ BO;#'+ !"#$'+ W#[&9-+ 3#2'$%?&) G";$"T)
J"00"-'8)OO.G/3*+G/1/H/-+
5>99*+]-*+W#"<*+X-*+A+J#''$%#*+W-+.GHH23-+J%>QP#9%$Q+"&9>'#'Q&+
#'<+ 9&'9>"?+ $'D>";#%$>'+ C">Q&99$')4+ #+ %O%>"$#E+ #'<+ "&[$&L+ >D+
#CCE$Q#%$>'-+N&$/)6"7-4,#2'8)K:*+\eef+\1G-+
R">9*+K-*+J%&O(&"*+,-*+@#[&?*+K-*+:#g#;&">*+X-*+A+=<#;9*+U-+Y-+
.GHH13-+ V,0$.?&) -"%",04-) -"',4/'") @7/%0$4/') @4-) 0#") >"0"%0$4/)4@)
,#"-4.4/"') A2) ?5"/0') >-$;"/) A2) ',$<$/5) /"7-?&) /"0T4-<'B+ 8#C&"+
C"&9&'%&<+ #%+ %P&+ /0%P+ TO">C&#'+ 5&&%$')9+ >'+ :?(&"'&%$Q9+ #'<+
J?9%&;9+U&9&#"QP*+,$&''#-+
8#?%>'*+ @-*+ @#$E?*+ 5-*+ T9%>L9M$*+ U-*+ B>L#"<*+ 5-*+ A+ X&&*+ :-+
.GHH/3-+8P&">;>'&+U>(>%$Q9-+C704/B)G4A40'8)EE.I3*+I/0NIG2-+
8?M*+ 8-*+ !&";h<&c+ $+ !#<$#*+ J-*+ !&"'#"<&%*+ _-*+ ^'i9&E*+ 8-*+
:#"E99>'*+ 5-*+ YO*+ F-*+ &%+ #E-+ .GHH\3-+ ='+ #"%$D$Q$#E+ ;>%P4+ :P&;$Q#E+
9>O"Q&+ E>Q#E$c#%$>'+ O9$')+ #+ ">(>%+ (#9&<+ '&O">'#E+ ;><&E+ >D+ ;>%P+
>C%>;>%>"+ #'&;>%#Q%$Q+ 9&#"QP-+ C704/4.47') G4A40'8) KF.I3*+ /0eN
G/I-+
UO<>ECP*+ 5-*+ A+ @&9%&dP&*+ =-+ .GHHI3-+ :P#"#Q%&"$c#%$>'+ >D+
9O(%P"&9P>E<+[>E%#)&+DEOQ%O#%$>'9+$'+'&O">'#E+;&;("#'&9-+6"7-?&)
N4.,70?0$4/8)EW.//3*+GSeeNG\/1-+
_PE&'(&QM*+ Y-+ T-*+ A+ R"'9%&$'*+ X-+ J-+ ./0IH3-+ R'+ %P&+ %P&>"?+ >D+
!">L'$#'+5>%$>'-+3#2'$%?&)G";$"T8)9P*+1GIN12/-+
W&((*+ !-+ ./0013-+ U>(>%9+ Q"$QM&%9+ #'<+ #'%94+ ;><&E9+ >D+ '&O"#E+
Q>'%">E+ >D+ QP&;>%#d$9+ #'<+ CP>'>%#d$9-+ 6"7-?&) 6"0T4-<'8) EE*+
/2e0N/20\-+
W$&9&'D&E<*+^-*+A+5>99*+]-+./00S3-+J%>QP#9%$Q+"&9>'#'Q&+#'<+%P&+
(&'&D$%9+>D+'>$9&4+D">;+$Q&+#)&9+%>+Q"#?D$9P+#'<+Jj_6@9-+6?07-"8)
9:9*+IIfI\-+
W?#%%*+ 7-+ @-+ .GHHI3-+ 3#"-4.4/"') ?/>) C/$.?&) D"#?;$47-8)
N4..7/$%?0$4/)A2)1."&&)?/>)I?'0"4+:#;("$<)&+_'$[&"9$%?+8"&99-+
+

!"#$%&'(&")*+ ,-+ ./0123-+ !"#$%&"'() *+,"-$."/0') $/) 12/0#"0$%)
3'2%#4&4524+567+8"&99*+:#;("$<)&*+5=-+
!"><?*+ :-+ @-*+ A+ B>CD$&E<*+ F-+ F-+ .GHHI3-+ J$;CE&+ K&%L>"M9+ D>"+
JC$M&N7$;$')N!#9&<+:>;CO%#%$>'*+L$%P+=CCE$Q#%$>'+%>+RED#Q%>"?+
8">Q&99$')-+6"7-4/8)9:*+12IN1SG-+
@$+ 8#>E>*+ T-+ =-+ .GHHG3-+ *;4&;$/5) ',$<"=0$.$/5) >","/>"/0)
,&?'0$%$02) @4-) -4A40) %4/0-4&B+ 8#C&"+ C"&9&'%&<+ #%+ %P&+
T8JU:V!!JU:+ 6'%&"'#%$>'#E+ W>"M9P>C4+ !$>E>)$Q#EE?N$'9C$"&<+
U>(>%$Q9*+7P&+X&)#Q?+>D+W-+Y"&?+W#E%&"*+WYWZGHHG*+!"$9%>E-+
@$+ 8#>E>*+ T-+ =-+ .GHHI3-+ JC$M&N7$;$')+ @&C&'<&'%+ 8E#9%$Q$%?+ D>"+
T[>E[&<+U>(>%9-+C>?,0$;")D"#?;$4-8)EF*+G2ING\I-+
]E>"&#'>*+@-*+A+5#%%$O99$*+:-+.GHH/3-+T[>EO%$>'+>D+JC$M$')+K&O"#E+
:>'%">EE&"9+ D>"+ =O%>'>;>O9+ ,$9$>'N!#9&<+ U>(>%9-+ 3-4%"">$/5')
4@) 0#") $/0"-/?0$4/?&) 12.,4'$7.) 4/) *;4&70$4/?-2) G4A40$%') H-4.)
$/0"&&$5"/0)G4A40$%')I4)C-0$@$%$?&)J$@"8)KKE:8)IB)L4.$8)*>B)J"%07-")
640"')M/)N4.,70"-)1%$"/%")1,-$/5"-=!"-&?58)J4/>4/8)9O=PEB)
]E>"$#'*+ U-+ ,-+ .GHHI3-+ !$>E>)$Q#EE?+ $'9C$"&<+ '&O"#E+ '&%L>"M9+ D>"+
%P&+Q>'%">E+>D+&;(><$&<+#)&'%9-+I"%#/$%?&)-",4-0)N4/"7-?&=F9=F9)
!"-'$4/)EBFB)
]E>"$#'*+ U-+ ,-+ .GHH\3-+ 1,$<$/5) /"7-?&) %4/0-4&&"-') @4-) ,7'#$/5)
4AQ"%0') ?-47/>B+8#C&"+ C"&9&'%&<+#%+ %P&+8">Q&&<$')9+ >D+ %P&+ K$'%P+
6'%&"'#%$>'#E+:>'D&"&'Q&+>'+%P&+J$;OE#%$>'+>D+=<#C%$[&+!&P#[$>"+
.J=!ZH\3*+U>;&-+
Y&"9%'&"*+W-*+A+ ^$9%E&"*+W-+5-+ .GHHG3-+1,$<$/5)6"7-4/)R4>"&'B)
1$/5&") 6"7-4/'8) 34,7&?0$4/'8) 3&?'0$%$024+ :#;("$<)&+ _'$[&"9$%?+
8"&99-+
B`'))$*+ 8-+ .GHHG3-+ J%>QP#9%$Q+ "&9>'#'Q&+ $'+ ($>E>)?4+ P>L+ '>$9&+
Q#'+ &'P#'Q&+ <&%&Q%$>'+ >D+ L&#M+ 9$)'#E9+ #'<+ P&EC+ $;C">[&+
($>E>)$Q#E+$'D>";#%$>'+C">Q&99$')-+N#".,#2'%#".)9.I3*+G1SNG0H-+
B>CD$&E<*+ F-+ F-+ ./0003-+ R<>"+ 9C#Q&+ #'<+ >ED#Q%>"?+ C">Q&99$')4+
:>EE&Q%$[&+#E)>"$%P;9+#'<+'&O"#E+$;CE&;&'%#%$>'-+36C1B8)SP.GG3*+
/GSH\N/GS//-+
B>9P$'>*+R-*+^#9P$;>"$*+a-*+A+^#;(#"#*+7-+./0013-+='+>ED#Q%>"?+
"&Q>)'$%$>'+ ;><&E+ (#9&<+ >'+ 9C#%$>N%&;C>"#E+ &'Q><$')+ >D+ ><>"+
bO#E$%?+$'+%P&+>ED#Q%>"?+(OE(-+D$4&45$%?&)N2A"-/"0$%'8):S*+/H0N/GH-+
6cP$M&[$QP*+T-+5-+.GHHI3-+J$;CE&+;><&E+>D+9C$M$')+'&O">'9-+M***)
I-?/'?%0$4/')4/)6"7-?&)6"0T4-<'-+
6cP$M&[$QP*+T-+5-+.GHH23-+WP$QP+;><&E+%>+O9&+D>"+Q>"%$Q#E+9C$M$')+
'&O">'9-+M***)I-?/'?%0$4/')4/)6"7-?&)6"0T4-<'-+
F#Q>($*+ K-*+ BO9(#'<9*+ 8-*+ A+ B#"[&?*+ 6-+ ./00S3-+ K>$9&+ #'<+ %P&+
U&#E$%?+ Y#C4+ 7P&+ _9&+ >D+ J$;OE#%$>'+ $'+ T[>EO%$>'#"?+ U>(>%$Q9*+
3-4%"">$/5') 4@) 0#") I#$->) *7-4,"?/) N4/@"-"/%") 4/) C>;?/%"') $/)
C-0$@$%$?&)J$@"4+JC"$')&"N,&"E#)-+
^#'<&E*+T-+U-*+JQPL#"%c*+F-+B-*+A+F&99&EE*+7-+5-+.GHHH3-+3-$/%$,&"')
4@)6"7-?&)1%$"/%"+.2%P+&<-34+5QY"#LNB$EE-+
^#'c#M$*+ U-*+ K#)#9#L#*+ J-*+ A+ JP$;>?#;#*+ 6-+ .GHHS3-+ K&O"#E+
!#9$9+>D+R<>"N9>O"Q&+J&#"QP$')+!&P#[$>"+$'+6'9&Q%+!"#$'+J?9%&;9+
T[#EO#%&<+ L$%P+ #+ 5>($E&+ U>(>%-+ N#".$%?&) 1"/'"'8) 9F./3*+ G1SN
G1\-+
^>QP*+ :-+ ./0003-+ D$4,#2'$%') 4@) N4.,70?0$4/() M/@4-.?0$4/)
3-4%"''$/5) $/) 1$/5&") 6"7-4/'4+ RdD>"<+ _'$[&"9$%?+ 8"&994+ K&L+
a>"M*+K&L+a>"M-+
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B.-/8)*-($-4$C*/,)#&,/$D>11#)&>$*($E3#()'$F-()&-//#0$5>$D%*9*(3$
@#8&,/$@#)2-&9'$
$09+<53!',+3?!_+<A.,!Y/.>;.,?!$.0<!(52.=?!W+<5!*5`57.,+?!51-!&+-!N-573!
#60&16&)218)9&671-.-:$);&<&2(67)=1<'0'/'&>)?10,&(<0'$)-@)A&('@-(8<70(&>)!BCD)E!*>)?10'&8)F01:8-%)
GH"5(-<>)I"#'&/J&(>)H"K2,&$>)B"3212%&(->);"L"!82%<MN7&('<"26"/O)
!"#$%&'$!"#$ %&#'#()$ *($ )+*'$ %,%#&$ )+&##$ (-.#/$
0#.#/-%1#(),/$ 1-0#/'$ ,//-2*(3$ *(4-&1,)*-($ )-$ 5#$ #(6-0#0$ *($
'%,6#$,(0$)*1#7$8'*(3$'%*9*(3$(#8&-('$%/,6#0$-($,$:;$'85')&,)#<$
=($ )2-$ -4$ )+#'#$ 1-0#/'7$ 2#$ *()&-086#$ (#8&,/$ 0#.#/-%1#()$ )+,)$
6,($ 8'#$ 5*/,)#&,/$ '>11#)&><$ "#$ '+-2$ )+,)$ )+#'#$ 1-0#/'$ 6,($
6&#,)#$ (#8&,/$ 6-()&-//#&'$ 4-&$ ,3#()'$ #.-/.#0$ )-$ %#&4-&1$
6+#1-),?*'<$ @#8&,/$ 5*/,)#&,/$ '>11#)&>$ 6,($ 5#$ #.-/.#0$ ,(0$ 5#$
5#(#4*6*,/$4-&$,($,3#()<$A+*'$2-&9$*'$)+#$4*&')7$,'$4,&$,'$2#$9(-27$
)-$ %&#'#()$ 0#.#/-%1#(),/$ 1-0#/'$ 2+#&#$ '%*9*(3$ (#8&-('$ ,&#$
3#(#&,)#0$ *($ '%,6#$ ,(0$ 2+#&#$ 5*/,)#&,/$ '>11#)&>$ 6,($ 5#$
#.-/.#0$,(0$%&-.#0$)-$5#$5#(#4*6*,/$*($)+*'$6-()#?)<$
"#! "$%&'()*%"'$!

"

$! +,-.,! /+! 012.3/045/.! /6.! 078+,/519.! +:! ;0<5/.,5<!
3=77./,=! 01! 5,/0:0905<! 1.>,5<! -.2.<+87.1/?! 6.,.! @.!
01/,+->9.! /6,..! -0::.,.1/! 1+2.<! 7+-.<3! +:! 5! -.2.<+87.1/5<!
8,+4,57! /65/! 4,+@! 380A014! 1.>,5<! 1./@+,A3! +1! 5! /@+B
-07.130+15<! 3>;3/,5/.#! C596! +:! /6.3.! 7+-.<3! 653! -0::.,.1/!
-.4,..3! +:! 5<<+@.-! +,! .1:+,9.-! 3=77./,=#! %6.3.!
-.2.<+87.1/5<! 8,+4,573! 5,.! .2+<2.-?! >3014! 5! 4.1./09!
5<4+,0/67?!/+!5<<+@!307><5/.-!54.1/3!/+!8.,:+,7!96.7+/5D03#!
%603!858.,!;.4013!@0/6! 5!;5309!01/,+->9/0+1!+1!3=77./,=!01!
15/>,.!51-!6+@!0/!653!;..1!7+-.<.-!01!5,/0:0905<!.2+<>/0+15,=!
7+-.<3#! %6.1?! @.! 01/,+->9.! +>,! -.2.<+87.1/5<! 7+-.<?! /6.!
54.1/! >3.-! 51-! /6.! /53A! 0/! 65-! /+! 8.,:+,7#! E>,/6.,?! @.!
-.39,0;.!01!7+,.!-./50<!+>,!/6,..!-0::.,.1/!7+-.<3#!%6.1?!/6.!
307><5/0+1! 51-! 4.1./09! 5<4+,0/67! 85,57./.,3! 5,.! 8,.3.1/.-#!
%603! 3.9/0+1! 03! :+<<+@.-! ;=! /6.! ,.3></3?! /6.! -039>330+1! 51-!
:015<<=!/6.!9+19<>30+1#!
!"! #$%%&'($)
E+,! 9.1/>,0.3?! 8.+8<.! 652.! +;3.,2.-! 51-! ;..1! :539015/.-!
;=!3=77./,095<!85//.,13!:+>1-!01!15/>,.!FGBHI#!"1!+>,!701-3?!
3=77./,=! 03! +:/.1! ,.<5/.-! /+! 3+7./6014! ;.5>/0:><?! @.<<!
;5<519.-!+,!@.<<!8,+8+,/0+15/.!FHI#!"/!653!;..1!36+@1!/65/!01!
751=! 38.90.3! J.2.1! 01! 6>7513K?! :.75<.! 8,.:.,! 75<.3! /65/!
652.! 3=77./,095<! -038<5=3! FLI#! '1.! 8+330;<.! ,.53+1! /+!
.D8<501! /603! 86.1+7.1+1! 03! /65/! 3=77./,=! 7046/! ,.:<.9/! /6.!
6046! M>5<0/=! +:! 5! 30415<.,#! N1+/6.,! ,.53+1! 9+><-! ;.! /65/!
01-020->5<3! 652.! .2+<2.-! ,.9+410/0+1! 3=3/.73! /65/! 652.!
9+77+1! 8,+8.,/0.3! 51-! 5,.! 9585;<.! +:! 4.1.,5<0O5/0+1?! 51-!
:,+7!/603!9+><-!.7.,4.!5!6046!3.130/020/=!/+!3=77./,0.3!FLI#!
"1! <02014! +,4510373?!3=77./,0.3!5,03.! 53!5!30-.!.::.9/!+:!/6.!
9,.5/0+1!+:!5D.3!/65/!@0<<!4>0-.!9.<<3!->,014!-.2.<+87.1/!FGB
H?! PBQI#! *.<<3! -020-.! 51-! 704,5/.! :+<<+@014! 4,5-0.1/3! /65/!

:+,7!/6.3.!5D.3#!%6.=!7046/!5<3+!9,.5/.!+,!7+-0:=!4,5-0.1/3!
51-! ,.5,,514.! /6.73.<2.3! /+! :+,7! /6.! 7+3/!
/6.,7+-=157095<<=! 3/5;<.! 85//.,1! FRI#! %6.,.:+,.?! 0/! 03! 2.,=!
<0A.<=!/65/!9.<<3!@0<<!;.!8<59.-!3=77./,095<<=!5<+14!-0::.,.1/!
5D.3!/+!652.!5!3=3/.7!01!5!3/5/.!+:!.M>0<0;,0>7!FHI#!S>/!->.!/+!
-.2.<+87.1/5<! 1+03.?! .2.1! /6.! 7+3/! ;0<5/.,5<<=! 3=77./,095<!
51075<3! -+! 1+/! 36+@! 8.,:.9/! 3=77./,=#! N<3+?! 751=!
2.,/.;,5/.3! 5,.! 7501<=! ;0<5/.,5<<=! 3=77./,095<! 5;+>/! /6.!
70-<01.!+:!/6.!;+-=!;>/!/6.=!652.!751=!01/.,15<!+,4513!/65/!
5,.! 1+/! ;0<5/.,5<<=! 3=77./,095<! J:+,! .D578<.! 01! 6>7513T!
6.5,/?!3/+7596?!38<..1UK!FPBQI#!C2.1!0:! /6.!.7.,4.19.!+:!5!
;0<5/.,5<! ;+-=! 8<51! @53! 5! A.=! 3/.8! 01! .2+<>/0+1?! 1.@! 5D.3!
@.,.!-.:01.-!/65/!-0::.,.1/05/.-!6.5-!51-!:++/?!;59A!51-!:,+1/!
51-! <.:/! :,+7! ,046/?! 51-! 5<<+@.-! 53=77./,095<! 85,/3! /+! ;.!
9,.5/.-!51-!.2.1/>5<<=!<.5-!/+!7+,.!9+78<.D!+,4510373#!
*"! +,-./'0-12($)3-%4/'2'0-1)
"1! +,-.,! /+! >1-.,3/51-! /6.! 078+,/519.! +:! 3=77./,=! 01!
-.2.<+87.1/?! 9.,/501! ,.3.5,96.,3! 01! 5,/0:0905<! 01/.<<04.19.!
652.! 9,.5/.-! 5;3/,59/! -.2.<+87.1/5<! 7+-.<3! /65/! 4.1.,5/.!
1.>,5<!9+1/,+<<.,3!:+,!,+;+/3!+,!307><5/.-!54.1/3#!"/!03!5<@5=3!
5! -0::09></! /53A! /+! 9,.5/.! ,+;>3/! 51-! 5-58/5;<.! 1.>,5<!
9+1/,+<<.,3! :+,! 54.1/3! /65/! 951! 8.,:+,7! 751=! -0::.,.1/!
59/0+13#!"/!03!.2.1!7+,.!-0::09></!0:!=+>!@51/!/+!,.>3.!.D03/014!
9+1/,+<<.,3! 51-! 5--! 1.@! 7+-><.3! 3+!51!54.1/!951! <.5,1!51-!
8.,:+,7! 1.@! /53A3#! ! N! 8,+703014! /,.1-! 03! /+! .2+<2.! 1.>,5<!
1./@+,A3! >3014! .2+<>/0+15,=! 9+78>/5/0+1#! %6.,.! 5,.!
-0::.,.1/!588,+596.3!01!/603!,.3.5,96!5,.5!51-!751=!-0::.,.1/!
@5=3!/+!.19+-.!.2+<2014!:.5/>,.3!01/+!4.1.3!FVBGLI#!N!9.,/501!
57+>1/!+:! @+,A!653! ;..1!-+1.! 01!.2+<>/0+15,=!9+78>/5/0+1!
+1! .19+-014! 385/05<! 1.>,5<! 1./@+,A3! FGPI?! @0/6! 3=77./,095<!
3/,>9/>,.!>3014!WB3=3/.73!FGRBXGI!51-!4,5775/095<!.19+-014!
FXX?! XHI#! Y/51<.=! 5<3+! 9,.5/.-! 5;3/,59/! 7+-.<3! 4.1.,5/014!
,.8,.3.1/5/0+13!+:!3=77./,095<!85//.,13!FXL?!XPI#!%+!/6.!;.3/!
+:!+>,!A1+@<.-4.?!1+!+1.!653!9,.5/.-!5!-.2.<+87.1/5<!7+-.<!
4.1.,5/014! 380A014! 1.>,5<! 9+1/,+<<.,3! 8<59.-! 01! X(! 3859.3?!
@6.,.!;0<5/.,5<!3=77./,=!951!;.!.2+<2.-?!51-!078,+2.-!/6.!
8.,:+,7519.!+:!51!54.1/!/+!8.,:+,7!9.,/501!/53A3#!
3"! 5/()!44(-267)
"1! /603! 3/>-=?! @.! >3.-! -.2.<+87.1/5<! 8,+4,573! /65/!
5<<+@.-!01:+,75/0+1!/+!;.!.19+-.-!53!385/0+B/.78+,5<!1.>,5<!
59/020/=! 85//.,13#! Z.! 9,.5/.-! /6,..! 1.@! -.2.<+87.1/5<!
7+-.<3! 010/05<<=! 01380,.-! ;=! [+-\5;596051! 51-! ].=.,^3!
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Ya'*C!85,5-047!FXRBHbI!51-!$CN%!FXL?!XP?!HGI#!S=!>3014!
/6.7?! @.! @51/.-! /+! 3..! 6+@! ;0<5/.,5<! 3=77./,=! 01! 1.>,5<!
1./@+,A3! 9+><-! ;.! 4.1.,5/.-! 51-! 5::.9/! /6.! ;.6520+,! +:! 5!
307><5/.-! ,+;+/#! "1! +>,! 7+-.<3?! 5! -.2.<+87.1/5<! 8,+4,57!
@53! .D8,.33.-! 01! 5! 4.1+7.! 51-! @6.1! .D.9>/.-?! 0/! @+><-!
9,.5/.! +1.! +,! 7+,.! 01/.,7.-05/.! 1.>,+13! @0/6! +1.! +,! 7+,.!
9+11.9/0+13!/+!75A.!/6.!@6+<.!1.>,5<!1./@+,A!4,+@#!W0A.!01!
FHG?! HXI?! +1.! +:! /6.! A.=! 0-.53! 01! +>,! 588,+596! 03! ;53.-! +1!
9+78<.D0:095/0+1#! N1! 010/05<! 4.1+7.! 03! :0,3/! 9+78+3.-! +:!
+1<=! +1.! 4.1.! 9,.5/014! +1<=! +1.! 1.>,+1! @6.1! .D8,.33.-#!
%6.1?! ->,014! .2+<>/0+1?! 1.@! 4.1.3! 951! ;.! 5--.-! 205!
7>/5/0+13! 9,.5/014! 7+,.! 1.>,+13! 51-! 7+,.! 9+11.9/0+13?!
/6.,.:+,.! 5--014! 7+,.! 9+78<.D0/=! /+! /6.! 3=3/.7#! N1+/6.,!
078+,/51/!9+19.8/!+:!/603!7+-.<!03!/5,4./014!FHXI#!Z.!>3.-!5!
X(! 1.>,5<! 3>;3/,5/.! @6.,.! 380A014! 1.>,+13! J@0/6! 3=158/09!
01/.4,5/0+1!51-!9+1->9/0+1!-.<5=3K!5,.! 8<59.-!51-!951!4,+@!
9+11.9/0+13! /+! /5,4./! <+95/0+13#! C2+<>/0+1! 951! /6.,.:+,.!
4.1.,5/.!1.>,5<!1./@+,A3!5;<.!/+!.19+-.!.D/.,15<!01:+,75/0+1!
53!385/0+B/.78+,5<!85//.,13#!!
Z.!:0,3/!9,.5/.-!5!7+-.<!@6.,.!85,57./.,3!+:!.596!1.>,+1!
@.,.! .19+-.-! 01! /6.! 4.1+7.! J$'cYd]K#! Z.! /6.1! 9,.5/.-!
/@+!25,05/0+13! +:!0/!5<<+@014!;0<5/.,5<!3=77./,095<!9<+1.3!+:!
1.>,+13!/+!;.!9,.5/.-#!%6.!:0,3/!+1.!5<<+@.-!/6.!.2+<>/0+1!+:!
3=77./,095<! 1.>,+13! JC_'cYd]K! 51-! /6.! 3.9+1-! +1.!
.1:+,9.-! /6.! 3=77./,=! :+,! .2.,=! 1.>,+1! JC$EcYd]K#! Z.!
5<3+! -.90-.-! /+! 652.! 1.>,5<! -.2.<+87.1/! 8.,:+,7.-! 01! /@+!
3/54.3T! :0,3/! 9,.5/014! .2.,=! 1.>,+1! +1! /6.! 3>;3/,5/.?! /6.1!
9,.5/014!5<<!/6.!9+11.9/0+13#!%603!@53!01380,.-!;=!;0+<+4095<!
3=3/.73!@6.,.!1.>,+13!:0,3/!-020-.?!/6.1!704,5/.!/+!5!9.,/501!
<+95/0+1! 51-! :015<<=! 9,.5/.! 9+11.9/0+13! FP?! R?! HHI#! Y+7.!
1.>,+13! 7046/! .2.1/>5<<=! -0.! ;>/! @.! -.90-.-! 1+/! /+! 7+-.<!
58+8/+303! 01! +>,! 7+-.<! /+! -.5<! @0/6! 9+78<.D0/=!
019,.7.1/5<<=#!
K"! 97&)2:&1')218)0'<)92<O))
Z.! -.90-.-! /+! .2+<2.! 51! 54.1/! /+! 8.,:+,7! 5! 3078<.! /53A!
@6096! @53! /+! 3/5=! 0130-.! 5! 96.7095<! 9+19.1/,5/0+1! 01! 5!
307><5/.-! 9+1/01>+>3! .120,+17.1/! JE04#! HK#! %6.! 54.1/! 653!
/@+! @6..<3?! +1.! +1! .596! 30-.! +:! /6.! 54.1/?! 8,+20-014! 5!
-0::.,.1/05<!3/..,014!3=3/.7#!C596!@6..<!03!9+1/,+<<.-!;=!/@+!
7+/+,! 1.>,+13! 8,+20-014!:+,@5,-!51-!;59A@5,-!8,+8><30+1#!
%6.! 54.1/! 5<3+! 653! /@+! 51/.115.! 8<59.-! +1! /6.! :,+1/! +:! /6.!
54.1/?! +1.! +,0.1/5/.-! +1! /6.! <.:/! 51-! /6.! +/6.,! +1.! +1! /6.!
,046/#! C596! 51/.115! 03! <01A.-! /+! 5! 3.13+,=! 1.>,+1#! %6.! /@+!
51/.115.!5,.!3.85,5/.-!@0-.<=!.1+>46!/+!-./.9/!/6.!8,.3.19.!
+:! /6.! 96.7095<! 4,5-0.1/! JE04#! GK#! %+! 9+1/,+<! /6.! 54.1/?! @.!
>3.-! 5! 380A014! 1.>,5<! 1./@+,A#! %6.! 3.13+,=! 51-! 7+/+,!
1.>,+13!8<59.-!+1!/6.!1.>,5<!3>;3/,5/.!:+,7!/6.!010/05<!1.>,5<!
1./@+,A! JE04#! XK#%6.! 9+78<./.! 1.>,5<! 1./@+,A! @53! 9,.5/.-!
;=!>3014!5!-.2.<+87.1/5<!8,+4,57#!!
!
!
Gbb!
!
!
Jbi!bK!
XPb!
!
Pb!
!
Gbb!
!
Gbb!
!
E04#! G#! ! h,+8.,/0.3! +:! 51! 54.1/! .M>088.-! @0/6! /@+! @6..<3! 51-! /@+!
!51/.115.#!)10/3!5,.!5,;0/,5,=#!

P!

!
!

!
Pb!

JbibK!
!

!

P!
P!

!
P!
!
Gbb!
!
! E04#! X#! ! X(! 3>;3/,5/.! +:! 51! 54.1/! @0/6!010/05<!1.>,5<!1./@+,A#!%6.! /@+!
3.13+,=! 1.>,+13! 5,.! 36+@1! +1! /6.! ,046/! 01! =.<<+@#! %6.! 7+/+,! 1.>,+13!
! 7+2.! /6.! 54.1/! :+,@5,-! J4,..1K! +,! ;59A@5,-! J+,514.K! ;=! />,1014! /6.!
! @6..<#!
!

!

!
E04#!H#!!h5/6!+:!51!54.1/!7+2014!/+@5,-3!/6.!70--<.!+:!5!:0D.-!96.7095<!
9+19.1/,5/0+1!J,.-!90,9<.K#!%6.!9+19.1/,5/0+1!03!5!<01.5,!4,5-0.1/!@6.,.!
!
/6.!75D07>7!25<>.!03!30/>5/.-!01!/6.!70--<.#!
!
""#! ]C%e'(Y!
!"! #40O01:)H&/(-1<)
Z.! >3.-! 5! <.5A=B01/.4,5/.! 51-! :0,.! 7+-.<! @0/6! 3=158/09!
01/.4,5/0+1! 51-! 9+1->9/0+1! -.<5=3! 5<,.5-=! -.39,0;.-! 01! FHL?!
HPI#!Z.!5<3+!>3.-!5!,.5<03/09!7+-.<!+:!1+03.!01!/6.!:+,7!+:!51!
-0::>302.! ')! J',13/.01B)6<.1;.9AK! 9>,,.1/! FHRI#! %603! :+,7!
+:! 9+<+,.-! 1+03.! ,.8,+->9.3! /6.! 3>;/6,.36+<-! 2+</54.!
:<>9/>5/0+13! 01! ,.5<! 1.>,+15<! 7.7;,51.3#! Z.! 5--.-! /603!
1+03.! /+! /6.! /+/5<! 018>/! 9>,,.1/! +:! .596! 1.>,+1#! %6.! 1+03.!
9>,,.1/!!=P'Q!03!-.39,0;.-!;=T!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
G
8= !' "
'&
!= !' " & = b " % K# !' " !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!JGK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$=
8'
@6.,.! R=!-.1+/.3!/6.!9>,,.1/!1+03.!/07.!9+13/51/!JX73!01!+>,!
953.K?! =b! 03! /6.! 7.51! 1+03.! 9>,,.1/! Jb! 01! +>,! 953.K?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
K) S) TUT) V) R=! 03! /6.! 1+03.! -0::>30+1! 9+.::090.1/?! U! 03! /6.!
3/51-5,-!-.205/0+1!Jb#bbbf!01!+>,!953.K!51-!WP'Q!03!5!a5>33051!
@60/.!1+03.!J@0/6!7.51!g!b!51-!3/51-5,-!-.205/0+1!g!GK#!%6.!
7+/+,!1.>,+13!>3.-!/+!9+1/,+<!/6.!@6..<3!5,.!7+-.<.-!01!/6.!
357.! @5=#! e+@.2.,?! /6.! 3.13+,=! 1.>,+13! 5,.! ;53.-! +1! /603!
7+-.<! ;>/! 652.!5!-0::.,.1/! .D8,.330+1!/+!95<9><5/.!/6.!018>/!
9>,,.1/#!Z.!9,.5/.-!5!7+-.<!+:!5! 380A014!3.13+,=!1.>,+1!01!
@6096! /6.! 96.7095<! 9+19.1/,5/0+1! 03! 8,+9.33.-! 3+! /65/! 5!
M>530B<01.5,! ,.<5/0+13608! ;./@..1! /6.! 9+19.1/,5/0+1! 51-! /6.!
:0,014! ,5/.! +:! /6.! 3.13+,! 03! 8,+->9.-#! %6.! 3.13+,=! 1.>,+13!
@.,.!5<,.5-=!-.39,0;.-!01!-./50<!01!FHL?!HP?!HfI#!!
*"! 37&%062.)3-16&1'(2'0-1)
Z.!-.90-.-!/+!>3.!5!3078<.!7+-.<!+:!96.7095<3!/65/!5,.!1+/!
-0::>3.-! 51-! .258+,5/.-#! %6.! 9+19.1/,5/0+1! 03! 5! <01.5,!
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9+11.9/.-!/+#!%6.!/5,4./!8+30/0+1!03!402.1!;=!/6.!514<.!_!J01!
,5-0513K!51-!/6.!-03/519.!85,57./.,!8!,.<5/02.!/+!/6.!1.>,+1#!
N!1.>,+1!9,.5/.3!5!9+11.9/0+1!/+!/6.!9<+3.3/!9.<<!/+!/603!/5,4./!
3"! !:&1')X-,&%&1'<)
8+30/0+1! JE04#! LK#! Y.<:! 9+11.9/0+13! 5,.! /6.,.:+,.! 8+330;<.#!
"1!+,-.,!/+!7+2.!/6.!54.1/?!@.!95<9><5/.-!/6.!2.<+90/=!IP'Q! ]+/+,! 1.>,+13! 9511+/! 652.! +>/8>/! 9+11.9/0+13! 51-! 3.13+,=!
J5,;0/,5,=!>10/K!+:!.596!@6..<!>3014!/6.!:+<<+@014!.M>5/0+1T!
1.>,+13!9511+/!652.!018>/!9+11.9/0+13#!N!/5,4./!8+30/0+1!951!
8I
;.!
30/>5/.-! +>/30-.! /6.! 3>;3/,5/.#! "1! /603! 953.?! 5! 9+11.9/0+1!
!
$ %-'-(
' !Ib & I " % F , !( !' & ' @ " & ( !' & 'J "" !!!!!!!!!!!!!JXK!
8'
@0<<!3/0<<!;.!9,.5/.-!<01A014!/6.!9<+3.3/!1.>,+1#!
!!!!!!!!!!
Z6.,.! Y! 03! /6.! (0,59! :>19/0+1! J8><3.K! -.:01.-! ;=! YPZQ) g! b!!!
!
@6.1!Z!j!b!51-!YPZQ)g!G!@6.1!Z!g!b#!
!
Z.! -.90-.-! :+,! 3078<090/=! /65/! 51! 54.1/! 36+><-! 5<@5=3! !
92(:&')4-01')
7+2.!:+,@5,-!01!/6.!5;3.19.!+:!51=!.D/.,15<!018>/!3+!@.!3./! !
X!
X!
!
`)
8)
>8! /6.! 85,57./.,3! 599+,-014<=T! ID! g! b#P! 03! /6.! -.:5></!
!
_!
2.<+90/=! J/6.! 54.1/! 03! 5<@5=3! 7+2014! 3/,5046/! ;=! -.:5></K?!!!! ! !!G!
!!G!
!
F,! g! P! 03! /6.! 38..-! 9+.::090.1/?! R%-'-() g! b#bP! 03! ! /6.! /07.!
! E04#! L#! ! *,.5/0+1! +:! 5! 9+11.9/0+1! ;=! 1.>,+1! G! 01! /@+! 3/.83#! E0,3/?!
9+13/51/!01!3.9+1-3?!'@!!03!/6.!/07.!@6.1!/6.!7+3/!,.9.1/!380A.!
! /6.! 3>;3/,5/.! -.8.1-014! +1! /6.!
1.>,+1! G! 8<59.3! 5! /5,4./! 8+01/! +1!
@53! .70//.-! ;=! /6.! 7+/+,! 1.>,+1! ,.38+130;<.! /+! />,1! /6.!
@6..<!:+,@5,-?!'J!03!/6.!/07.!@6.1!/6.!7+3/!,.9.1/!380A.!@53! ! -03/519.!8!51-!514<.!_!85,57./.,3#!Y.9+1-<=?!/6.!9<+3.3/!1.>,+1!/+!
/6.!/5,4./!8+01/!4./3!9+11.9/.-!/+!1.>,+1!G#!%6.!/=8.!+:!9+11.9/0+1!
.70//.-! ;=! /6.! 7+/+,! 1.>,+1! ,.38+130;<.! /+! />,1! /6.! @6..<! ! J018>/! +,! +>/8>/K! -.8.1-3! +1! /6.! 85,57./.,! '$4&! 51-! /6.! 3=158/09!
!
;59A@5,-#!%6.!54.1/!@53!7+2.-!;=!95<9><5/014!/6.!2.<+90/=!
3/,.14/6!J@.046/K!03!.19+-.-!;=!/6.!85,57./.,!`"!
!
.2.,=!/07.!3/.8#!
4,5-0.1/!@6.,.!/6.!75D07>7!25<>.!03!30/>5/.-!01!/6.!70--<.!
+:!/6.!90,9><5,!96.7095<!9+19.1/,5/0+1#!

"""#! (C_CW'h]C$%NW!h&'a&N]Y!
!"! [0'7-/')#$%%&'($\)H5]#^X)
%6.! -.2.<+87.1/5<! 8,+4,57! 9+13/,>9/014! /6.! 1.>,5<!
1./@+,A!9+1303/3!+:!5!4.1+7.!@6096!03!51!5,,5=!+:!7+-><.3#!
N! 7+-><.! 7>3/! 652.! 5! 4.1.?! @6096! @.! -.1+/.! H?! .19+-014!
/6.! 8+30/0+1! JZ>) $K! +:! 51! 01/.,7.-05/.! 1.>,+1?! 51-! 951! 652.!
4.1.3!.19+-014!8+330;<.!9+11.9/0+13?!-.1+/.-!3#!%6.!1.>,+1!
03! 8<59.-! +1! 5! X(! *5,/.3051! 9++,-015/.3! 3=3/.7! @0/6! 0/3!
+,0401!30/>5/.-!01!/6.!9.1/,.!+:!/6.!54.1/!JE04#!G!51-!XK#!":!5!
1.@! 7+-><.! 03! 9,.5/.-?! 0/! @0<<! ;.! 5--.-! /+! /6.! .1-! +:! /6.!
4.1+7.#! N! 7+-><.! 03! 25<0-! 0:! 0/! 03!9+78+3.-! +:!+1<=!+1.! H!
4.1.! ;>/! 1+/! 0:! 0/! 03! +1<=! 9+78+3.-! +:! 3) 4.1.3#! N! 3! 4.1.!
.19+-.3! /6.! -0::.,.1/! 85,57./.,3! :+,! 5! 9+11.9/0+1! +:! 5!
1.>,+1#! %65/! 019<>-.3! 51! 514<.! _) 51-! 5) -03/519.! 8! /+!
-./.,701.! @6.,.! 0/! 9+11.9/3! J3..! Y.9/0+1! """#! SK?!5!3=158/09!
3/,.14/6! J`K! 51-! 5! '$4&! J5::.,.1/! +,! .::.,.1/K#! N! 1.>,+1! 951!
5<3+! 652.! 9+11.9/0+13! .2.1! 0:! /6.=! 5,.! 1+/! .19+-.-! 01! /6.!
7+-><.! -.:01014! 0/3! 8,+8.,/0.3#! %6.! ,.53+1! 03! /65/! +/6.,!
1.>,+13! 951! 9,.5/.! .::.,.1/! 51-! 5::.,.1/! 9+11.9/0+13! /+! /603!
1.>,+1#!
Z6.1! 51! 54.1/! 03! 9,.5/.-?! 0/! +1<=! 653! 51! 010/05<! 1.>,5<!
1./@+,A! JE04#! XK#! %6.,.! 5,.! 1+! 01/.,7.-05/.! 1.>,+13?! +1<=!
7+/+,! 1.>,+13! 51-! 3.13+,3#! ":! /6.! 4.1+7.! +:! 51! 54.1/! 03!
9+78+3.-! +:! 5/! <.53/! +1.! 7+-><.?! /6.! 9+78<./.! 1.>,5<!
1./@+,A! 951! ;.! 9,.5/.-! ;=! .D.9>/014! /6.! -.2.<+87.1/5<!
8,+4,57! .D8,.33.-! 01! /6.! 4.1.3?! ,.5-014! /6.! 4.1+7.! :,+7!
/6.! ;.4011014! /+! /6.! .1-#! Z0/6! +1<=! +1.! 7+-><.?! +1<=! +1.!
01/.,7.-05/.!1.>,+1!@0<<!;.!9,.5/.-!;>/!0/!951!652.!7+,.!/651!
+1.! 9+11.9/0+1#! %6.! 1.>,5<! 1./@+,A! 03! 9+13/,>9/.-! ;=! /6.!
-.2.<+87.1/5<!8,+4,57!01!/@+!3/.83!;=!,.5-014!/6.!4.1+7.!
/@09.#!E0,3/?!5<<!/6.!1.>,+13!5,.!9,.5/.-!01!/6.!X(!3>;3/,5/.!;=!
,.5-014! 5<<! /6.! H! 4.1.3#! Y.9+1-<=?! 5<<! /6.! 9+11.9/0+13! 5,.!
9,.5/.-!;=!,.5-014!5<<!/6.!3!4.1.3#!
Z6.1! ,.5-014! 5) 3! 4.1.?! 5! /5,4./! 8+30/0+1! :+,! 5! 402.1!
1.>,+1! 03! -.:01.-! /+! -./.,701.! /+! @6096! 1.>,+1! 0/! @0<<! ;.!
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%NSWC!G!
&N$aCY!'E!_NW)CY!)YC(!E'&!%eC!hN&N]C%C&Y!'E!%eC!aC$CY!
h5,57./.,3!
&514.3!+:!25<>.3!
Z)

FBPb?PbI!
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FBXP?XPI!
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FBGP?GPI!

_)

Fb?XlI!

8)

FG?GbbI!

'$4&)

5::.,.1/!m!.::.,.1/!

!

*"! +,-.,2J.&)#$%%&'($\)+I5]#^X)
%603! 7+-.<! 03! 5! 7+-0:095/0+1! +:! $'cYd]#! %6.! 7501!
9+19.8/! +:! /603! 7+-.<! 03! /+! 01/,+->9.! 4.1./095<<=! .19+-.-!
;0<5/.,5<!3=77./,=!@0/6!,.38.9/!/+!/6.!<+140/>-015<!5D03!+:!/6.!
54.1/#!%6.!0-.5!03!/65/!013/.5-!+:!.19+-014!/@+!1.>,+13!/65/!
5,.! 3070<5,! ;>/! 5,.! 8+30/0+1.-! +1! +88+30/.! 30-.3! +:! /6.!
70-<01.! JZa2Z0<K?!/6.! 4.1+7.!9+><-!.19+-.!+1<=!+1.!1.>,+1!
;>/! @0/6!51! .D/,5!.2+<25;<.!85,57./.,!5<<+@014!/6.!9,.5/0+1!
+:! 0/3! 3=77./,095<! 9<+1.i! /603! 5<<+@3! 9+78,.33014! 4.1./09!
01:+,75/0+1#! "1! :59/?! /6.! 010/05<! 1.>,5<! 1./@+,A! 03!
3=77./,095<?! 51-! /6.,.:+,.! /6.! .2+<>/0+15,=! 8,+9.33! 36+><-!
;.!5;<.!/+!>3.!/603!078+,/51/!.7;.--.-!:.5/>,.#!%603!7+-.<!
03! ;53.-! +1! 51! 5;3/,59/0+1!+:! 5!4,5-0.1/!/65/! 9+><-!:+,7!/6.!
6+,0O+1/5<!5D03#!*+785,.-!/+!$'cYd]?!3!4.1.3!5,.!3/0<<!/6.!
357.!;>/!H!4.1.3!652.!51!5--0/0+15<!S++<.51!85,57./.,!<$%#!
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